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Preface to ”Advanced Hydrologic Modeling in
Watershed Scales”

Hydrologic modeling at the watershed scale is a key topic in the field of hydrology. The

hydrological model is an important tool to understand the impact of climate change and human

activities on rainfall–runoff processes, and especially on water resources for human beings in a

changing environment. In the last two decades, with the development of satellite remote sensing

and artificial intelligence, many new datasets and methods have been introduced into hydrological

modeling.

Hydrologic modeling at the watershed scale is an important and fundamental research field

in hydrology. Therefore, we proposed a Special Issue entitled “Advanced Hydrologic Modeling

in Watershed Scales“in Water to publish findings regarding the recent progress in hydrological

modeling at the watershed scale against global changes. Before the deadline for the submission of

manuscripts to this Special Issue, we received many manuscripts regarding hydrological modeling at

the watershed scale. In total, ten articles have been published in this Special Issue.

In the simulation of hydrological processes, the SWAT model was applied in five case studies,

which were in the Bayin River basin of China, the Fengle watershed in the middle–lower Yangtze

Plain of China, the Tangbai River Basin crossing Henan province and Hubei province in China, twelve

hydrological sites in the Illinois River watershed in the U.S., and the Wei River Basin on the Loess

Plateau in China. At the same time, runoffs were simulated using other models or methods, such

as the Hydrological Engineering Center–Hydrological Modeling System (HEC-HMS), a two-stage

annual precipitation partitioning method; the Xin An Jiang model; and the GR3 model. In addition,

an integrated approach based on remote sensing and GIS using the influence factor (IF) technique

was utilized to delineate potential groundwater recharge zones in Islamabad, Pakistan.

Based on hydrological modeling, these studies promoted have our understanding of the impact

of vegetation changes on hydrological processes, the performance of meteorological datasets and

precipitation datasets, hydrologic and nutrient cycling, a new hybrid SWAT-WSVR model, the

relationship between the SWAT model parameters and the factors, the simulation of snowmelt runoff,

the impact of climate change and human activities on the annual total stream flow and base flow, the

difference between the calibrated objective functions, the simulation of the hydrological process with

the background of inter-basin water transfer, and potential groundwater recharge zones.

Researchers interested in hydrological modeling and the impacts of environment change on

water resources may be interested in this reprint. This Special Issue, entitled “Advanced Hydrologic

Modeling in Watershed Scales” in Water, was handled by the Guest Editors, Dr. Dengfeng Liu, Dr.

Hui Liu, and Dr. Xianmeng Meng. We acknowledge the editors of the journal, especially Ms. Sanja

Vučić, for her help in processing the articles.

Dengfeng Liu, Hui Liu, and Xianmeng Meng

Editors
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Advanced Hydrologic Modeling in Watershed Scale
Dengfeng Liu 1,* , Hui Liu 2,* and Xianmeng Meng 3,*

1 School of Water Resources and Hydropower, Xi’an University of Technology, Xi’an 710048, China
2 China Institute of Water Resources and Hydropower Research, Beijing 100038, China
3 School of Environmental Studies, China University of Geosciences, Wuhan 430074, China
* Correspondence: liudf@xaut.edu.cn (D.L.); liuhui@iwhr.com (H.L.); mengxianmeng2000@163.com (X.M.)

Hydrologic modeling in the watershed scale is a key topic in the field of hydrology.
The hydrological model is an important tool to understand the impact of climate change
and human activities on rainfall–runoff processes, and especially on water resources for
humans in a changing environment. In traditional hydrological modeling, the precipitation
data of in situ rainfall gauges are adopted to force hydrological modeling, and the simulated
discharge is used to validate the hydrological model by comparing it with the observed
discharge at the hydrological station. In the last two decades, with the development of
satellite remote sensing and artificial intelligence, many new datasets and methods have
been introduced into hydrological modeling. Multi-source fusion precipitation products
(such as GPM (Global Precipitation Mission), MSWEP (Multi-Source Weighted-Ensemble
Precipitation), CMFD (China Meteorological Forcing Dataset), and atmospheric assimila-
tion datasets (such as CMADS (China Meteorological Assimilation Driving Datasets)) better
display spatial distribution than ground rainfall data and have the potential for a better
performance in hydrological modeling on middle and large spatial scales. Additionally,
data on evaporation, soil moisture, and water level at the channel from remote sensing may
be applied to validate the simulated evaporation, soil moisture, and discharge. Even water
storage change can be evaluated by GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment)
data. Deep learning models and agent-based models may be used in the process represen-
tation and parameter estimation. The interaction of hydrological processes to ecological
processes and social processes has also attracted attention in recent years.

When the Special Issue opened, we planned to invite original research articles that
contribute to new progress in the hydrological modeling in the watershed scale under
global changes. Among the topics of interest for this Special Issue are:

• Application of new datasets and methods in hydrological modeling;
• New process representation in hydrological modeling;
• Progress of parameter estimation;
• Interaction of hydrological processes to ecological processes and social processes and

their co-evolution processes;
• Coupled modeling of surface water and groundwater;
• Flood and drought based on hydrological modeling;
• Flux observation in the validation of hydrological modeling;
• Isotopic tracing in the validation of hydrological modeling;
• Role of macropore flow or preferential flow in the hydrological process;
• Sediment and other mass transport in the hydrological process.

Before the deadline for manuscript submissions for this Special Issue, we received
many manuscripts on the hydrological modeling in the watershed scale. Finally, ten articles
are published in the Special Issue.

In the simulation of hydrological processes, SWAT model was applied in 5 case studies,
which are in the Bayin River basin of China [1], the Fengle watershed in the middle–lower
Yangtze Plain of China [2], the Tangbai River Basin crossing Henan province and Hubei
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province of China [3], 12 hydrological sites in the Illinois River watershed of U.S [4], and
the Wei River Basin on the Loess Plateau in China [5].

In the Bayin River basin of China, the study aimed to accurately simulate the impact
of vegetation change on hydrological processes in an arid endorheic river watershed
undergoing revegetation, and LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model was developed by integrating
dynamic hydrological response units with a coupled SWAT-MODFLOW model [1].

In the Fengle watershed in the middle–lower Yangtze Plain of China, the study as-
sessed the performance of two well-known gridded meteorological datasets, CFSR (Climate
Forecast System Reanalysis) and CMADS (China Meteorological Assimilation Driving
Datasets), and three satellite-based precipitation datasets, TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Mea-
suring Mission), CMORPH (Climate Prediction Center morphing technique), and CHIRPS
(Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station data), in driving the SWAT
model for streamflow simulation [2].

In the Tangbai River Basin of China, the river basin has been exposed to high doses of
fertilizers for a long time and the study simulates hydrologic and nutrient cycling using
the SWAT model with limited data available [3].

At 12 hydrological sites in the Illinois River watershed of the U.S, it developed a
new hybrid SWAT-WSVR model that integrated the SWAT model with a Support Vector
Regression (SVR) calibration method coupled with discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) to
better support modeling watersheds with limited data availability [4].

In the Wei River Basin on the Loess Plateau in China, based on the measured data
at the ground stations, the temporal and spatial evolution of the ecohydrological and
meteorological factors were analyzed, and the SWAT model was used to identify the
relationship between the model parameters and the factors, such as precipitation, potential
evapotranspiration, NDVI, and the other environmental characterization factors of the river
basin [5].

At the same time, the runoff are simulated by other models or methods, such as
the Hydrological Engineering Center–Hydrological Modeling System (HEC-HMS) [6], a
two-stage annual precipitation partitioning method [7], Xin An Jiang model [8], and the
GR3 model [9].

The HEC-HMS was used to simulate snowmelt runoff in the Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin
that has a complex topography where altitude differences range from 1823 m to 3140 m
above the sea level in eastern Turkey [6].

Using a two-stage annual precipitation partitioning method, the study quantified the
impact of climate change and human activities on the annual total stream flow, surface
runoff, and base flow in the Weihe River Basin (WRB), wherein the surface runoff and base
flow are separated from the measured total flow by using a one-parameter digital filter
method for which the common filter parameter value is 0.925 [7].

With the calibrated Xin An Jiang model, the study increased the insight into the
difference between the calibrated objective functions by evaluating eight objectives in
three different classes (single objectives: KGE(log(Q)) and KGE(1/Q); multi objectives:
KGE(Q)+KGE(log(Q)), KGE(Q)+KGE(1/Q), KGE(Qsort)+KGE(log(Qsort)) and KGE(Qsort)+
KGE(1/Qsort); split objectives: split KGE(Q) and split (KGE(Q)+KGE(1/Q))) in Bahe, a
semi-arid basin in China [8].

The GR3 model, a rainfall–runoff model, was combined with the background of inter-
basin water transfer to simulate the hydrological process of Huangtaiqiao basin in Jinan
city, Shandong Province, China for 18 consecutive years with a 1 h time step [9].

In the groundwater recharge case, the study utilized an integrated approach based on
remote sensing (RS) and GIS using the influence factor (IF) technique to delineate potential
groundwater recharge zones in Islamabad, Pakistan [10].

Based on the hydrological modeling, these studies promoted the understanding of the
impact of vegetation change on hydrological processes, the performance of meteorological
datasets and precipitation datasets, hydrologic and nutrient cycling, a new hybrid SWAT-
WSVR model, the relationship between the SWAT model parameters and the factors,
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simulation of snowmelt runoff, the impact of climate change and human activities on the
annual total stream flow and base flow, the difference between the calibrated objective
functions, simulation of the hydrological process with the background of inter-basin water
transfer, and potential groundwater recharge zones.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, D.L., H.L. and X.M.; writing—original draft prepara-
tion, D.L.; writing—review and editing, D.L., H.L. and X.M.; project administration, D.L.; funding
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Funding: This research was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(42071335 and 52279025).
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Abstract: Vegetation change in arid areas may lead to the redistribution of regional water resources,
which can intensify the competition between ecosystems and humans for water resources. This
study aimed to accurately model the impact of vegetation change on hydrological processes in an
arid endorheic river watershed undergoing revegetation, namely, the middle and lower reaches
of the Bayin River basin, China. A LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model was developed by integrating
dynamic hydrological response units with a coupled SWAT-MODFLOW model, which can reflect
actual land cover changes in the basin. The LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model outperformed the original
SWAT-MODFLOW model in simulating the impact of human activity as well as the leaf area index,
evapotranspiration, and groundwater table depth. After regional revegetation, evapotranspiration
and groundwater recharge in different sub-basins increased significantly. In addition, the direc-
tion and amount of surface-water–groundwater exchange changed considerably in areas where
revegetation involved converting low-coverage grassland and bare land to forestland.

Keywords: revegetation; irrigation; leaf area index; evapotranspiration; groundwater

1. Introduction

Vegetation is essential for regional carbon sequestration, soil and water conservation,
and climate regulation [1,2]. Arid areas, which account for 40% of the world’s land area,
are characterised by water shortages and uneven spatiotemporal distributions of water
resources [3]. Changes in vegetation and related management practices (e.g., irrigation) in
arid areas may lead to the redistribution of regional water resources, which can intensify
the competition between ecosystems and humans for water resources [1,4]. In this context,
the water demand and water consumption characteristics of vegetation change in arid
areas are of particular concern [5,6].

Nowadays, physically based distributed (or semi-distributed) hydrological models can
clearly reflect the spatial variability of hydrological processes in a basin, and these models
are playing an important role in simulations and predictions of the hydrological cycle in
basins [7–9]. Notably, SWAT (Soil and Water Assessment Tools) is a typical distributed
hydrological model with a strong physical foundation [10]. It is suitable for simulating
surface hydrological processes in a complex basin with a variety of soil types, land use
types, slopes, and management practices, and it can be used in data-poor regions [11–13].
Currently, SWAT is a key component of the USDA-Conservation Effect Assessment Project
and the USEPA-Hydrologic and Water Quality System [14]. Nevertheless, SWAT has a
weak ability to simulate groundwater processes, thereby limiting its application in arid
areas with strong surface-water–groundwater exchange [15–17].

The ability of SWAT to simulate groundwater processes can be improved by replacing
the groundwater module of SWAT with a well-established groundwater model [15,16].
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A relatively well-established practice for this approach is to couple SWAT with a MOD-
FLOW model by using the same temporal and spatial scales for both models, thereby
allowing SWAT to calculate and input hydrological response unit (HRU)-based groundwa-
ter recharge data to the MODFLOW model and then allowing the MODFLOW model to
calculate and return the groundwater flow between the aquifer and river to SWAT [15,16].
The SWAT-MODFLOW code developed by Bailey et al. couples the most recent SWAT code
with the MODFLOW-NWT code, which improves the solution of unconfined groundwater
flow problems [16,18]. This version of the SWAT-MODFLOW model has recently been
developed and is the most widely used. Semiromi and Koch [19] modelled complex inter-
action of surface–groundwater interactions by MODFLOW in the Gharehsoo River basin,
located in Northwest Iran. Mosase et al. [20] used SWAT-MODFLOW to assess the spatial
distribution of annual and seasonal groundwater recharge and interactions with surface
water in the Limpopo River basin, an arid basin in Africa. Jafari et al. [21] developed a
calibration tool for SWAT-MODFLOW and used the model to simulate the runoff and
groundwater in Shiraz catchment, located in southwestern Iran. The authors used SWAT-
MODFLOW to model the natural water cycle of ‘atmosphere–slope–underground–river’
components. In this process, the impact of human activities, such as land use/land cover
change, is generalised [17]. However, in view of increasingly intense human activities,
full consideration of both the impact of human activities and natural factors on the water
cycle process in a basin is paramount to ensure that distributed hydrological models can
accurately describe the water cycle process [22,23]. Intensive vegetation change is one of
the final results of human activities [4]. Vegetation growth in SWAT is a key process to
consider in the quantitative modelling of eco-hydrological processes, as it directly affects
evapotranspiration (ET), water interception, and soil erosion [23]. Therefore, accurate
determination of vegetation change in different HRUs is a key to modelling hydrological
processes [24]. SWAT can reflect vegetation changes in a basin by using a land-use update
module [23]. However, HRUs, the basic computational units of SWAT, are virtual units,
each of which is treated as a lumped unit to achieve the same soil type, land use/cover
type, and slope at different spatial sites. This makes it infeasible for SWAT to effectively
reflect partial land cover type conversions or land cover types converted to multiple other
landcovers within the same HRU. To the best of our knowledge, only a few studies have
overcome this limitation of HRUs in SWAT-MODFLOW.

Given the above context, in this study, we developed a LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model
by integrating a coupled SWAT-MODFLOW model with dynamic HRUs, which can over-
come the limitation of considering the vegetation change compared to the original HRUs for
the middle and lower reaches of the Bayin River basin, a typical arid endorheic river, where
there are frequent surface-water–groundwater interactions and evident vegetation changes.
With the advancement of remote sensing technology, data products with high spatiotempo-
ral resolution such as leaf area index (LAI) and ET, combined with observed hydrological
data, were used to calibrate the model [25–27]. The performance of SWAT-MODFLOW and
LU-SWAT-MODFLOW were compared first. Later, the hydrological effects of revegetation
were analysed based on the simulation results of LU-SWAT-MODFLOW. This study can
provide assistance for ensuring revegetation sustainability and rationally allocating water
resources in arid areas.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The Bayin River, which is the fourth largest river in the Qaidam Basin, is situated
in the north-western region of China (Figure 1). The basin is in an arid area with annual
precipitation of approximately 200 mm. The main land cover types of the area are grassland,
shrubland, barren land, and farmland. The Bayin River flows out of the mountains into the
middle and lower reaches, where the human population and industrial and agricultural
activities are concentrated, and with frequent surface-water–groundwater exchange. The
vegetation in the Bayin River basin has been restored substantially with the implementation

6
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of a series of ecological restoration measures, such as the Grain-for-Green program, over
the past 20 years. However, irrigation has become essential for such artificial revegetation
projects because of the arid climate and the heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of
water resources.
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2.2. SWAT-MODFLOW Model

In this study, the coupling of SWAT with the MODFLOW model was achieved by
using the method of Bailey et al. [16]. Given the inconsistency between the two models in
terms of computational spatial units, it was necessary to use a GIS platform to unify the
spatial resolution before model coupling (Figure 2). First, specific spatial locations were
allocated to the computational units (i.e., HRUs) of SWAT. Second, a mapping relationship
was established between the HRUs of SWAT and the computational grid cells of MOD-
FLOW on the same projected coordinate system using a GIS platform [14,15]. Third, the
SWAT model was run to simulate the groundwater recharge, evaporation, and extraction
with a temporal step of 1 d. Finally, the simulation results were taken as boundary condi-
tions on the corresponding computational grid cells of MODFLOW for groundwater flow
modelling [16]. The MODFLOW model was run to simulate the groundwater processes
while using the groundwater monitoring data of the basin (provided by Qinghai Provincial
Department of water resources) to calibrate and validate the model parameters. Meanwhile,
the simulated groundwater table depth from the MODFLOW model was transferred to the
computational units of surface water through the abovementioned mapping relationship
to impose boundary conditions on the simulation of irrigation groundwater extraction,
crop growth, and vegetation transpiration, as well as to test the simulation results [16].
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2.3. SWAT-MODFLOW Model Coupled with Dynamic HRUs

In view of the inability of the original SWAT model to effectively reflect complete
or partial land cover type conversions within the same HRU, this study transformed the
HRUs of the original SWAT model to dynamic HRUs to improve the original model. The
generation process of dynamic HRUs is illustrated in Figure 3. In contrast to the original
HRUs, the generation process of dynamic HRUs involved the defining of spatial units
where there were land use/cover changes, i.e., it incorporated the concept of dynamic land
use/cover. Such spatial units were combined with soil type and slope data to generate
dynamic HRUs such that each had a specific and invariant location, area, and shape with
variable attributes. Such dynamic HRUs can more truly reflect the land use/cover changes
in the basin.
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The operational flow chart of the coupled SWAT-MODFLOW model based on dynamic
HRUs is shown in Figure 4. First, annual cycle simulations were performed by using
corresponding HRUs (land cover). Second, daily cycle simulations were performed in
which hydrological processes were simulated by SWAT. The simulation results on each
HRU were mapped to the computational grid cells of MODFLOW, where these were
taken as boundary conditions for groundwater flow simulations. Third, the simulated
groundwater data within the grid cells were mapped to the HRUs of SWAT for subsequent
SWAT computations. The above process was conducted in nested loops until the end of
the simulation. Considering that the dynamic HRU-based SWAT-MODFLOW coupled
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model could reflect the dynamic changes in land use/cover, the model was referred to as
LU-SWAT-MODFLOW.
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2.4. Model Establishment

Meteorological data required for establishing the SWAT model included the daily
monitoring data for precipitation, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and solar
radiation at the Delingha weather station, which is located at the inlet shown in Figure 1.
Agricultural, forestland, and grassland irrigation data were obtained from the Delingha Mu-
nicipal Water Affairs Bureau (Table 1). The newest digital elevation model data (Figure 1)
of 30 m resolution Shuttle Radar Topography Mission data [28] were used. Soil type data
(Figure 5a) at the scale 1:1,000,000 from China were used [29], and the corresponding soil
hydrological attributes were retrieved from the Qinghai Soil Record [30]. Figure 5b presents
the sub-basin division map of the study region.

Table 1. Irrigation volume in the study region.

Irrigation Type Annual Irrigation
Rate (m3/hm2)

Number of Times
of Irrigation Irrigation Duration

Agricultural irrigation 5800 6 March–October
Forest irrigation 5400 6 April–November

Grassland irrigation 3600 5 April–November

Land use type data for the simulated period (2000–2018) were derived from 30 m
Landsat images. Remote sensing interpretation marks were created according to spec-
tral features combined with field survey data and relevant geographic maps [31]. Data
quality was examined by comparatively analysing field survey patches versus randomly
selected patches, and the classification accuracy was determined to be over 90%. Figure 6
presents the regional spatial distribution of land use/cover in 2000 (Figure 6a) versus 2018
(Figure 6b). There were six types of land use/cover in 2000, namely, spring wheat, forest,
grassland, water, residences, and barren land. There were seven types in 2018, including
‘Chinese wolfberry’ as a new type in addition to the existing six types. In the study region,
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Chinese wolfberry was the main tree species used for artificial revegetation. Considering
the absence of Chinese wolfberry-related parameters in the built-in land use and vegetation
database of SWAT, relevant initial parameters for apple trees in the SWAT model were taken
as default parameters for Chinese wolfberry, and these were calibrated using the LAI data
to simulate the growth process of Chinese wolfberry. Other relevant parameters of land
use/cover types were either set to the default values in the built-in database of the model
or obtained by calibration. Revegetation in the study region was mainly characterised by
the conversion of farmland to forestland and the conversion of bare land to forestland and
grassland. From 2000 to 2018, the years when evident vegetation changes (restoration)
occurred in the study region were 2005, 2008, 2015, and 2018. Accordingly, the land use
data for 2000, 2005, 2008, 2015, and 2018 were used to generate dynamic HRUs. In contrast,
land cover types in the other years were only weakly altered and therefore ignored.
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Basin boundaries delineated by the SWAT model were considered as impermeable
boundaries to groundwater flow in the MODFLOW model, where the western and east-
ern outlets of the basin were considered as constant flow boundaries. The river network
extracted by the SWAT model was considered to constitute river boundaries in the MOD-
FLOW model. The simulated steady-state groundwater head (Figure 7) was used as the
initial head for simulations of transient flow [32]. In addition, the shallow aquifers in the
study region were conceptualised as being non-homogeneous and anisotropic according to
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relevant studies [32], and the groundwater flow was conceptualised as a two-dimensional
transient flow.
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2.5. Model Calibration

The years 2000–2001 were used as the model warm-up period, 2002–2011 as the model
calibration period, and 2012–2018 as the model validation period. Vegetation growth
parameters in the SWAT model were calibrated at HRU scales against the monthly 30 m
resolution LAI data of 2002–2018 provided by the National Tibetan Plateau/Third Pole
Environment Data Centre [29]. The dataset is the fusion of MODIS LAI and observed LAI
in Qilian mountainous area (including the Qaidam Basin).

ET simulated by the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model was calibrated at sub-basin scales
against the ET data at a 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ resolution (Figure 8) provided by the National Tibetan
Plateau/Third Pole Environment Data Centre [29]. The dataset is derived by employing
a calibration-free nonlinear complementary relationship model with inputs of air and
dew-point temperature, wind speed, precipitation, and net radiation from the China
Meteorological Forcing Dataset. The dataset is validated in Northwest China and is proved
to have good spatial and temporal performance [24]. Furthermore, relevant parameters
(conductivity and storage) of the MODFLOW model were calibrated against monthly
recorded groundwater table depth at numerous observation wells (Figure 5b) in the basin.

In this study, land cover types in the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model varied over the
years within some of the dynamic HRUs or remained invariant throughout a relatively long
period within some of the HRUs. The HRUs in the latter scenario were chosen to calibrate
the relevant vegetation growth parameters (Table 2) against monthly 30 m resolution LAI
data [26]. The calibrated parameters were stored in a separate file, which could be visited
during SWAT operations to directly tune parameters in HRUs where changes in land cover
type were detected. ET-related parameter (Table 2) calibration at sub-basin scales in the
present study was mainly based on the aforementioned remote sensing-derived ET data in
accordance with the method of White and Chaubey [33] and Immerzeel and Droogers [25].
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Figure 8. Locations of ET data points.

Table 2. Vegetation growth and ET-related parameters in SWAT.

Processes Parameter Description

Vegetation growth-related
parameters

BLAI Maximum potential leaf area index

LAIMX_1 Fraction of the maximum leaf area index corresponding to the 1st
point on the optimal leaf area development curve

FRGRW1 Fraction of the plant growing season corresponding to the 1st
point on the optimal leaf area development curve

LAIMX_2 Fraction of the maximum leaf area index corresponding to the
2nd point on the optimal leaf area development curve

FRGRW2 Fraction of the plant growing season corresponding to the 2nd
point on the optimal leaf area development curve

DLAI Fraction of growing season when leaf area begins to decline
BIO_E Radiation use efficiency

EXT_COEF Light extinction coefficient
GSI Maximum canopy stomatal conductance

HVSTI Harvest index for the optimal growing condition
T-BASE Minimum (base) temperature for plant growth

ET-related parameters

SOL_AWC Available water content
RFINC Monthly rainfall increment

GWREVAP Groundwater revap coefficient
BLAI Maximum potential leaf area index
ESCO Soil evaporation compensation factor
EPCO Plant uptake compensation factor
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2.6. Model Performance Metrics

The applicability of SWAT was evaluated in terms of Nash–Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE),
percent bias (PBIAS), and squared correlation coefficient (R2). The NSE can range between
−∞ and 1. If the value of the NSE was closer to 1, it was indicative of a better simulation
performance and high reliability of the SWAT model. When the NSE was closer to 0.5, the
model simulation results were similar to the mean of observations, that is, the model results
in general were reliable. A PBIAS between −10% and 10% indicated a good simulation
performance of the model. Additionally, larger values of R2 were indicative of a better
simulation performance of the model. The calculation process and significance of the three
metrics have been elaborated elsewhere [34]. Model performance during the simulations
of the groundwater table depth was evaluated mainly in terms of the absolute error and R2

in this study.
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3. Results
3.1. Regional Vegetation Change

The main types of vegetation change in the study region from 2002 to 2018 are sum-
marised in Table 3. Specifically, the main types of vegetation change pertained to the
conversion of low-coverage grassland, farmland, and bare land to forestland, in which
the converted areas amounted to 2,877,518 and 321 hm2, respectively. Correspondingly,
the irrigation water volume of each revegetation plot underwent dramatic changes. In
addition, the conversion of farmland to forestland mainly occurred in the irrigated area of
the Gahai Lake in the south-eastern part of the basin, while the conversion of low-coverage
grassland and bare land to forestland mainly occurred in the irrigated area of Delingha,
which is situated in the north-western part of the basin (Figure 6).

Table 3. Main types of revegetation in the study region.

Main Type of Revegetation Revegetation Area
(hm 2)

Change in the Annual
Irrigation Rate

(m3/hm2·a)

Conversion of low-coverage grassland
to forestland 2877 0→5400

Conversion of farmland to forestland 518 5800→5400
Conversion of bare land to forestland 321 0→5400

3.2. Comparison of the Original SWAT-MODFLOW and LU-SWAT-MODFLOW
3.2.1. Difference in HRUs

Figure 9 shows the HRUs generated by the original SWAT-MODFLOW model versus
those from the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model. The original SWAT-MODFLOW model
generated 1304 HRUs, and the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model generated 2978 HRUs. The
higher number of HRUs in the new model was due to the land use/cover data of LU-
SWAT-MODFLOW being a superposition of years-long data and thereby covering a higher
number of patches. The higher number of HRUs also implied that the operation and
parameter tuning of the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model would be more complicated [35].
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Figure 9. HRUs generated by (a) SWAT-MODFLOW and (b) LU-SWAT-MODFLOW.

3.2.2. Comparison of the LAI Simulation Results

Figure 10 shows the simulated LAI from the calibrated original SWAT-MODFLOW
model and the calibrated LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model for July 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2018.
Compared to the remote-sensed LAI, the calibrated LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model has
better performance in expressing the spatial variation of the LAI than SWAT-MODFLOW
since the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model has more HRUs. In addition, we randomly chose
10 positions in different parts of the study area and calculated the performance metrics of
LAI in corresponding HRUs of original SWAT-MODFLOW and LU-SWAT-MODFLOW
model, respectively. The performance metrics for the calibrated and validated original
SWAT-MODFLOW model were NSE > 0.75, PBIAS of −25–25%, and R2 > 0.73, and the
counterparts for the calibrated and validated LU-SWAT-MODFLOW were NSE > 0.83,
PBIAS of −20–20%, and R2 > 0.83 (Table 4). This indicates that the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW
model was more accurate than the original SWAT-MODFLOW model in simulations of the
monthly LAI after both models were calibrated and validated.
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Table 4. Performance of the original SWAT-MODFLOW model versus the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW
model in simulating LAI.

HRU

SWAT-MODFLOW LU-SWAT-MODFLOW

Calibration Period Validation Period Calibration Period Validation Period

NSE PBIAS R2 NSE PBIAS R2 NSE PBIAS R2 NSE PBIAS R2

E1 0.85 20.84 0.83 0.81 17.63 0.79 0.92 14.11 0.88 0.87 16.54 0.85
E2 0.86 23.71 0.85 0.80 21.25 0.76 0.91 11.13 0.87 0.86 14.52 0.83
W1 0.82 19.89 0.82 0.78 15.65 0.75 0.88 13.45 0.90 0.84 17.89 0.88
W2 0.83 17.41 0.81 0.75 19.32 0.73 0.89 12.65 0.89 0.83 19.21 0.84
S1 0.85 13.72 0.84 0.81 17.29 0.77 0.90 10.99 0.90 0.86 16.54 0.86
S2 0.83 19.24 0.81 0.79 14.23 0.78 0.91 11.11 0.90 0.85 17.32 0.87
N1 0.87 15.36 0.85 0.77 13.22 0.78 0.93 14.65 0.92 0.88 15.21 0.89
N2 0.86 17.52 0.84 0.76 11.21 0.77 0.90 17.53 0.89 0.84 18.56 0.90
C1 0.84 21.49 0.83 0.78 22.17 0.76 0.92 16.46 0.90 0.87 14.12 0.87
C2 0.85 20.76 0.83 0.81 19.78 0.74 0.91 13.02 0.92 0.83 11.76 0.89

3.2.3. Comparison of the ET Simulation Results

During the calibration and validation period, the performance metrics of the original
SWAT-MODFLOW model were NSE > 0.65, PBIAS of −20%–20%, and R2 > 0.63 in simula-
tions of the monthly mean ET for each sub-basin, while the counterparts for the LU-SWAT-
MODFLOW model were NSE > 0.72, PBIAS of −20%–20%, and R2 > 0.73 (Figure 11). This
indicates that the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model was more accurate than the original SWAT-
MODFLOW in simulations of the monthly mean ET for most of the sub-basins. Figure 12
shows the multi-year mean of the simulated ET from the original SWAT-MODFLOW model
(Figure 12a) versus that of the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model (Figure 12b) in comparison
with the multi-year mean of remote sensing-derived ET (Figure 12c). The multi-year mean
of remote sensing-derived ET exhibited a spatial distribution pattern of high values in the
north-eastern mountains and low values in the southwestern plains, and such a distribution
pattern existed for both calibrated models.

3.2.4. Comparison of the Simulation Results for Groundwater Table Depth

Groundwater table depth data were scarce within the study region. Observation wells
1, 2, and 3 only provided monthly data for 2009–2011, and observation well 4 only provided
monthly data for 2013–2015; meanwhile, observation well 5 only provided monthly data
for 2014–2015. Thus, the observed groundwater table depth of wells 1, 2, and 3 were
used to calibrate the two models, and the rest were used to validate the models. Linear
regression results of the simulated groundwater table depth on observed groundwater
table depth were compared between the original SWAT-MODFLOW model and the LU-
SWAT-MODFLOW model (Figure 13). Both models performed well in simulating the
changes in the groundwater table depth of the study region, with an R2 > 0.95 and absolute
error within 0.5 m. In addition, the simulation performance of LU-SWAT-MODFLOW was
slightly better than that of SWAT-MODFLOW, which was likely attributed to the detailed
consideration of the spatiotemporal changes in irrigation and land cover by the former
model versus the latter model.
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Figure 13. Monthly groundwater table depth simulated by the (a–e) SWAT-MODFLOW model versus
the (f–j) LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model.

3.3. Impacts of Vegetation Change on Hydrological Processes

The case study area is located in a water consumption area of an inland river and
almost never generates runoff. Thus, here we focus on the analysis of the vegetation change
impacts on ET and groundwater processes.

3.3.1. Impacts on ET

The LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model was run in the following two scenarios to ac-
curately analyse the impacts of revegetation and the related extensive irrigation on ET:
(1) revegetation was assumed absent while considering the actual changes in other types
of land use/cover; and (2) the actual changes in land use/cover were considered, in-
cluding those pertinent to revegetation (irrigation) and other types of land use/cover.
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Figure 14a shows the simulated monthly ET in the revegetation-absent scenario versus
the revegetation-present scenario from 2002 to 2018. The results indicate that revegetation
and related irrigation did not change the trend of monthly ET in the basin, in which the
monthly ET in the revegetation-present scenario was only 1.5 mm higher than that in the
revegetation-absent scenario for most months. Similarly, the trend of annual ET was almost
the same in both scenarios. In 2004 and later years, ET showed weakly higher values in
the revegetation-present scenario than in the revegetation-absent scenario (Figure 14b).
Figure 13c illustrates the difference in the multi-year mean ET between the two scenarios
in each sub-basin. Such a difference was greater than 10 mm in sub-basins 4, 12, 13, 14,
26, and 33, that is, the ET increase was most obvious in these sub-basins. Comprehensive
comparisons of the land use/cover map (Figure 6) with the LAI map for the study region
during the study period further confirmed that relatively obvious revegetation had been
achieved in these sub-basins.
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3.3.2. Impacts on Groundwater Recharge

Groundwater is the most important water resource in the arid endorheic river water-
shed. Changes in groundwater recharge may affect the groundwater storage and further
impact the ecological environment. Figure 15 shows the monthly (Figure 15a) and yearly
(Figure 15b) groundwater recharge in the entire study area. After revegetation, the ground-
water recharge increased by approximately 1.27 mm on average per month and 14.02 mm
on average per year. Fan et al. [36], Yang and Lu [37], and Qubaja et al. [30] showed that
canopy interception and root water absorption would lead to reduction of soil water, sur-
face runoff, and groundwater recharge in woodland. However, here, although considerable
areas of low-coverage grassland, farmland, and bare land were converted to forestland,
the groundwater recharge with revegetation was evidently higher than that without reveg-
etation. We reported the yearly average groundwater recharge after revegetation in the
entire study area (Figure 14c). The groundwater recharge in the irrigation district where
the revegetation was applied was the highest (>14.51 m3/day); that is, the irrigation for the
recovered vegetation strongly affected the groundwater recharge.
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3.3.3. Impacts on Surface Water and Groundwater Exchange

There was frequent surface-water–groundwater exchange in the study region, which
dominated the regional hydrological processes. We analysed the surface water and ground-
water exchange affected by revegetation. Figure 16 shows the amount of groundwa-
ter recharge and discharge in the revegetation-absent scenario minus the value in the
revegetation-present scenario. Specifically, river reach I was in the upper study region,
where groundwater was recharged by river water. River reach II was situated in the lower
study region, where significant amounts of groundwater were discharged to the river. In
river reach III, both surface water recharge to groundwater and groundwater discharge to
surface water were present. River reach III was situated in the irrigated area of Delingha,
where it was greatly affected by agricultural, forestland, and grassland irrigation, which led
to a relatively complex pattern of surface-water–groundwater exchange. The area where
river reach III was situated was also the main revegetation area of the study region. Com-
parisons of Figure 16 revealed that the direction of surface-water–groundwater exchange
was reversed in six grid cells, which was attributed to the changes in the irrigation volume
within these grid cells after revegetation.
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4. Discussion

The LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model was more accurate than the original SWAT-MODFLOW
model in simulating the monthly LAI after both models were calibrated and validated.
LAI plays a key role in SWAT for estimating ET, canopy interception, and biomass ac-
cumulation [35]. The enhanced modelling of LAI could improve the performance of the
SWAT model in eco-hydrological processes [26,38]. However, accurate simulation of LAI
relies on many parameters which are difficult to calibrate. Generally, parameters of SWAT-
MODFLOW are calibrated with observed data in watershed outlets or sub-basins [23,27].
Only few studies have calibrated the parameters at the HRU level because of its difficulty
and complexity. In this study, the remote-sensed monthly LAI data were used to calibrate
the SWAT-MODFLOW and LU-SWAT-MODFLOW at the HRU level using the SWAT-CUP
software (https://swat.tamu.edu/software/swat-cup/) (accessed on 1 October 2021) with
a satisfactory result. This suggests that the model calibration at the HRU level is possible
and effective if the related observation data exist.

The LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model was more accurate than the original SWAT-MODFLOW
in simulating the monthly mean ET for most sub-basins. Ma et al. [26] reported that canopy
interception and soil water content would be seriously affected by LAI in SWAT, which
would further affect ET. Therefore, the enhancements of LU-SWAT-MODFLOW in mod-
elling the monthly ET can be attributed to the more accurate simulation of the LAI.

Revegetation projects have been conducted in both the Gahai Lake irrigated area and
the irrigated area of Delingha, but the revegetation had a relatively high impact on the
direction and amount of surface-water–groundwater exchange in the latter area; in the
former area, there was an almost negligible impact. This discrepancy was attributed to
the fact that revegetation in the Gahai Lake irrigated area was mainly characterised by the
conversion of farmland to forestland, and the irrigation volume did not differ significantly
between the two land cover types [38]. In contrast, the irrigated area of Delingha was
dominated by the conversion of low-coverage grassland to bare land and forestland, and
the former two land cover types required no irrigation, while the latter land cover type
required a large irrigation volume.

This study is subjected to some limitations. On the one hand, we used land use/cover
map to analyse the revegetation process in our study area. In fact, plant density, age,
and growth status were not considered because of the limitations in the SWAT model.
Moreover, these factors may affect the eco-hydrological processes in such an arid area [26].
On the other hand, meteorological data were scarce in both original SWAT-MODFLOW and
LU-SWAT-MODFLOW models. This may impact the model performance in formulating
the water budget [39–41]. Nonetheless, these limitations should be addressed in future
studies by using and analysing different datasets.

5. Conclusions

This study was carried out in the middle and lower reaches of the Bayin River basin in
the north-eastern part of the Qaidam Basin, China, where there is frequent surface-water–
groundwater interaction and evident vegetation change. A LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model
was developed by integrating a coupled SWAT-MODFLOW model with dynamic HRUs in
view of their ability to reflect the actual land cover changes in the basin. The impacts of
revegetation and related irrigation on the main hydrological processes in the basin were
more accurately simulated and analysed by the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model than by the
original SWAT-MODFLOW model.

The LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model generated dynamic HRUs by pre-defining spa-
tial units where land use/cover changes occurred during the simulated period, thereby
overcoming the inability of the original SWAT model to effectively reflect the complete or
partial land cover type conversion within the same HRU. This new model outperformed
the original SWAT-MODFLOW model in simulating the LAI. The LAI is an important
parameter of SWAT as it affects a series of processes, such as ET and infiltration; therefore,
accurate simulations of the LAI are a key to accurate hydrological simulations. Moreover,
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the LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model outperformed the original SWAT-MODFLOW model in
simulating the ET and groundwater table depth of the basin.

The LU-SWAT-MODFLOW model was run in two different scenarios, one with reveg-
etation and the other without it, to assess the impacts of revegetation and related irrigation
on the main hydrological processes in the study region. The results showed that after
regional revegetation, ET in the different sub-basins increased by approximately 1.5 mm per
month and by 6 mm per year. After revegetation, the groundwater recharge increased by
approximately 1.27 mm on average per month and 14.02 mm on average per year. Irrigation
for the recovered vegetation strongly affected the groundwater recharge. Meanwhile, the
direction and amount of surface-water–groundwater exchange underwent evident changes
in areas where revegetation was characterised by the conversion of low-coverage grassland
and bare land to forestland. In areas where revegetation was characterised by the conver-
sion of farmland to forestland, the irrigation volume was not greatly altered; thus, this
transition had a weak impact on the direction and amount of surface-water–groundwater
exchange. Changes in the direction and amount of surface-water–groundwater exchange
may lead to a series of ecological and environmental issues. To avoid problems in the
future, water-saving irrigation techniques should be advocated when conducting reveg-
etation in arid inland river basins. In addition, our findings indicate that it would be
advantageous to preferentially apply revegetation measures that promote the conversion
of farmland to forestland/grassland provided that they do not adversely affect regional
economic development.
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Abstract: Predicting the runoff from snowpack accumulated in mountainous basins during the
melting periods is very important in terms of assessing issues such as water supply and flood control.
In this study, the Hydrological Engineering Center–Hydrological Modeling System (HEC-HMS) was
used to simulate snowmelt runoff in the Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin that has a complex topography where
altitude differences range from 1823 m to 3140 m above the sea level. The Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin,
located in eastern Turkey, is a basin where snowfall is highly effective during the cold season. There
are three automatic meteorology and snow observation stations and three stream gauge stations in
the basin, which are operated especially for the calibration and validation of hydrological parameters
at different altitudes and exposures. In this study, the parameters affecting snow accumulation–
melting and runoff were investigated using the simulations on an hourly basis carried out over a
three-year period for temporal and spatial distribution at the basin scale. Different from previous
studies focusing on the rate of snowmelt, the temperature index method, which is calculated with
physically-based parameters (R2 = 0.77~0.99), was integrated into the runoff simulations (R2 = 0.84)
in the basin. The snowmelt-dominated basin is considered to be the source of the headwaters of the
Euphrates River.

Keywords: snowmelt; hydrologic modeling; ATIMR; HEC-HMS; Euphrates River; Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin

1. Introduction

Water is the source of life and is probably the most valuable natural asset in the Middle
East. Within this perspective, the history of water management is nothing less than the
history of humankind. From the inception of our species, coping with the availability—or
unavailability—of water resources has been an essential element of human beings’ strategies
for survival and wellbeing [1]. The two largest rivers in Western Asia, the Euphrates and
Tigris, flow in Turkey, Syria, Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia. The Euphrates and Tigris basins
are fed predominantly by snow precipitation. Approximately two-thirds of this occurs in
winter, and the snow may remain for half a year [2]. Consequently, where water supplies
are under stress, such as the semiarid regions of the Mediterranean basins, the activity of
snowmelt-derived streamflows are extremely important [3].

The mountain snowfall acts as a natural reservoir for storing precipitation during the
cold season, and during the spring months it melts and flows to the rivers. Understanding
when the snow melts and the resulting streamflow occurs is essential to be able to effectively
manage water resources. Analyses of how the amount and timing of these hydrological
quantities vary are crucial to the water supply systems in mountain regions [4]. It is
particularly important in the Euphrates and Tigris basins where there are large reservoirs.
Results obtained from the hydrological modeling system algorithms of the snowmelt-
dominated mountainous Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin improve the accuracy of water resource
simulations and help in the planning and operation of the Euphrates River flows.
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To date, researchers have introduced a wide variety of modeling frameworks to model
the hydrological process [5–7]. In general, these modeling frameworks can be divided into
three main groups: conceptual, physically-based, and machine learning models. Concep-
tual and physically-based models can be used for research purposes to improve knowledge
and understanding of the hydrological processes that govern the real-world system. On the
other hand, machine learning models create a direct mapping between precipitation and
runoff variables and infer their relationships based on historical observations with machine
learning algorithms without prior knowledge of internal hydrological processes [8]. Hydro-
logical models are also developed and used for simulation and forecasting tools that allow
decision-makers to make the most effective decisions for planning and operations, taking
into account the interactions of the physical, ecological, economic, and social aspects of the
real-world system. In addition, real-time flood forecasting and warning, flood frequency
forecasting, flood route and overflow forecasting, climate and land-use change, and impact
assessments of integrated basin management are examples of other applications in which
the hydrological models are used [7,9].

In regions where most of the precipitation falls as snow during the winter months
as the altitude increases, the snowmelt component of the hydrological models is vital for
water resources management [10]. From a hydrological perspective, two main methods
are generally used to simulate snowmelt: energy budget and temperature index methods.
The energy budget method needs detailed observation data and a wide range of model
parameters. The distribution of meteorological and hydrological stations in mountain
basins is often limited, making it difficult to obtain and process the detailed information
required for model study [11]. In contrast, the temperature index method uses air tempera-
ture as the only index of energy exchange at the snow surface [12]. The latter approach is
commonly used in real-time hydrological forecasts. Examples of numerical models using
the temperature index method include the National Weather Service River Forecast System
model (1995), Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation (SSARR) model, Hydrologic
Engineering Center (HEC-1) model, Snowmelt Runoff Model for Windows (WinSRM),
Cold Regions Hydrological Model (CRHM), Mesoscale Hydrologic Model (mHM), and the
HEC–Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) [13–17]. HEC-HMS model is a flexible
hydrological model with particular physical significance designed to simulate a compre-
hensive range of hydrological processes coupled with a very sophisticated graphical user
interface [18]. Modified melting rates have been used by many studies, using the hypo-
thetical ATIMR (antecedent temperature index—melt rate) function used in the snowmelt
module of HEC-HMS during calibration [19–22]; however, a commonly observed short-
coming in published literature is that no particular data is used to directly estimate the
ATIMR curve. Therefore, its estimation and application to a mountainous basin with
flow sources of complex composition is noteworthy here [23]. The method provided by
Fazel et al. (2014) for one snowmelt period at distinct station locations was subsequently
developed and applied by Şengül and İspirli (2021) to create ATIMR curves specific to the
Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin using hourly temperatures and snow–water equivalent (SWE) data
using error analysis methods recommended by Bombardelli and García (2003) obtained
from the three meteorology and snow observation stations [24–26]. Their results showed
that the application of the ATIMR function using the observed data significantly improves
the snowpack simulations, and it is quite useful for runoff simulations.

Although Turkey is a peninsula, it has a geography with an average altitude of
over 1100 meters. Snowmelt runoff in the mountainous eastern part of Turkey is of great
importance as it constitutes 60 to 70% in volume of the total yearly runoff during the spring
and the early summer months [27]. Most of the annual water volumes in the dam reservoirs
built in this region come from the precipitation in the winter months, snowmelt, and
the rain falling on the snow cover in the spring. For this reason, conducting hydrological
model studies based on snowmelt in the Eastern Anatolia Region of Turkey, where the snow
potential is quite high, are of great importance both on a regional, national, and international
scale in terms of the planning and economic management of water resources [25,27,28].
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Advances in Geographic Information Systems and availability of geospatial databases
have paved the way for estimation of several hydroclimatic variables. Reducing the
uncertainties in these estimations made at various scales provides a better description of
hydrological regimes [29,30].

In this study, which uses these advances in the availability of geospatial data, a
continuous hydrological modeling approach is discussed by incorporating the soil moisture
account (SMA) algorithm [31] with the snow accumulation and melting algorithm. The
Hydrologic Engineering Center’s Hydrologic Modeling System [18] was applied to the
Kırkgöze–Çipak basin (Figure 1), considering the characteristic behaviors of point and area-
based snow–water equivalent simulations by using the most sensitive ATIMR functions
calculated on a physical basis [25], and the precipitation distribution algorithms embedded
in the model were modified for depicting the actual watershed conditions. The development
stages of the model, the determination of the parameters, and the calibration process are
explained, and the model results are discussed.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Area of Study

This study chose the Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin, located near the source of the Karasu
Basin (Upper Euphrates Basin)—which is itself a sub-basin of the Euphrates River—as the
test area for this research. With an area of 242 km2 and altitude ranging from 1823 to 3140 m,
the Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin is shown on the digital elevation model (DEM) in Figure 1. The
median elevation of the basin is 2325 m, while the mean total basin slope is 15.3 degrees.
The geography comprises a rugged mountainous area with the main area being pasture and
bare land. The characteristic climatological conditions are those of a cold, dry, and windy
region. The region is covered by snow at least 150 days per year, and a significant part of the
precipitation falls in the form of snow. The catchment area is not affected by urbanization
or by reservoir regulation. Although the basin can be considered small in terms of scale, it
has a large elevation difference that makes it possible to conduct snow modeling of major
basins such as the Euphrates Basin. Previous snow studies in the area have shown how
important snow dynamics and snow modeling are for this region [2,10,27,32–41]. The study
area is located within the city center limits of Erzurum in Turkey, which is located at the
intersection of Turkey’s three major basins: the Çoruh, Aras, and Euphrates basins, and the
snowmelt of the mountains in this region is the main source of water for these basins [3,42].
Therefore, the input parameters of the snowmelt model applied in this study will also be a
good starting point for hydrological modeling studies of other mainstream resources in
the vicinity.
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The Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin includes a few state-built stations in its vicinity; however,
these stations cannot provide enough information to effectively represent the pertinent spa-
tial and temporal quality of the snowmelt-dominated basin. To compensate for this, three
different automatic meteorology and snow observation stations that had been established in
the Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin at the villages of Güngörmez and Köşk, inside the grounds of a
military radar location under a prior project numbered TÜBİTAK 106Y293, were developed
over time. Station information is provided in Table 1 for each of the locations that are
shown in Figure 1. This allowed climate data from stations in a mountainous basin with
high snow potential to be collected in real time and of sufficient quality [35,36].

Table 1. Parameters of the meteorology stations.

Automatic Meteorology
and Snow

Observation Station

Altitude
(m) Aspect Land Use

Average Slope of
Land Close to the
Station (Degrees)

Simulation Time Interval

KÖŞK 2019 Northwest Dry Farming 9.90 10/22/2008–9/30/2011
GÜNGÖRMEZ 2454 Southeast Transition Area 24.10 10/22/2008–9/30/2011

RADAR 2891 Northwest Transition Area 12.06 10/22/2008–9/30/2011

The upper levels of the study area are surrounded by basalts. These structures were
formed as a result of numerous volcanic activities, so they show a complex structure that
includes other volcanic rocks. The accumulated groundwater either discharges as small
seasonal springs or is channeled to the adjacent formation comprising tuff and agglomerate
(Figure 2). Tuff and agglomerate are common under basalts in this region. They were
formed as a result of the cementation of angular pebbles of different size and blocks
containing basalt, andesite, and tuff with fine-grained volcanic rocks.

The agglomerates, which are faulted and fractured in several directions, carry a small
amount of groundwater in the fracture zones. In the region, tuff and agglomerate-inclusive
claystone and marl layers are located due to the unconformity under the agglomerate.
Many small seasonal springs are observed at the boundary of the clay and marl layer,
which has a more impermeable structure than the formations above it [43].
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2.2. Hydrological Model

The Hydrologic Engineering Center’s Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) is a
hydrological model developed to simulate the precipitation–runoff processes of dendritic
drainage basin systems [18]. The model is designed for both continuous and event-based
hydrological modeling and offers several different options for modeling the various compo-
nents of the hydrological cycle. In event-based modeling, storm precipitation is simulated
during the simulation time interval ranging from a few hours to several days, depending on
the basin size [45]. In continuous modeling, a continuous historical record of hydrological
events, including dry and wet periods over several years, is simulated [46]. The main
difference is that evapotranspiration and groundwater seepage can be neglected in event-
based modeling, while they cannot be ignored in continuous simulation [47]. HEC-HMS
can conduct hydrological simulation over a wide range with various simple modules to
represent different components of the hydrological cycle. The selection of the appropriate
model for each component depends on the experience of the modeler, the purpose of the
modeling, and the usability of the input data [48].

The HEC-HMS modeling system has three main components: the basin model in which
the topographic and physical characteristics of the basin are determined, the meteorological
model in which the meteorological data are processed, and the control manager.

2.3. Basin Model

The HEC-HMS basin model (Figure 3) simulates the process of the water falling to
Earth by precipitation from the canopy to become groundwater, excluding bottom percola-
tion. HEC-HMS uses the soil moisture accounting (SMA) [31] algorithm to simulate the
movement of water in soil under continuous simulations. This algorithm takes precipita-
tion and evapotranspiration as inputs and computes surface runoff, groundwater runoff,
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evapotranspiration, and losses from bottom percolation (Figure 4; see USACE (2016) for
further detail). The Clark Unit Hydrograph was chosen for the transformation method (or
hydrograph simulation) and the monthly constant baseflow method was chosen for the
baseflow calculation [49,50]. Initial parameters for the Clark method were obtained using
the Kerby equation (Tc = G(L*r/S0.5)0.467). The physical parameters of the sub-basins at
the exit of the three selected meteorological stations (for example, river length, drainage
area, slope, etc.) were computed with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) by using the
digital elevation model (DEM) obtained from the 10 m contour maps (Table 2). The initial
values for the baseflow were taken as the current river flows because the beginning of the
simulation was in the dry period, and they were distributed on the basis of the average
area-based distribution in the sub-basins.
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The basin model includes many parameters used for baseflow, hydrograph simulation,
and SMA. For the estimation of these parameters in previous studies [10,45,51–53], it was
found appropriate to use geodatabases, reducing the number of free parameters by starting
the simulation during periods when initial conditions are easier to predict (i.e., the start of
the water year), and use empirical equations or reliable sources. A combination of these
methods was used in this study. As there was no map from which soil texture information
of the study area could be obtained, the initial values of SMA were obtained from previous
studies and then calibrated to match the observed streamflow. Canopy maximum retention
and soil surface deposition were estimated by vegetation type and percentage of land slope,
respectively [54,55]. The rate and amount of seepage in the soil profile and groundwater
were estimated based on hydraulic conductivity [52]. Active soil depth was assumed to
be 60 cm, considering the land cover. Fleming and Neary (2004) predicted HEC-HMS
groundwater storage (groundwater 1 and groundwater 2), and seepage parameters [18]
were based on recession analysis. These estimates from published literature were taken as
initial values and they were calibrated during the simulations.

2.4. Meteorological Model

The Kırkgöze–Çipak basin is divided into a few sub-basins, as shown in Figure 3.
The data obtained from three automatic meteorology and snow observation stations in
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the basin at altitudes of 2019 m (Köşk), 2454 m (Güngörmez), and 2891 m (Radar) were
used for the meteorological data required for the different parameter methods selected in
the basin and for the meteorological model simulating the precipitation–runoff process.
These stations provided time series of the maximum wind speed (m/s), wind direction,
average air temperature (◦C), average humidity (% rh), air pressure (mbar), average soil
temperature (◦C), solar radiation (W/m2), average albedo, precipitation (mm), snow height
(cm), snow density (gr/cm3), and snow–water equivalent (cm) parameters over 15 min
periods. References [35,36] showed that the climate data from the stations in the basin was
sufficient, of good quality, and could be collected in real time. Measurements from the
years 2008 to 2011 obtained from the Köşk, Güngörmez, and Radar meteorology stations
were used for the hydrological simulations to be conducted with HEC-HMS.
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Table 2. Physical properties of the main sub-basins.

MS1 MS2 MS3

Basin Slope (%) 0.173 0.167 0.215
Elevation (m) 2125.02 2175.37 2204.53

River Length (m) 21,917.56 12,094.25 11,208.97
Area (km2) 91.53 75.50 74.51

2.5. Precipitation Model

A variety of different statistical techniques to distribute point observations over com-
plex topography is given in published literature [56–64]. Although these studies improved
high-resolution grid-type climate data estimations, uncertainties remained. In particular,
it is more difficult to estimate the spatial distribution and the intensity of precipitation
compared to other variables such as temperature, due to the regional, seasonal, and topo-
graphic characteristics [65]. The Kırkgöze–Çipak basin study area has a very large altitude
range and other variable aspects, even though it is small in terms of scale. As a result of
observations in the basin over a long time, it was determined that some convective precipi-
tations took place independently from each other as in the northern aspects with quite high
land altitudes where the Radar station is located and in the southern aspects where the
Güngörmez station is located. Therefore, while snowmelt runoff simulations are performed
throughout the basin, the emphasis is on how the precipitation is distributed regionally
rather than how the precipitation may be distributed in the basin. The HEC-HMS program
offers grid-based and polygonal-based solution alternatives to determine the precipitation
distribution over the basin. This study was carried out on a polygonal basis, and the gage
weights method was chosen for modeling the precipitation processes. The gage weights
method is based on the Thiessen polygon method. The Thiessen polygon method, which is
usually recommended for use in vast areas, does not distribute precipitation with respect
to topographical effects and precipitation characteristics; instead, it performs it only over
polygonal areas determined by the positions of the stations [66]. Therefore, the gage weights
method used in HEC-HMS was modified for the study basin, which is heterogeneous in
terms of altitude and exposure. While developing this polygonal area-based algorithm, in
addition to the general behavior that is dependent on the topography of the region—the
barrier effect (Figure 5, 4th elevation zone), the measurement data at the stream gauge
stations and the ambient temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, rate of increase
in cloudiness (observed), albedo, wind speed, and SWE values were all simultaneously
examined. The area-based distribution of precipitation was simulated by six different zonal
polygons shown in Figure 5.

In basins where there is a large altitude range, the use of data obtained from stations
representing low levels may cause the precipitation input calculated for the entire basin
to be lower than the actual value. It is recommended to extrapolate precipitation data
to average hypsometric elevations for zones with elevation gradients [67], so that the
point-based input values used in the modeling procedure can better represent a specific
area. It is important for the precipitation data to align with other meteorological data with
respect to time, so that the model can perform the necessary iterations accurately and
reliably. For this reason, while making the area-based distribution of meteorological data,
a general grouping based on altitude and exposure, taking into account station locations,
was deemed appropriate so that simultaneous atmospheric homogeneity could be assured.
For this reason, the meteorological variables in altitude zones 1 and 2 were based on the
Güngörmez station, the meteorological variables in altitude zones 3 and 4 were based on
the Köşk station, and the meteorological variables in altitude zones 5 and 6 were based on
the Radar station variables (Figure 5). In Table 3, the hypsometric elevations for each zone
and the altitudes of the meteorological stations in these zones are given.
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Figure 5. (a) Land survey of the elevation zones and (b) polygonal representation of the Kırkgöze–
Çipak basin.

Table 3. Hypsometric values for the Kırkgöze–Çipak basin.

Zone Hypsometric
Elevation (m) Weather Station Weather Station

Altitude (m)

1 2777.236
2 2509.433 Güngörmez 2444
3 2098.651 Köşk 2042
4 2297.814
5 2454.838
6 2856.015 Radar 2887

As the hypsometric averages of zones 2, 3, and 6 are close to the altitudes of Güngörmez,
Köşk, and the Radar stations, respectively, the average area-based precipitation calculations
in these zones were taken directly at the respective stations. Based on the hypsometric
elevations in other zones, a series of algorithms were run to obtain values in the direction
of increasing or decreasing precipitation.

Firstly, the 15 min precipitation series recorded at each station were converted into
daily total precipitation series while removing possible measurement errors. This daily sum
is a precaution for the following algorithm (Table 4), especially for modeling the natural
distribution of the interpolated or extrapolated zonal values of the convective characteristic
heavy snowfalls observed at the station points. Otherwise, if the precipitation transition
between stations exceeds the simulation time interval of 1 h, the precipitation is only
distributed on the station’s zone. Therefore, the predictive values may take zero values
mathematically on the transition zones noticed on field trips. The daily total precipitation
values in zones 1, 4, and 5 were analyzed according to the flow chart in Table 4, which was
prepared by considering the station locations given in Figure 5 and calculated within the
designated rules.

After calculating the daily precipitation altitudes for zones 1, 4, and 5, these altitudes
were proportioned to the daily total precipitation altitude of zones 2, 3, and 6, respec-
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tively, and precipitation coefficients were obtained. These coefficients were used for the
conversion from the daily total precipitation altitude to the 15 min time interval. The first
precipitation coefficient calculated to obtain the 15 min precipitation values for the 1st zone
was multiplied by the 15 min precipitation series of the 2nd zone. This procedure was
also performed for zones 4 and 3 and zones 5 and 6, respectively. Thus, while maintaining
the atmospheric homogeneity, the precipitation altitudes and timings of the 1st, 4th, and
5th zones were adjusted with reference to the measurements taken from the 2nd, 3rd, and
5th zones, respectively. The results obtained were increased to a one-hour time interval
selected as the HEC-HMS simulation time interval and entered into the program.

Complete reliable data could not be obtained from the pluviographs during the winter
months because the diluted antifreeze in the rain gauge froze after a certain period of
time under the effect of the cold weather and excessive precipitation at both the Radar
station and the Güngörmez station; the movable scale shaft which measures the amount
of precipitation discharged from the reservoir did not work due to freezing and jamming,
even when the antifreeze did not freeze. The data from the Köşk station showed that the
freezing did not occur there due to the fact that the temperature was relatively higher than
the other stations due to its lower altitude. As a result, much more reliable precipitation
data were obtained there compared to the other stations during the winter months. Due
to the problems encountered, especially at the Radar and Güngörmez stations, it was not
found appropriate to use the data obtained from the rain gauges as direct precipitation data.

Table 4. The algorithm used for determining precipitation altitudes in the elevation zones where
there was no station.

1st Zone
Calculated by extrapolating Köşk and Güngörmez station data

1st Rule: If precipitation was observed at both stations, the total
daily precipitation at the Köşk and Güngörmez stations was
linearly extrapolated from the station altitudes to the average
zone altitudes. If the extrapolation result was negative, the
zonal precipitation altitude was taken as zero.
(If Köşk > 0 and Güngörmez > 0, then the trend was applied.
If the trend < 0, then 1st zone = 0).
2nd Rule: If there was no precipitation at Köşk but there was
precipitation at the Güngörmez station, then precipitation
altitude equals the Güngörmez station.
(If Köşk = 0 and Güngörmez > 0, then 1st zone = Güngörmez).

4th Zone
Calculated by interpolating the Köşk and Radar station data

1st Rule: If Köşk = 0, then 4th zone = 0.
2nd Rule: If Radar = 0, then 4th zone = Köşk.
3rd Rule: If Köşk > 0 and Radar > 0, then the trend is applied.
If Trend < 0, then 4th zone = Köşk.

5th Zone
Calculated by extrapolating the Köşk and Radar station data

1st Rule: If Köşk = 0 and Radar ≥ 5 mm, then the trend
is applied.
2nd Rule: If Köşk = 0 and Radar < 5 mm, then 5th zone = 0.
3rd Rule: If Köşk < 5 mm and Radar = 0, then 5th zone = 0.
4th Rule: If Köşk ≥ 5 mm and Radar = 0, then the trend is
applied by checking meteorological data from the Güngörmez
and Radar stations.
5th Rule: If Köşk > 0 and Radar > 0, then the trend is applied.

In winter, while the precipitation series were formed during the snow accumulation
period, the differences in the 24-h averages of the snow–water equivalent altitudes (SWE)
obtained from the snow pillows were taken. If the difference between these daily averages
was positive, the SWE difference for that day was added to the station as precipitation. The
timing of precipitation was adjusted in correlation with simultaneous albedo and humidity
data, taking into account the effect of snow drift, while the distribution of precipitation
during the day was determined by the amount of increase in the measured SWE during
the day.
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2.6. Snowmelt Model

In HEC-HMS (Version 4.2.1), there are two snowmelt modeling options. One of them
is the gridded temperature index method and the second is the temperature index method,
which is the method that was used in this study. The temperature index method is an
extension of the degree-day approach to modeling a snowpack. A typical approach to the
degree day is to have a fixed amount of snowmelt for each degree above freezing. This
method includes a conceptual representation of the cold energy stored in the pack along
with a limited memory of past conditions and other factors to compute the amount of melt
for each degree above freezing. As the snowpack internal conditions and atmospheric
conditions change, the melt coefficient also changes [18].

If the main source of energy in the spring is not the solar irradiance, snowmelt can
be more effectively and simply computed using a temperature index model [10,68–73]. In
hydrologics, an index is a meteorological or hydrological variable. Changes in the variable
are associated with those in the parameter it is estimating, and which are more easily
measured than the actual parameter. Either a coefficient (such as a degree-day factor)
or a formula for more complex linear or curvilinear functions (such as the antecedent
temperature index—melt rate function) may be used to describe this index relationship.
Depending upon changing associated factors, it may be either constant or variable. Spatial
and temporal basin value point measurements are represented by the index where average
fixed relationships are known to exist between the measured values and basin values.
However, snow accumulation and melting topics are complex, and the data required
for physically-based energy budget calculations are comprehensive and challenging to
obtain [68].

Some temperature index models require the snowpack’s melt rate to be character-
ized [74,75]. This melt rate can be stated differently. One example is to express changes in
the melting rate as a function of air temperature accumulation over several warm days for
melting snow. This is achieved by using the ATIMR (antecedent temperature index—melt
rate) function to determine the melt rate for a certain antecedent temperature index. Snow
physics indicate that melting rates increase throughout the season due to both metamorphic
processes causing ice crystal consolidation and the snowpack producing more water over
time [24].

Past modeling studies have generally been based on a theoretical constant ATIMR
curve generated by the USACE (1991) and used for characterization of melt rates [19–22,76,77].
The theoretical curve was included in the SSARR model in 1991. The SSARR guide [78]
ATIMR values are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Tabulation of melt rate as a function of ATIMR.

ATIMR: ◦F-Day (◦C-Day) Melt Rate: in/◦F-Day (cm/◦C-Day)

0 (0) 0.025 (0.12)
100 (55.56) 0.03 (0.13)

200 (111.11) 0.05 (0.23)
300 (166.67) 0.04 (0.18)

1000 (555.56) 0.04 (0.18)
For the values in the customary U.S. system, please see the SSARR model guide in Appendix D, p. 17; the
methodology used to calculate the metric system results is presented by Şengül and İspirli (2021) in detail.

Modified melting rates have been used by many studies using the hypothetical ATIMR
function of Table 5 during calibration; however, a commonly observed shortcoming in
published literature is that no particular data is used to directly estimate the ATIMR
curve. Sometimes the hypothetical ATIMR curve is taken as a starting point for snowpack
simulations and different scenarios used to modify the curve to improve simulated results
during calibration [19–22]. Sometimes the theoretical ATIMR curve is not modified, but an
additional rate is applied to the melting rate obtained from the ATIMR curve in proportion
to the varying rate over time [77,78]. However, the physical meaning of widely used ATIMR
functions is important in hydrologic modeling studies [25].
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It is necessary to refer to published literature or land data to understand how a
generalized hypothetical ATIMR curve was generated. The values in Table 5 are thought to
be a visualization of an ATIMR function generated from the authors’ information—as a
resulting of engineering decisions implemented in 1991 at the start of snowmelt modeling
studies—from the documented results of land data or by undocumented means. However,
now a review of this parameter is necessary to determine the reliability of regional snowmelt
predictions [24]. Following a comprehensive review of published literature, no study was
found carrying out a formal validation of the ATIMR parameter using observed data other
than the studies by Şengül and İspirli (2021) and Fazel et al. (2014). The first of these studies
was a preliminary study of snowmelt modeling in this basin. The methodology determined
by Fazel et al. (2014) represented only one year of data for certain single-point locations.
When the HEC-HMS program performs full hydrological simulations on catchments it uses
the temperature index methodology and restricts researchers to one ATIMR function for
the whole basin. It is therefore necessary to develop an optimal area-based average ATIMR
function later on and is hydrologically significant for modeling snowmelt-originated flows
originating in complex mountainous terrains.

The HEC-HMS model program is capable of generating grid or polygonal area-based
hydrological simulation models. The HEC-HMS program allows the creation of a meteoro-
logical model to represent the meteorological boundary conditions of a basin’s physical
behavior and some of the spatial and area-based variables distributed over that basin.
However, published literature highlights a significant deficiency in the polygonal-based
modeling of the HEC-HMS model program that is widely used and part of this study, in
that only one meteorological model can be used for a basin model. Consequently, eighteen
hydrological models must be created for eighteen sub-basins [79]. The meteorological
model applies the climatic conditions represented by precipitation, evapotranspiration, and
snowmelt, based upon the methods chosen. In basins where there are large differences in
altitudes, it is impractical to apply one set of snowmelt parameters—such as the melt rate
or snowmelt threshold temperature—over all the locations because of a range of factors
that can include radiation effects, wind conditions, and others [70]. Snowmelt parameters
would not be constant for a basin that exhibited a wide range of altitudes. This would
include variables such as the water capacity of the snowpack and the threshold temperature
at which precipitation occurs as snow or rain. In order to take this into consideration when
the entire basin is modeled in one go using the polygonal-based method in HEC-HMS,
it is necessary to enhance the temperature index model with area-based average ATIMR
functions to cope with restricted availability of parameters and the increasing demand for
accurate estimates for melt rates in both spatial and temporal terms.

The study conducted by Fazel et al. (2014) was originally the only approach to calculate
the physical significance of the ATIMR curve beyond its manual calibration. As that study
mentioned, although the ATI equation (the antecedent temperature index component of
the ATIMR function) was provided, the SSARR guide did not describe the method used
to generate the hypothetical ATIMR curve. The method provided by Fazel et al. (2014)
for one snowmelt period at distinct station locations was subsequently developed and
applied by Şengül and İspirli (2021) to create ATIMR curves specific to the Kırkgöze–
Çipak Basin using hourly temperatures and snow–water equivalent (SWE) data using error
analysis methods recommended by Bombardelli and García (2003) obtained from the three
meteorology and snow observation stations. The comparisons of both characteristics and
statistical information from the snowmelt component simulation results of HEC-HMS, and
the observed multivariate spatial–temporal SWE values of the region, shows a very high
correlation between the generated ATIMR functions and the default SSARR values used in
published literature [25].

Calibration of the other parameters used in the meteorological model used in the
temperature index method were performed by considering the values in published lit-
erature [48,78], namely (PX temperature = 2 ◦C, base temperature = 0 ◦C, wet melt
rate = 3.2 mm/◦C-day, rain rate limit = 1.3 mm/day, ATI-melt rate coefficient = 0.98, cold
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limit = 0 mm/day, ATI cold rate coefficient = 0, water capacity = 20%, ground melt = 0 mm/day).
As a result, the SWE simulations necessary to arrive efficiently at the final water budget
calculations were optimized throughout the basin [25].

The area-based common ATIMR function (Figure 6) is meant to represent all three
point ATIMR functions, so point values should be examined together and in relation to
their land and snow altitude. For example, at the low-altitude Köşk Station, due to the low
amount of snowpack and early melting, there was a limited ATI value, and the ATI values
of stations at higher altitudes were increased in proportion to the area-based ATI values
exceeding that threshold. The values of the point and final area-based ATIMR functions
measured in the Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin are shown in Table 6. The HEC-HMS modeled SWE
results using the common area-based ATIMR function for the different stations are shown
in Figure 7. The area-based ATIMR value of 125 ◦C-day—the last value in Table 6—is
the cumulative ATI value for which the snow observed over the specified period at all
station locations had completely melted. For rainfall–runoff studies to be carried out across
the basin, the value had to be increased and extrapolated to account for the greater snow
depths observed at higher altitudes by modifying precipitation series [25].
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Table 6. Point and area-based common ATIMR function for the Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin.

Point ATIMR Curves Areal-Common ATIMR Curve

Köşk Station
(2019 m)

Güngörmez Station
(2454 m)

Radar Station
(2891 m) Basin-Wide

ATIMR
(◦C-Day)

Melt Rate
(cm/◦C-Day)

ATIMR
(◦C-Day)

Melt Rate
(cm/◦C-Day)

ATIMR
(◦C-Day)

Melt Rate
(cm/◦C-Day)

ATIMR
(◦C-Day)

Melt Rate
(cm/◦C-Day)

0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
3 0.02 3 0.02 10 0.04 2.5 0.10
6 0.10 4 0.55 12 0.90 5 0.15
8 0.32 8.5 0.70 23 0.90 6.4 0.25
12 0.27 10 0.70 27 0.68 8 0.50

30+ 0.27 20 0.50 40 0.68 10 0.55
30 0.40 48 0.86 12 0.75

80+ 0.40 125+ 0.86 15 0.80
23 0.90
27 0.68
40 0.68
48 0.86

125+ 0.86
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2.7. Calibration Strategy

Manual parameter calibration was preferred in this study due to the karstic behavior
of the basin. Manual calibration begins with an appropriate estimation of the initial
parameters to run the model. The Kırkgöze–Çipak model was developed on a daily
timescale over a 3-year period between the calibration (2008 to 2010) and validation (2010
to 2011) periods. In the study area, there were three stream gauge stations, namely Karasu-
Çipak (DSİ, 21-01), Büyükçay-Karagöbek (DSİ, 21-168), and Köşk Dere-Köşk (DSİ, 21-152);
these stations regularly performed hydrometric measurements. Calibration was carried
out using the records of these stream gauge stations to simulate the flow in the simulations
performed with HEC-HMS. The locations of meteorological stations and stream gauge
stations are shown in Figure 3. The simulation was initiated at the beginning of autumn
when the soil was almost dry. Therefore, the initial storage was assumed to be empty. Initial
storage has an effect on the simulated hydrograph from a few days to a maximum of a few
months [80]. However, they are insignificant for long-term water resource planning. After
running the simulation, the simulated results were compared with the data observed from
the stream gauge stations.
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3. Results

The Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin is one where there is a lot of snowfall. In modeling the
transformation process from snowfall into runoff, primarily SWE simulations were per-
formed. For this reason, using the temperature index method, the data from the three
meteorology stations at different altitudes and exposures on the basin were taken as points,
and simulations were conducted. The validation criteria for these simulations are presented
in Table 7. However, the fact that the basin has altitude and exposure differences due
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to its complex topographical structure, and because the HEC-HMS has to simulate the
entire basin with a single meteorological model, SWE simulations needed to be performed
spatially while normally point simulations are performed for SWE simulations. This is be-
cause if the snow–water equivalent simulations are not performed properly, the snowmelt
runoff process cannot be modeled properly. For this reason, a common melting parameter
was developed for the three stations and the validity of the results is shown. The typical
SSARR function and the common-areal melting parameter developed to be used in this
and similar studies, along with the snow–water equivalent simulations at station locations,
are compared in Figure 7.

After obtaining accurate snow–water equivalent simulations (Figure 7), basin-wide
snowmelt runoff simulations were performed. As the stream gauge stations Köşk Dere-
Köşk (DSİ 21-152), Büyük Çay-Karagöbek (DSİ 21-168), and Karasu-Çipak (DSİ 21-01) in
the basin were at the lower and main exit points of the basin, the runoff series taken from
these stations were used for calibration. The calibrated parameters of the sub-basins of the
Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin are summarized in Table 8 on the scale of the main sub-basins. The
improved final runoff simulation results obtained from the stream gauge station points are
presented in Figure 8 along with the observed values. The similarity between the runoff
obtained as a result of the hydrological simulation and the runoff values obtained from the
stream gauge stations in the basin where the simulation is carried out is very important in
terms of validating simulation accuracy and reliability.

Table 7. The R2, root mean square error (RMSE), Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and Kling–Gupta
efficiency (KGE) values for modeled and actual SWE (using estimated point and area-based ATIMR
functions with the default SSARR curve for the snow accumulations and melting periods from 2008
to 2011).

Station Point
R2

Point
RMSE
(cm)

Point
NSE

Point
KGE

Area-
Based

R2

Area-
Based
RMSE
(cm)

Area-
Based
NSE

Area-
Based
KGE

SSARR
R2

SSARR
RMSE
(cm)

SSARR
NSE

SSARR
KGE

Calibration
period

(2008–2010)

Köşk 0.891 1.351 0.735 0.624 0.802 1.276 0.763 0.861 0.757 1.601 0.628 0.678
Güngörmez 0.887 2.610 0.876 0.830 0.770 3.591 0.766 0.857 0.385 7.312 0.030 0.322

Radar 0.992 4.590 0.975 0.887 0.993 5.487 0.964 0.851 0.685 16.433 0.680 0.760

Validation period
(2010–2011)

Köşk 0.781 1.096 0.752 0.849 0.840 0.939 0.818 0.845 0.761 1.100 0.751 0.773
Güngörmez 0.922 1.834 0.874 0.730 0.814 2.235 0.812 0.871 0.230 6.207 −0.449 0.246

Radar 0.970 4.241 0.970 0.972 0.982 3.577 0.979 0.937 0.582 17.981 0.467 0.646

3 years period
(2008–2011)

Köşk 1.280 0.858 0.740 0.701 0.805 1.185 0.777 0.874 0.730 1.469 0.658 0.779
Güngörmez 0.891 2.421 0.878 0.819 0.779 3.273 0.776 0.866 0.361 7.024 −0.032 0.318

Radar 0.985 4.476 0.976 0.904 0.989 4.931 0.970 0.868 0.666 16.966 0.648 0.758

Table 8. Initial and calibrated parameters for the three main sub-basins of the Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin.

Sub-Model Method Parameter
MS1 (Inc. 8 Sub-Basins) MS2 (Inc. 5 Sub-Basins) MS3 (Inc. 5 Sub-Basins)

Initial Calibrated Initial Calibrated Initial Calibrated

Canopy Simple Canopy
Initial Storage (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Max. Storage (mm) 2.5 6.77 2.5 4.23 2.5 5.97

Surface Simple Surface
Initial Storage (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Max. Storage (mm) 5 6.67 5 6.67 5 6

Loss Soil Moisture
Accounting

Max. Infiltration (mm/h) 2 1.208 2 1.95 2 1.73

Impervious (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Soil Storage (mm) 100 71.93 100 101.83 100 66.97

Tension Storage (mm) 50 41.25 50 33.55 50 45.64

Soil Percolation (mm/h) 0.6 0.06 0.6 0.06 0.6 0.06

GW1 Storage (mm) 30 33.33 30 33.33 30 26.67

GW1 Percolation (mm/h) 0.4 3.55 0.4 3.55 0.4 2.84

GW1 Coefficient (h) 300 541.67 300 361.11 300 511.11

GW2 Storage (mm) 40 35 40 35 40 35

GW2 Percolation (mm/h) 0.3 2.67 0.3 2.67 0.3 2.13

GW2 Coefficient (h) 400 433.33 400 288.88 400 408.88
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Table 8. Cont.

Sub-Model Method Parameter
MS1 (Inc. 8 Sub-Basins) MS2 (Inc. 5 Sub-Basins) MS3 (Inc. 5 Sub-Basins)

Initial Calibrated Initial Calibrated Initial Calibrated

Transform Clark Unit
Hydrograph

Time of Concentration (h) 2.386 2.386 2.528 2.529 2.176 2.175

Storage Coefficient (h) 200 80 200 80 200 300

Base Flow Constant
Monthly

January (m3/s) 0.048 0.048 0.065 0.065 0.056 0.056

February (m3/s) 0.074 0.074 0.099 0.099 0.079 0.079

March (m3/s) 0.121 0.121 0.158 0.158 0.143 0.143

April (m3/s) 0.183 0.183 0.221 0.221 0.233 0.233

May (m3/s) 0.226 0.226 0.205 0.205 0.272 0.272

June (m3/s) 0.123 0.092 0.133 0.099 0.161 0.241

July (m3/s) 0.084 0.063 0.097 0.072 0.112 0.126

August (m3/s) 0.062 0.046 0.075 0.056 0.080 0.060

September (m3/s) 0.054 0.041 0.067 0.050 0.071 0.053

October (m3/s) 0.053 0.053 0.067 0.067 0.069 0.069

November (m3/s) 0.050 0.050 0.065 0.065 0.064 0.064

December (m3/s) 0.046 0.046 0.060 0.060 0.058 0.058

It was observed that the simulations from the three-year time period simulated the real
values very well both in temporal terms and statistically on the basin basis. R2, RMSE, NSE,
and KGE values of runoff simulations at stream gauge stations are presented in Table 9.

Table 9. R2, RMSE, NSE, and KGE values of flow rate simulations at the stream gauge stations.

Station R2 RMSE NSE KGE

21-01 (Karasu-Çipak) 0.840 2.144 0.817 0.748
21-152 (Köşk Dere-Köşk) 0.656 1.967 0.431 0.262

21-168 (Büyükçay-Karagöbek) 0.586 1.359 0.406 0.265
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Figure 8. Observed and simulated flow rates at the (a) Karasu-Çipak (DSİ 21-01), (b) Köşk Dere-Köşk
(DSİ 21-152), and (c) Büyük Çay-Karagöbek (DSİ 21-168) stream gauge stations.
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4. Discussion

The observation of the stream hydrographs and the statistical analyses showed that
the flowrate simulations at the basin outlet (DSİ 21-01) were better than at the other stream
gauge stations (DSİ 21-152, DSİ 21-168). It was observed that the simulations for the peak
flow rates during the melting periods at these two stream gauge stations inside the study
basin were higher than the measured values. However, the fact that the water budget
calculations for the main basin outlet can only be obtained with the exaggerated simulations
of related hydrographs indicates the presence of karstic formations in the basin. As a matter
of fact, the presence of many springs observed in the study basin due to the general
hydrogeological formations in the basin, and the fact that the groundwater model does
not exhibit linear behavior, confirms that the land has a karstic character [23,81]. For this
reason, while performing HEC-HMS model calibrations, the automatic calibration process
was initially followed up to a point but later abandoned. Still, a manual calibration process
was used in the study to reveal the actual behavior of the basin in general. In hydrological
modeling studies, a model that reflects the basin characteristics well is expected to have
good statistical indicators such as R2 and RMSE or metric scores such as the Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency (NSE) and the Kling–Gupta efficiency (KGE). However, the reverse may not
always be accurate [82–84]. Considering the modeling limitations for karstic behavior in the
HEC-HMS model, this study may not provide characteristic flow simulations at the main
basin outlet by automatically optimizing the parameters while evaluating the statistical
and metric results of flow rate simulations with observation gauges inside the basin. In this
case, a physically meaningful manual calibration of all the natural events that may cause
the change in the flow simulations for the main basin outlet is required. However, it should
not be ignored that the model results obtained with a more intense effort can improve the
results much more; it has been concluded that the calibration and validation period results
are sufficient. Undoubtedly, many clues can be brought about the actual basin behavior
with the hydrological models established in the computer environment. The studies carried
out will help the development of new techniques that can fully model natural behavior at
every point of the watershed and for selecting or combining the appropriate models.

Similarly, in the manual calibration process of snow–water equivalent simulations,
each characteristic detail of the SWE curve, especially during the melting period, was
primarily modeled in a physically meaningful way to analyze the events for future studies.
For example, the R2 values calculated on the point scale for the Radar station in Table 7 are
slightly lower than the values calculated on the areal-based values, unexpectedly, because
the manually selected parameters also try to better simulate the critical rain on snow events
during the melting period on high elevation zones [25].

5. Conclusions

In this study, basin characterization preprocessing was conducted with GIS-based
HEC-GeoHMS, and basin and meteorological models were created. The outputs obtained
were used as inputs for the hydrological simulation program HEC-HMS. The simulations
for the years 2008 to 2011 were carried out with the model developed for the runoff of the
Kırkgöze–Çipak basin and its sub-basins, where a significant part of the annual total runoff
(70 to 80%) is formed by snowmelt.

The boundaries of the chosen Kırkgöze–Çipak basin study area were determined
using the HEC-GeoHMS program, and its characterization was carried out and the model
inputs were obtained for the HEC-HMS application. When determining the boundaries of
a basin and its sub-basins, the outer basin boundary, and the surface stream network, the
longest flow path, etc., are determined and then the whole basin is divided into sub-basins.
After that, the physical parameters of these sub-basins are determined. In the next stage, a
meteorological model definition is created for the climate characterization of the sub-basins.

The snowmelt rate function, which is the most effective parameter for the simulation
of the snow–water equivalent during the implementation of the snowmelt model with the
basin temperature index method, was primarily obtained from the locations of the three
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meteorology stations in the study basin. Then, these curves that were originally obtained as
points were reduced to a single curve representing the study basin in general. Considering
the characteristic behavior of point and areal snow–water equivalent simulations, as well as
R2 and RMSE values, the parameters required for snow–water equivalent simulation—one
of the most important steps in simulating the flow rate for a basin where there is a lot of
snowfall—were successfully integrated into the runoff model. With this physically-based
approach, it has also been shown that regional studies on snow can be carried out more
reliably and quickly.

After the basin-wide snow–water equivalent simulations were successfully performed,
a hydrological model was created with HEC-HMS, and the runoff outputs of this model
were correlated with the observed data from Köşk Dere-Köşk (DSİ 21-152), Büyük Çay-
Karagöbek (DSİ 21-168), and Karasu-Çipak (DSİ 21-01) stream gauge stations, and thus
model calibration was performed.

Although the Kırkgöze–Çipak Basin is small in terms of surface area, it is a basin
with a large altitude range. It is inevitable that meteorological variability will be high in
such a basin. In hydrological model studies, it is very important for the accuracy and
reliability of the simulations that the meteorological data distribution across the basin is in
line with the real values in the field. Having the Köşk, Güngörmez, and Radar meteorology
stations, which are located at the appropriate altitude and location in the basin, ensures
that the meteorological variable distribution was as close to reality as possible, and it
also maximized the reliability of the hydrological model parameters obtained from the
HEC-HMS.

As a result, in this study, it has been shown that, with the HEC-HMS hydrological
model, flow rate simulations can be performed with very good R2 and RMSE values and
also NSE and KGE scores at the outlet of the snow-dominated, mountainous Kırkgöze
Basin, which has a very complex topography. It is believed that the model parameters
obtained and the methodology used will be a source for hydrological model studies to be
carried out in similar mountain basins and help authorities to use water resources well, not
only regionally, but also nationally and internationally.
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Abstract: The composition and change of runoff are closely related to climate change and human
activities. To design effective watershed water resources management measures, there is a need
for a clear understanding of the impact of climate change and human activities on baseflow and
surface runoff. The purpose of this essay is to quantify their impact on the annual total stream flow,
surface runoff, and base flow in the Weihe River Basin (WRB) using a two-stage annual precipitation
partitioning method, wherein the surface runoff and base flow are separated from the measured
total flow by using a one-parameter digital filter method for which the common filter parameter
value is 0.925. The stream flow records were split into two periods: 1960–1970 (pre-change period)
and 1971–2005 (post-change period) based on the hydrological breakpoints detected. We found
that climate change and human activities have different impacts on base flow and surface runoff.
We attributed the decrease in surface runoff due to climate change accounting for 76–78%, while we
determined that human activities were responsible to the decrease in base flow accounting for 59–73%
of the total observed change. We concluded that both climate change and human beings contributed to
the hydrologic change through different hydrological processes: climate change dominated the surface
runoff change, while human influences controlled the base flow change. To achieve the expected
goals of ecological restoration, appropriate measures must be taken by watershed management in the
WRB to mitigate the likely impacts of climate change on water hydrology.

Keywords: climate change; human activities; base flow; surface runoff; Weihe River Basin

1. Introduction

The global hydrologic cycle and distribution of water resources are changing on
various scales due to climate change and human interference during the past decades [1–3].
The changes in precipitation, temperature, wind speed, humidity, and solar radiation
have caused decreases in streamflow in some regions [4,5]. Land use changes to the
vegetation distribution structure lead to changes in evapotranspiration and, thus, lead to
changes in runoff [6,7]. Dam construction will affect the flow of the river [8,9]; dam and
reservoir construction will reduce runoff [10,11]. Deforestation will lead to a decrease in
interception capacity and an increase in runoff, while afforestation will lead to an increase
in runoff infiltration, a decrease in runoff, and an increase in underground runoff [12,13];
Agricultural water management leads to reduced runoff or groundwater [14]. Therefore,
under the influence of the above factors, there is a variation in runoff in different parts of
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the world. Quantifying the individual impacts of climate change and humans is important
for mitigating the negative effects and adapting to novel environments in the future.

Numerous studies have been conducted to quantify the individual effects of climate
change and human activities on water resources in different parts of the world [15–19] in-
cluding the Tarim River [20], Yangtze River [21], and Shiyang River in China [22], the Nzoia
River in Kenya [23], and the Athabasca River in Canada [24]. The study in the Haihe
River Basin showed that the runoff in the Taolinkou, Zhangjiafen, and Guantai basins
decreased by 41.5%, 59.9%, and 73.9%, respectively, mainly affected by human beings [25].
Ma et al. [26] and Zheng et al. [27] reported that climate change contributed over 50%
of the decrease in the inflow to the Miyun reservoir during the past decade. Using data
from 413 watersheds in the USA, Wang and Hejazi [28] showed that the impacts of climate
change outweighed the effects of human activities. Analysis in the Cimarron Skeleton
watershed (the South-central Great Plains) in the USA indicated that changes in water use,
land use, and land cover accounted for approximately 50% of changes in water flows. [29].
More recently, the study in the Luan River Basin in China illustrated that the impact of
climate change contributed 44% in the wet season, but human activities contributed 93% in
the dry season to the flow change [30].

The Weihe River Basin (WRB), an important river in Shaanxi Province, known to
the Shaanxi people as their mother river, is the largest tributary of the Yellow River in
northern China and is a main river for Ningxia and Gansu Provinces in northwestern
China that provides the surface water for irrigation and water supplies for several major
cities in the arid region. The stream flow in the WRB has significantly declined in the
20th century [31,32]. Based on 13 stream flow gauges in the WRB, the monthly stream
flow depth has declined 0.1–2.1 mm during the period from 1960 to 2009, and the main
driving factors for the declined stream flow are believed to be related to reservoir operation,
vegetation change, surface water consumption, and water and soil conservation [33]. Using
an improved climate elasticity method, Zhan [34] found that human activities contributed
to 71–78% of the stream flow decline. More recently, Jiang [35] used a framework to identify
the two effects on stream flow across the WRB and found that human activities had a
significant impact on decreasing runoff.

Most previous studies have focused on the total stream flow, and little attention
has been given to how climate or humans alter the flow pathways, i.e., surface flow and
groundwater. The arid regions are dominated by rainfall-excess hydrology, and the surface
flow generation has rather different mechanisms from the base flow, which is derived from
groundwater. We presume that both climate change and human activities may contribute
differently to the changes in surface runoff and base flow. Quantifying the effects of climate
change and human activities on water resources enables addressing and better management
of the water crisis faced by arid regions.

The objective of this study was to quantify the contributions of climate change and
human activities to the interpretation of surface runoff and baseflow observations at
three hydrologic gauging stations in the WRB. The base flow and surface runoff components
were estimated using a two-stage annual precipitation partitioning method. The spatial
variation patterns of climate change and human activity with respect to their influences on
the base flow and surface flow were also discussed. The results provide a comprehensive
analysis climate and human effects on base flow and surface runoff in the WRB.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Hydrometeorological Data

The WRB (104◦00′ E~110◦20′ E, 33◦50′ N~37◦18′ N), located in the semiarid re-
gion of China, has a watershed area of 135,000 km2 and a main river length of 818 km
(Figure 1). The WRB starts in the Niaoshu Mountain, flows through Gansu, Ningxia, Shanxi,
and eventually joins the Yellow River at Tongguan. The average annual natural runoff is
10.4 billion m3. The average annual precipitation is about 610 mm, the average annual tem-
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perature ranges from 7.8 to 13.5 ◦C, and the average annual potential evapotranspiration
(PET) varies from 800 to 1200 mm [36].
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In this study, 22 meteorological stations and three hydrological stations were used to
derive daily precipitation, temperature, and stream flow data in the WRB. These stations
were located throughout the WRB, representing the characteristics of climate and hydrology
for each catchment. Daily data on precipitation and other meteorological variables for
the period from 1960 to 2005 were provided by the China Meteorological Administration.
The monthly PET series were calculated using the Penman-Monteith method [37] for every
meteorological station. The areawide precipitation and PET for each hydrological station
was generated by averaging the readings across meteorological stations in and around the
controlled watershed. Shaanxi hydrology and Water Resources Bureau provided daily flow
data of major rivers in PNG from 1960 to 2005.

The one-parameter digital filter decomposed the daily stream flow into surface runoff
and baseflow components with the filter parameter value of 0.925 [38]. In this study,
the daily PET, rainfall, surface runoff, and base flow were summarized as annual scale
values. The actual annual evaporation values were computed as residuals of the water
balance, E = P − Q, where E is evapotranspiration, P is precipitation, and Q is streamflow.

2.2. Digital Filtering

The digital filtering method was used to segment the daily scale runoff data of Weihe
River Basin. Digital filtering is derived from signal processing technology, and its main
principle is the combination of runoff division and digital signal analysis. The fast response
and slow response signals in the process of precipitation and runoff are decomposed into
high frequency signals and low frequency signals by a digital filter, which represent surface
runoff and underground runoff, respectively [39].

The Lyne–Hollick filtering method was first proposed by Lyne and Hollick in 1979.
Nathan and Mcmahon introduced hydrologic calculations into the method in 1990; its
segmentation equation is:

Qdt = f1Qd (t−1) +
1 + f1

2

[
Qt −Q(t−1)

]
, (1)

Qbt = Qt −Qdt, (2)
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where Qdt and Qdt−1 are the surface runoff at time t and time t − 1, respectively; Qt and
Q(t−1) are the runoff at time t and time t − 1, respectively; Qbt is the base flow at time t;
and f1 is the filter parameter value range 0.90 to 0.95; Nathan selected the filter parameter
0.925 by comparison [38].

2.3. Mann-Kendall Inspection

The Mann-Kendall trend test is a nonparametric statistical test method, also known
as the no distribution test [40,41]. For the time series X = (X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xn), (n is the
number of variables), the Mann-Kendall trend test statistic is S.

S = ∑n−1
j=1 ∑n

i=j+1 sgn (Xi − Xj), (3)

sgn
(
Xi − Xj

)
=





1, Xi − Xj > 0
0, Xi − Xj = 0
−1, Xi − Xj < 0

(4)





Z = S+1√
n(n−1)(2n+5)

18

; S > 0

Z = 0 ; S = 0
Z = S+1√

n(n−1)(2n+5)
18

; S < 0
, (5)

In type: S is the normal distribution, Var(S) is variance, and its formula is:

Var(s) = [n(n− 1)(2n + 5)−∑m
1 tk(tk − 1)(2tk + 5)]/18 (6)

In type: m is the number of groups, and tk is the number of groups with the same data.
When n is greater than 10, the formula of the standardized statistics is:

Z =





s−1√
Var(s)

; i f S > 0

0 ; i f S = 0
s+1√
Var(s)

; i f S < 0
(7)

During the test, if Z is greater than 0, it indicates a significant upward trend in
the series; otherwise, it indicates a significant downward trend in the series. [42]. If we
set the significance levels α = 0.05, if |Z| ≥ Z1−α/2 = 1.96, then the null hypothesis
should be rejected, indicating that the trend of sequence change is significant; otherwise,
the null hypothesis should be accepted, indicating that the trend of sequence change is not
significant [43].

2.4. Two-Stage Annual Precipitation Partitioning

Assuming that changes in soil water storage can be ignored on an annual scale,
precipitation can be divided into two components, namely runoff and evapotranspiration.
The water balance can be expressed as:

P = Q + E, (8)

where P is precipitation, Q is runoff, and E is evapotranspiration.
Following the decomposition method given by L’vovich [44], long-term sedimentation

can be broken down into two stages. In the first stage, precipitation is suspended as surface
runoff (Qs) and soil wetting (W), which can be expressed as:

P = Qs + W, (9)
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In the second stage, the soil wetting is divided into baseflow (Qb) and evapotranspira-
tion (ET), which can be expressed as:

W = Qb + ET, (10)

where the sum of Qs and Qb is the total runoff (Q).
Based on the two-stage precipitation partitioning method and the SCS curve number

method [45], Ponce and Shetty [46] proposed a method to estimate Qs and Qb at the annual
scale, and Chen and Wang [47] presented an estimation method on a seasonal scale. In this
paper, we focused on the annual scale, and the model can be estimated as:

Qs =

(
P− λsWp

)2

P + (1− 2λs)Wp

(
while P > λsWp

)
, (11)

Qb =

(
W − λbVp

)2

W + (1− 2λb)Vp

(
while W > λbVp

)
, (12)

where Wp is the maximum of the total soil wetting, the initial wetting can be explained as a
percentage (λs) of the soil wetting capacity (Wp), and λsWp can be defined as the minimum
threshold for precipitation required for surface runoff. Similarly, the wetting threshold for
the base flow can be defined as λbVp.

2.5. The Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency Coefficient

We used the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency coefficient (NSE) function [48] to evaluate model
performance:

NSE = 1− ∑n
i=1
(
Qi

obs −Qi
est
)2

∑n
i=1
(
Qi

obs −Qave
)2 , (13)

where Qobs is the measured runoff, Qest is the estimated runoff, and Qave is the mean value
of the measured runoff. NSE values can range from −∞ to 1. If NSE = 1, it indicates that
the model can perfectly model the measured data, while at a NSE higher than 0.5 the model
performance is satisfactory [49].

2.6. Determining the Contribution Rate of Climate Change and Human Activities

As discussed, the datasets were divided into two periods: the pre-change period and
post-change period. The pre-change period was the period prior to the point of variation,
when there was no significant trend of increase or decrease in total streamflow/surface
runoff/baseflow. The post-change period was the period after the point of variation, where
there was a clear trend of increase or decrease in total streamflow/surface runoff/baseflow
compared to the pre-change period. The proposed quantifying method assumed no human
activities for the watershed in the pre-change period. In other words, during the pre-
change period, if the total stream flow/surface runoff/base flow changed, it would only be
attributed to climate change. During the post-change period, if the total stream flow/surface
runoff/base flow changed, it could be caused by climate change or human activities, or both.
Under this assumption, the model parameters were based on the observations in the pre-
change period. If there were no human activities, the parameters in the post-change period
were assumed to be the same as those in the pre-change period. Using the pre-change model
parameters and post-change meteorological data, the total stream flow/surface runoff/base
flow in the post-change period would be reconstructed, which would not be affected by
human factors. The gap between the reconstructed total stream flow/surface runoff/base
flow series in the post-change period and the observed ones in the pre-change period could
indicate the total stream flow/surface runoff/base flow change caused by climate change.
In addition, the gap between the reconstructed total stream flow/surface runoff/base flow
series and the observed ones in the post-change period could indicate the total stream
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flow/surface runoff/base flow change caused by human activities. The quantifying method
can be computed as [50,51]:

∆Qt = Qo −Qo, (14)

∆Qc = Qo −Qm (15)

∆Qh = Qm −Qo (16)

ηh = ∆Qh/∆Qt × 100% (17)

ηc = ∆Qc/∆Qt × 100% (18)

where ∆Qt represents the total change in the total stream flow/surface runoff/base flow,
∆Qc and ∆Qh indicate the changes in total stream flow/surface runoff/base flow caused by
climate change and human activities, respectively, Qo and Qo are the observed total stream
flow/surface runoff/base flow values in the pre-change period and the post-change period,
respectively, Qm is the modeled total stream flow/surface runoff/base flow values in the
post-change period, and ηc and ηh are the climate change and impacts of human activities
on total stream flow/surface runoff/base flow changes, respectively.

The advantages of the quantifying method are simple, practical, and can obtain
accurate results according to the simulated values, but there is no breakdown of the impact
of human activity, such as river damming, irrigation, and urban water diversion.

3. Results

This section provides a concise and accurate description of the experimental results,
their interpretation, and some experimental conclusions that can be drawn.

3.1. Base Flow and Surface Runoff

The daily observed total streamflow was decomposed into surface runoff and base flow
using the one-parameter digital filter method with the filter parameter value of 0.925 [37],
which is widely used in the study area [40]. The observed total annual flow, surface runoff,
and base flow at Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian stations across the WRB are presented
in Figure 2. For the three stations, the total stream flow, surface runoff, and base flow at
the annual scale tended to decline. The total stream flow decreased faster than either the
surface runoff or the base flow, with the surface runoff decreasing the slowest. Both the
total flow and base flow were the highest at the Xianyang station. However, its base flow
index was almost the same as that at the Huaxian station, with mean annual values of 0.67
at the Xianyang station and 0.66 at the Huaxian station. The evaluation of the base flow
index was similar at the Xianyang and Huaxian stations. A significant change for the base
flow index at the Linjiacun station occurred in 1970. The mean annual base flow index at
Huaxian and Xianyang was 0.67 with a standard deviation of 0.05, while the mean annual
base flow index at Linjiacun was 0.63 with a standard deviation of 0.13 (Figure 3). The base
flow index was substantially influenced by human activities, climate change, precipitation,
and evaporation [40]. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the variation points of total
flow, surface runoff, and base flow series for further contribution analysis.

3.2. Breakpoint Analysis

Breakpoints of annual total stream flow, surface runoff, and base flow were detected
by the Mann-Kendall test for all three stations from upstream to downstream across the
WRB, with significance levels set at α = 0.05 (Z1−α/2 = 1.96), and the results are shown
in Table 1. Breakpoints of the total stream flow at the Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian
stations occurred in 1990, 1986, and 1987, respectively. Breakpoints of the surface runoff
and base flow at those stations were in 1986, 1989, and 1991, and 1977, 1986, and 1974,
respectively. According to the results, the significant change for base flow was earlier than
total stream flow, indicating that the base flow was more sensitive to the effects of climate
change and human activities than the total stream flow. The breakpoint in the Huaxian
station was the earliest, in 1974, among all the watersheds. This is consistent with the base
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flow index changes in 1970. Therefore, we selected the 1970 points as the variation point to
quantify the influence of climate change and human activities on total stream flow, surface
runoff, and base flow [52].
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Figure 2. The annual total streamflow, direct runoff, and base flow in (a–c).
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Figure 3. Baseflow Index Change chart of Linjiacun Station, Xianyang Station, and Huaxian Station.

Table 1. The breakpoint detected results of the Mann-Kendall test method.

Station α Z
Breakpoint

Total Streamflow Base Flow Surface Runoff

Linjiacun 0.05 ±1.96 1990 1977 1986
Xianyang 0.05 ±1.96 1986 1986 1989
Huaxian 0.05 ±1.96 1987 1974 1991

3.3. Model Calibration and Stream Flow Reconstruction

The data were divided into two periods, 1960–1970 (pre-change period) and 1971–2005
(post-change period), based on the results of the breakpoint tests to quantify the impact of
climate change and humans on surface runoff and baseflow. A two-stage annual precip-
itation partitioning model was used to estimate the surface runoff and base flow for the
post-change period. The model has four parameters: λs, Wp, λb, and Vp, which need to be
estimated. We chose to estimate the parameters in an 11-year period (the whole pre-change
period: 1960–1970) instead of in a six-year calibration period (1960–1965) to minimize the
uncertainty in the limited data. The values of surface runoff and base flow in the natural
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period from 1960 to 1970 were used to estimate the model parameters: λs, Wp, λb, and Vp.
The parameters for the three stations in the WRB are listed in Table 2. As shown in Table 2,
the parameters λs and λb do not indicate a significant pattern.

Table 2. Parameter evaluation of the two-stage annual precipitation partitioning model for 3 hydro-
logical stations across the Weihe River.

Site Wp Vp λb λs

Linjiacun 8645 3000 0.01 0.01
Xianyang 8645 2616 0.01 0.02
Huaxian 4543 3983 0.06 0.02

The values of NSE and the coefficient of determination (R2) were used to evaluate the
model performance of the base flow and surface runoff. NSE and R2 were computed in
the validation period (1960–1970) for the three sites and are summarized in Table 3. The R2

values ranged from 0.9 to 0.98, and the NSE values ranged from 0.89 to 0.98. To illustrate
the model performance, we used the Linjiacun station as an example (Figure 4). The results
showed that the model performed well, although the model led to an underestimation of
the results observed during the peak period. Overall, the accuracies of the model calibration
and validation were acceptable for the annual surface runoff and base flow estimation in
the three stations.

Table 3. The R2 and Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency coefficient (NSE) for two-stage annual precipitation
partitioning model at the 3 hydrological stations.

Site
Base Flow (mm) Surface Runoff (mm)

R2 NSE R2 NSE

Linjiacun 0.90 0.89 0.96 0.92
Xianyang 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.90
Huaxian 0.98 0.98 0.91 0.90
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Figure 4. The comparison of modeled and observed surface runoff (a) and base flow (b) from 1960 to
1970 at Linjiacun.

Based on the high accuracy of the model estimates, the surface runoff and base flow
in the post-change period were reconstructed using pre-change parameter estimates and
post-change meteorological data from Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian stations. Figure 5
shows a comparison of the modeled and observed base flow and surface runoff during
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the entire period in the WRB. During the pre-change period, data clustered around the 1:1
lines, indicating a good agreement between the modeled and observed data. However,
deviations from the 1:1 line were found during the impacted period indicating human
activities on base flow. Moreover, the figure shows that human activities affected the base
flow more strongly than the surface runoff. The annual precipitation and observed and
modeled surface runoff and base flow are shown in Figure 6. The differences between the
observed and modeled base flow became larger over time, while the differences between
those of the surface runoff remained small.
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Figure 5. The comparison of the surface runoff and base flow were reconstructed using the parameter
estimation from the pre-change period and the meteorological data for the post-change period at
Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian stations across the WRB. The black lines are a 1:1 line. (a). measured
and modeled baseflow at Linjiacun station; (b). measured and modeled baseflow at Xianyang station;
(c). measured and modeled baseflow at Huaxian station; (d). measured and modeled surface flow at
Linjiacun station; (e). measured and modeled surface flow at Xianyang station; (f). measured and
modeled surface flow at Huaxian station.
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Figure 6. The observed and modeled annual surface runoff and base flow at Linjiacun, Xianyang,
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xianyang station; (d). observed and modeled baseflow at Xianyang station; (e). observed and modeled
surface flow at Huaxian station; (f). observed and modeled baseflow at Huaxian station.

3.4. Attribution Analysis

Based on the reconstructed surface runoff and base flow data (Figure 6), the recon-
structed total stream flow was generated by summing the reconstructed surface runoff and
the base flow. The gap between the reconstructed total stream flow/surface runoff/base
flow series in the post-change period and the observed ones in the pre-change period could
indicate the change caused by climate change. The gap between the reconstructed total
stream flow/surface runoff/base flow series and the observed ones in the post-change
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period could indicate the change caused by human activities. Climate change and human
activities have different impacts on total runoff, surface runoff, and baseflow changes.

Table 4 shows the effects of climate change and human activities on the total flow
changes at the three WRB sites. As the Table 4 shown, during the post-change period,
under the two effects, the total stream flow of the Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian
stations decreased significantly, with the values of 61.55 mm, 62.50 mm and 35.92 mm,
respectively. The two effects on total stream flow were mainly attributed to human activities
at Linjiacuan and Xianyang stations, accounting for 64% and 60%, respectively, while the
effect at Huaxian station was 49%. The effects of climate change and human activities on
stream flow in WRB have been computed in several studies, and the results of this study are
consistent with those of Zuo [32], Zhan [33], and Jiang [34]. Therefore, in the change process
of total stream flow, except for the variation at Huaxian Station that was greatly affected by
climate change, the other two stations were heavily influenced by human activities.

Table 4. Effects of climate change and human impacts on the annual total streamflow at the Linjiacun,
Xianyang, and Huaxian stations.

Site Period
Total
(mm)

Reconstructed
(mm)

Total Change
(mm)

Human Climate
Values % Values %

Linjiacun 1960–1970 103.17 102.38 39.63 64 21.92 36
1971–2005 41.63 81.26 61.55

Xianyang 1960–1970 132.06 125.54 37.59 60 24.91 40
1971–2005 69.55 107.15 62.50

Huaxian
1960–1970 90.07 90.83 17.73 49 18.20 51
1971–2005 54.14 71.87 35.92

The effects of climate change and human activities on surface runoff and base flow
of the three stations are summarized in Tables 5 and 6. Compared to the values of the
Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian stations in the pre-change period, during the post-change
period, the surface runoff decreased by 9.1 mm, 16.5 mm, and 9.6 mm, respectively, while
the base flow decreased by 52.4 mm, 46.1 mm, and 26.3 mm, respectively. The surface
runoff changes of the three stations are two or more times higher than the base flow change.
The decrease in surface runoff in Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian was mainly affected
by climate change, accounting for 76%, 77%, and 78%, respectively, while the contribution
rate of human activities to base flow was 71%, 73%, and 59%, at Linjiacun, Xianyang,
and Huaxian hydrological stations, respectively; so, human activities were the main driving
factor of the base flow variation. Climate change controls the surface runoff change and
human activities control the base flow change, and the results of this study are consistent
with those of Zhang [53]. In summary, climate change greatly affects the change of surface
runoff, while human activities greatly influence the change of baseflow.

Table 5. Effects of climate change and human impacts on the annual surface runoff at the Linjiacun,
Xianyang, and Huaxian stations.

Site Period
Surfacel

(mm)
Reconstructed

(mm)
Surface Change

(mm)
Human Climate

Values % Values %

Linjiacun 1960–1970 27.75 27.40
1971–2005 18.62 20.81 9.13 2.19 24 6.94 76

Xianyang 1960–1970 40.17 33.79
1971–2005 23.72 27.49 16.45 3.77 23 12.68 77

Huaxian
1960–1970 28.13 28.95
1971–2005 18.54 20.64 9.59 2.10 22 7.49 78
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Table 6. Effects of climate change and human impacts on the annual base flow at the Linjiacun,
Xianyang, and Huaxian stations.

Site Period
Base
(mm)

Reconstructed
(mm)

Base Change
(mm)

Human Climate
Values % Values %

Linjiacun 1960–1970 75.42 74.98
1971–2005 23.02 60.22 52.40 37.20 71 15.20 29

Xianyang 1960–1970 91.89 91.75
1971–2005 45.79 79.44 46.10 33.65 73 12.45 27

Huaxian
1960–1970 61.94 28.95
1971–2005 35.64 51.16 26.30 15.52 59 10.78 41

4. Discussion

The comparison of changes in total stream flow, surface flow, base flow, and precipi-
tation at the Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian stations in the pre-change period and the
post-change period are shown in Table 7. As seen in Table 7, compared to the pre-change
period, the variables in the post-change period decreased. Although the values of total
stream flow, surface runoff, base flow, and precipitation decreased, the total stream flow
and base flow indicated significant change, with the percentage ranging from 40% to 61%
and from 43% to 70%, respectively, while the surface runoff change was slight, with the
percentage ranging from 34% to 41%. The decreased values and percentage of the total
stream flow and the base flow along the main stream of the WRB displayed a decreasing
change from upstream to downstream, with the highest value at Linjiacun station and the
lowest one at Huaxian station. Compared to the flow change, the precipitation change
was a small range, from 9% to 11%. The surface runoff change was mainly controlled by
climate change.

Table 7. The comparison of changes for total stream flow, surface flow, base flow, and precipitation at
the Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian stations in the pre-change period and post-change period.

Index

Linjiacun Xianyang Huaxian

Change
(mm)

Percentage
(%)

Change
(mm)

Percentage
(%)

Change
(mm)

Percentage
(%)

Total streamflow 63.73 61 62.50 47 35.92 40
Surface flow 9.85 35 16.45 41 9.59 34

Base flow 52.88 70 46.05 50 26.34 43
Precipitation 63.91 11 55.98 9 58.94 9

In addition, a large number of human activities have been implemented since 1970. Soil
conservation practices in 1970 covered 2500 km2; however, the area in 2006 was 33,344 km2,
increased by 30,844 km2 [34]. It was almost 13 times as large as that in 1970. From 1970 to
2005, just in the Shaanxi province, seven hyper-irrigation areas began irrigation, specifically
Baojixia and Jinghuiqu in 1972, Fengjiashan in 1974, Shibaochuan in 1975, Yangmaowan in
1978, Taoqupo in 1980, and Shitouhe in 1981 with a total area of approximately 5900 km2.
Since 1994, the population of the Shaanxi Province has increased by 3.02 million from
20.24 million to 23.26 million, almost 13%. Because of the shortage of water resources,
the government has invested human and financial resources in the South-North Water
Transfer Project, or WRB, from the Han River to Shaanxi Province [54]. In the Gansu
province, rainwater-harvesting agriculture has made great progress, and a number of water
harvesting engineering projects started in the 1980s [55]. Su et al. [56] reported rainwater
collection, water and soil conservation, and reservoir management are the main factors
effecting the stream flow change in the WRB. All the mentioned human activities can cause
the stream flow to change directly or indirectly through affecting land use and land cover.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we quantified the effects of climate change and human activities on the
total streamflow, surface runoff, and base flow from 1960 to 2005 measured at three hy-
drological stations: Linjiacun, Xianyang, and Huaxian station in the WRB. Using the
breakpoint, the annual data were divided into two periods: the pre-change period and
the post-change period. The two-stage model was calibrated and verified by using the
pre-change period data, and watershed hydrology was reconstructed for the post-change
period. The differences in our study indicated that the main driving factor for the decrease
in surface runoff was climate change, contributing over 76%. The contribution rate of
human activities to base flow was 71%, 73%, and 59%, respectively; so, human activities
were the main driving factor of base flow variation. Overall, climate change and human
impact have different effects on different components of the stream flow. For surface
flow, climate change has greater impacts than humans; however, for base flow, human
activities have greater impacts than climate change. Watershed management in the WRB
must incorporate appropriate measures to mitigate the likely impacts of climate change on
watershed hydrology and achieve the desired goals of ecological restoration.

This study focuses on the change of historical flow of the Weihe River Basin but does
not carry out corresponding research into and prediction of future flow changes. Therefore,
future research will focus on the prediction of the future flow of the river basin.
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Abstract: This study assessed the performance of two well-known gridded meteorological datasets,
CFSR (Climate Forecast System Reanalysis) and CMADS (China Meteorological Assimilation Driv-
ing Datasets), and three satellite-based precipitation datasets, TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission), CMORPH (Climate Prediction Center morphing technique), and CHIRPS (Climate Hazards
Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station data), in driving the SWAT (Soil and Water Assessment
Tool) model for streamflow simulation in the Fengle watershed in the middle–lower Yangtze Plain,
China. Eighteen model scenarios were generated by forcing the SWAT model with different com-
binations of three meteorological datasets and six precipitation datasets. Our results showed that
(1) the three satellite-based precipitation datasets (i.e., TRMM, CMORPH, and CHIRPS) generally
provided more accurate precipitation estimates than CFSR and CMADS. CFSR and CMADS agreed
fairly well with the gauged measurements in maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and
relative humidity, but large discrepancies existed for the solar radiation and wind speed. (2) The
impact of precipitation data on simulated streamflow was much larger than that of other meteoro-
logical variables. Satisfactory simulations were achieved using the CMORPH precipitation data for
daily streamflow simulation and the TRMM and CHIRPS precipitation data for monthly streamflow
simulation. This suggests that different precipitation datasets can be used for optimal simulations at
different temporal scales.

Keywords: hydrological modelling; evaluation; satellite rainfall; climatic variables; simulation

1. Introduction

Meteorological data such as air temperature and precipitation are important inputs
to hydrological models. With a common-knowledge “Garbage in, garbage out” approach,
meteorological data of good quality are prerequisites to achieve good simulation results us-
ing hydrological models and thus further to achieve reasonable decision support based on
model outputs [1,2]. The traditional and common sources of meteorological data are ground
measurements from gauge stations; such point-based measurements are considered as the
most accurate data over the limited representative areas. The modelers need measurements
from a dense network of gauge stations to adequately characterize the spatial and temporal
variability of meteorological variables at the basin scale [3]. The in situ data collection
and maintenances are usually time-consuming and labor-/resources-intensive, the gauge
stations are unevenly distributed, and overall the number of stations is declining at the
global scale [1]. As a result, modelers often encounter the challenge to obtain sufficient
in situ measurements, as they expect. In developing countries and remote areas, gauge
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stations are very sparse and in situ measurements are not even available over some regions.
Many scientific communities have been stressing the need for more in situ measurements;
one of the feasible ways to meet this need is to promote innovations and multidisciplinary
cooperation in designing low-cost monitoring devices and in developing or combining
monitoring techniques. In this regard, some concrete efforts are underway, for example,
the working group Measurements and Observations in the XXI century (MOXXI) was es-
tablished in 2013 with the specific aims of targeting innovation in all realms of hydrological
measurements from ground-based to remote sensing [4,5].

In recent years, various freely available gridded meteorological datasets at different
spatial and temporal resolutions over the global or quasi-global scales have been developed
and released to the public [6–11]. For example, the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(CFSR) dataset is such a global meteorological dataset covering the 39-year period from 1979
to 2017. The CFSR data were produced by a global, high resolution, coupled atmosphere–
ocean–land surface–sea ice system [10]. The meteorological variables include precipitation,
air temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, and solar radiation. The China Meteoro-
logical Assimilation Driving Dataset (CMADS) is a country-scale gridded meteorological
dataset containing the same types of data as CFSR, which used more measurement data in
China and integrated the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) morphing technique (CMORPH)
satellite-based rainfall product [12]. Several agencies have preprocessed CFSR and CMADS
products to generate the datasets in the desired input format of the widely used hydro-
logical model, i.e., the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model [13]. This makes
these data sets very convenient to use for the modelling community [14–17]. There are
also many gridded precipitation datasets such as the TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission) multi-satellite precipitation analysis (TMPA) product [18] and CHIRPS (Climate
Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station data) precipitation dataset [19]. In
recent years, with the rapid development of machine learning and especially deep learn-
ing techniques [20], the accuracy of gridded meteorological and precipitation datasets is
expected to be improved dramatically in the near future [21].

The increasing availability of gridded meteorological datasets has attracted attention to
use them in driving hydrological models for streamflow simulation [22–25]. As the accuracy
of these gridded meteorological datasets varies among regions [2,26–30], it is necessary
to evaluate these datasets before their application in specific areas. In this regard, many
evaluation studies have been conducted to assess the performance of open-access weather
data in hydrological simulations by using the best available gauge data as a reference [31,32].
For CFSR, it was found to be able to drive the hydrological model to yield satisfactory
streamflow simulation in Lake Tana Basin (the upper part of the Upper Blue Nile basin) [16],
the Bahe River Basin of the Qinling Mountains, China [33], four small watersheds in the
USA, and the Gumera watershed in Ethiopia [19]. However, unsatisfactory results of
streamflow simulation using CFSR as forcing data were also reported in the upstream
watersheds of Three Gorges Reservoir in China [34] and two watersheds in the USA [28].
For CMADS, most evaluation studies using it as forcing data showed satisfactory results,
such as those conducted in the Yellow River Source Basin located in the Qinghai–Tibet
Plateau [17], the Lijiang watershed in South China [14], and the Jing and Bortala River Basin
in Northwest China [35]. It is well recognized that a certain product’s performance would
vary from region to region, and evaluation of a certain product in various environments is
essential for understanding its global performance [7].

This study focuses on the Chaohu Lake basin in the middle–lower Yangtze Plain, China.
This region has been facing serious water pollution problems due to non-point-source
pollution caused by intense agricultural activities (e.g., pesticide and fertilizer use). [36].
Watershed simulation and scenario analysis are expected to provide valuable instructions
for water quality control and water resources management. As water is an important
medium for mass transport, adequate modeling of hydrological processes is a prerequisite
to characterizing the nutrient migration processes at the watershed scale [37]. Reliable
meteorological input data are the premise of the hydrological model setup. Considering
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that measurements from meteorological and rainfall stations are usually hard to retrieve
for many reasons (e.g., data-sharing policy), it is necessary to find out whether open-access
gridded meteorological data can meet the requirements of hydrological modelling. In this
study, a subbasin of the Chaohu Lake basin, where measurements from meteorological and
rainfall stations are relatively complete, was selected to evaluate the performance of two
mainstream, open-access, gridded meteorological datasets (i.e., CFSR and CMADS) and
three popular, satellite-based, gridded precipitation datasets (i.e., TRMM, CMORPH, and
CHIRPS) in driving SWAT in streamflow simulation in this region.

2. Study Area

The Chaohu Lake, located in Anhui Province, China, is the fifth largest freshwater lake
in China and it is of great importance in terms of water resources and agriculture [38]. The
Fengle river is a main tributary of the Chaohu Lake Basin (Figure 1). The drainage area of
the Fengle watershed is 1500 km2 with elevations ranging from 7 to 455 m above mean sea
level, and the main stream length is about 50 km. The land use types include agricultural
lands (about 45%), forests (39%), built-up lands (10%), and water areas (i.e., ponds and
rivers, 6%). There are no large cities or industry factories in this river basin. Based on
the available gauge precipitation data during 2008–2014, the mean annual precipitation
is 1096 mm/year. The inter-annual distribution of precipitation is uneven, with the most
precipitation occurring in spring and summer. Based on gauged data between 2008 and
2014, the average daily maximum and minimum air temperature are 21.1 ◦C and 12.3 ◦C,
respectively, and the daily mean air temperature is 16.7 ◦C.
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3. Datasets and Methods
3.1. In Situ Meteorological Measurements

In situ measurements of meteorological data from three observation stations were
obtained from the China Meteorological Administration. Ground measurements of pre-
cipitation from nine rain gauge stations and the measured daily streamflow from the
hydrological station at the outlet of the Fengle watershed were obtained from the Hefei
Bureau of hydrology and water resources (Figure 1). In terms of gridded meteorologi-
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cal/precipitation data, the numbers of grid cells are 8, 4, 9, 9, and 55 for CMADS, CFSR,
TRMM, CMORPH, and CHIRPS, respectively. After a rigorous analysis of available data,
the simulation period was set as 2008–2014.

3.2. The CFSR and CMADS Meteorological Data

CFSR is the third-generation reanalysis product of the National Center for Environ-
mental Prediction (NCEP) and was derived from a global coupled atmosphere–ocean–land
surface–sea ice system [10]. The system provides a range of atmospheric, oceanic, and land
surface output products around the world at hourly time resolution. The spatial resolution
of CFSR global atmospheric products is ~38 km, with 64 levels extending from the surface
to 0.26 hPa. The CFSR data covers the period from 1979 to the present with continuous
updates. It is popularized by the SWAT official website that provides ready-to-use weather
data in the desired format at the data portal http://globalweather.tamu.edu (accessed on
16 May 2020).

The CMADS meteorological dataset was constructed based on nearly 40,000 regional
automatic stations and the CMORPH global precipitation products [39]. These solid data
sources make CMADS have wide applicability in China. A variety of methods, such as loop
nesting of data, projection of resampling models, and bilinear interpolation, were used. The
CMADS provides daily data for a 9-year period from 2008 to 2016 with a spatial resolution
of 0.25◦ for version 1.1, which can be freely downloaded at http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn
(accessed on 16 May 2020). CMADS version 1.1 was used in this study. The locations of the
center points of CFSR and CMADS grid cells are shown in Figure 1.

3.3. The TRMM, CMORPH, and CHIRPS Precipitation Datasets

TRMM, CMORPH, and CHIRPS are three quasi-global gridded precipitation datasets.
The TRMM TMPA products provide precipitation for the spatial coverage of 50◦ N–S from
1998 to the present with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ [18]. In this study, the TRMM
3B42 product was used. The original temporal resolution of this dataset is 3 h, and the
daily aggregated TRMM 3B42 product can be obtained from the NASA Goddard Earth
Sciences (GES) Data and Information Services Center (DISC) (https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov,
accessed on 20 May 2020). The CMORPH products provide precipitation for the spatial
coverage of 60◦ N–S from 1998 to the present [40]. The lasted version 1.0 includes three
different products, including raw (satellite-only precipitation estimates), bias-corrected
(CRT), and gauge-satellite blended (BLD). In this study, the CMORPH BLD product with a
spatial resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ was used, which can be downloaded from https://ftp.
cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/precip/CMORPH_V1.0/BLD (accessed on 20 May 2020). The CHIRPS
product provides precipitation for the spatial coverage of 50◦ N–S with a high spatial
resolution (i.e., 0.05◦ × 0.05◦) from 1981 to the present [19]. The CHIRPS version 2.0 data
were downloaded from https://data.chc.ucsb.edu/products/CHIRPS-2.0/global_daily
(accessed on 20 May 2020) and used in this study.

3.4. SWAT Modelling Procedures

Developed by the Agricultural Research Service of the United States Department
of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service [41], the Soil and Water Assessment Tool
(SWAT) is a semi-distributed, process-based, and time-continuous watershed model. SWAT
is capable of modeling hydrological processes, soil erosion, and water quality at basin
scales [42]. In SWAT, the river basin is first divided into subbasins, then further to the
hydrologic response units (HRUs) that represent a unique combination of soil type, land use,
and slope. More details on the description of SWAT can be found in many sources [25,42,43],
and thus this description was not repeated here for conciseness. As an easy-to-use toolbar
in the QGIS interface, QSWAT (Version 2017.02_1.4, Texas A&M University, College Station,
TX, USA) was used to set up the SWAT model in this study.

To set up the SWAT model (Figure 2), the following data sources were used: (1) the
elevation data was obtained from the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) product of ALOS
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World 3D–30 m (AW3D30) which was released by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA) with a horizontal spatial resolution of approximately 30 m. These data were
downloaded from http://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ALOS/en/aw3d30/ (accessed on 6 September
2019). (2) The land use map in 2010, with a scale of 1:100,000, was obtained from the
National Earth System Science Data Sharing Platform of China (http://www.geodata.cn,
accessed on 6 September 2019). (3) The soil map, with a scale of 1:500,000, was obtained
from China Soil Database (CSDB, http://vdb3.soil.csdb.cn/, accessed on 6 September 2019).
This study used eighteen scenarios that are generated through the combination of three
meteorological (excluding precipitation) datasets (Gauge, CFSR, and CMADS) and six
precipitation datasets (Gauge, CFSR, CMADS, TRMM, CMORPH, and CHIRPS), to study
the impact of different input data on the streamflow simulation.
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remote sensing precipitation products.

The SWAT model was run at the daily time scales for the period 1 January 2008–31
July 2014. The first year (2008) was used as a warm-up period to alleviate the impact of
initial hydrological simulation conditions. From 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2011, as a
calibration period, sensitivity parameters were identified and further calibrated to make
the simulated streamflow fit the observation as close as possible. The period 1 January
2012–31 July 2014 was used as the independent validation period to test the validity of
calibrated parameters. In this study, the sequential uncertainty fitting algorithm version 2
(SUFI-2) in the SWAT-CUP tool [44,45] was adopted to perform sensitivity analysis and
automatic calibration. Finally, 12 highly sensitive parameters for model calibration were
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selected, as presented in Table 1. It should be noted that antecedent moisture conditions
have considerable impacts on runoff generation, and more runoff will be generated under
wetter conditions [46]. Even for forest ecosystems, finite amounts of precipitation can be
retained during extreme rainfall events [47–49]. The SCS curve number (CN) in Table 1 is
for average soil moisture conditions (CN2), the SWAT model updates CN values on each
day according to the current soil moisture levels, and whether the ground is frozen. The
CN value is the highest (referred to as CN3) when the soil is at field capacity, and the lowest
(referred to as CN1) when the soil is at wilting point. Both CN1 and CN3 are functions of
CN2, and the details can be found in the theoretical documentation of SWAT [42].

Table 1. List of parameters used for calibration and their default values and ranges for calibration
(“a__”, “v__”, and “r__” mean an absolute increase, a replacement, and a relative change from the
initial parameter values, respectively).

Parameters Description Default Range

v_ALPHA_BF.gw Baseflow alpha factor (1/days) 0.048 0–1
v_GW_DELAY.gw Groundwater delay [days] 31 0–500
v_GW_REVAP.gw Groundwater “revap” coefficient 0.02 0.02–0.2

v_ALPHA_BNK.rte Baseflow alpha factor for bank storage (days) 0 0–1
v_CH_K2.rte Effective hydraulic conductivity [mm/hr] 0 5–130
v_CH_N2.rte Manning’s “n” value for the main channel 0.014 0–0.3

r_SOL_AWC.sol Available water capacity of the soil layer [mm H2O/mm soil] Soil layer specific ±60%
r_SOL_BD.sol Moist bulk density (Mg/m3 or g/cm3) Soil layer specific ±60%
r_SOL_K.sol Saturated hydraulic conductivity (mm/hr) Soil layer specific ±60%
r_CN2.mgt SCS runoff curve number HRU specific −30–10%

v_SFTMP.bsn Snowfall temperature (◦C) 1 −5–5
r_SLSUBBSN.hru Average slope length (m) HRU specific 0–20%

Two iterations were carried out in the process of calibration, with 1000 simulations
in each iteration (a total of 2000 simulations were carried out in the calibration period)
by using the objective function of the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE) [50].
After each iteration, the parameter ranges were updated based on the new parame-
ter ranges recommended by SWAT-CUP and the physical boundaries of the param-
eters. The best model result among the 2000 simulations was selected as the final
model output to evaluate and compare different models’ performance. Three indica-
tors, including NSE, the coefficient of determination (R2), and the percent bias (PBIAS),
were used to evaluate and compare the model outputs. This study referred to the
widely used guideline [51] to classify the model performance in terms of NSE; models
would be classified as unsatisfactory (NSE ≤ 0.50), satisfactory (0.50 < NSE = 0.65),
good (0.65 < NSE = 0.75), and very good (NSE > 0.75). PBIAS measures the average
tendency of the simulated data to be larger or smaller than their observed counterparts.
PBIAS is ideally zero, with positive values indicating model overestimation and nega-
tive values indicate model underestimation. The low-magnitude PBIAS values indicate
accurate model simulations [52].

4. Results
4.1. Comparison of Different Meteorological Inputs

Figure 3 illustrates the cumulative fraction of daily precipitation at the watershed scale
from six sources (i.e., Gauge, CFSR, CMADS, TRMM, CMORPH, and CHIRPS) during the
period 2009–2014. The probability of dry day for Gauge was 54%, and the values were
much lower (i.e., 32%) for CMADS and much higher for CHIRPS (i.e., 72%). The other three
datasets had similar values to that of Gauge (i.e., 45% for CFSR, 51% for TRMM, and 48%
for CMORPH). For precipitation intensity within 1–5 mm/day, CFSR had obviously lower
frequencies than Gauge, while CHIRPS had obviously higher frequencies. CMADS had
higher frequencies of precipitation within 5–20 mm/day. The average annual precipitation
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for Gauge, CFSR, CMADS, TRMM, CMORPH, and CHIRPS were 1178, 1230, 966, 1260,
1208, and 1238 mm/year during the entire period 2009–2014.

Figure 4 shows the monthly precipitation of six datasets averaged over the watershed
from 2009 to 2014. All six datasets displayed similar rainy seasons centered from June to
September. CMADS had generally less monthly precipitation than Gauge, and there were
considerably higher peaks in several months in the CFSR precipitation, for instance, August
in 2009 and 2012. The three satellite-based precipitation datasets (i.e., TRMM, CMORPH,
and CHIRPS) were generally close to gauge measurements, except for some lower peaks,
such as in July and September of 2010.
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Figure 5 shows the cumulative fraction of daily maximum and minimum air temper-
ature, solar radiation, wind speed, relative humidity, and potential evapotranspiration
(PET) over the basin from three datasets between 2009 and 2014. Figure 6 displays the
monthly mean of daily maximum and minimum air temperature, solar radiation, wind
speed, relative humidity, and the sum of PET over the entire period. Taking an overall look
at Figures 5 and 6, despite some fluctuations, three datasets had a fairly good agreement
in the maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and relative humidity. However,
large discrepancies among the three datasets can be clearly seen for the solar radiation
and wind speed. For solar radiation, the two gridded products had larger fluctuations
than Gauge. For wind speed, CMADS was considerably lower than the Gauge and CFSR
datasets which display very good agreement with each other. To compute the PET in SWAT,
the Penman–Monteith method was used, which requires air temperature, solar radiation,
relative humidity, and wind speed as inputs. Despite these large discrepancies in daily
solar radiation and wind speed, overall monthly PET totals from the three datasets were in
good agreement, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. This suggests the discrepancies in individual
weather variables (wind speed and solar radiation in particular in this case) cancelled each
other to a certain degree when integrated into a further output, the PET in this case. Since
PET would affect the computation of water balance in SWAT, considering good agreement
in monthly PET totals from all the three datasets, it was expected that solar radiation and
wind speed inputs from three datasets had little influence on the SWAT modelling results
in this studied basin.
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4.2. Simulation Results Using Different Meteorological Inputs

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the model performance for the eighteen scenarios at daily
and monthly timescale, respectively. It can be found that using the same precipitation
data but different meteorological data, the streamflow simulation results are similar. Using
different precipitation data and the same meteorological data, the results tend to be quite
different. This finding shows the dominant role of precipitation data in streamflow simu-
lation. The scenarios using gauged precipitation data had the best performance for both
daily and monthly streamflow simulation. During the calibration and validation periods,
almost all the simulated results using gauged precipitation data reached the level of very
good performance (NSE > 0.75) at daily and monthly timescales (Tables 2 and 3). It is
worth noting that among the three scenarios using gauged precipitation data, the scenario
with gauged precipitation data together with gauged meteorological data yielded the best
performance with NSE higher than 0.87 for the calibration period and with NSE of 0.82 for
the validation period.

Table 2. Evaluation statistics for the performance of eighteen scenarios in daily streamflow simulation.

Precipitation Data Meteorological Data
(Excluding Precipitation)

2009–2011
(Calibration)

2012–2014
(Validation)

NSE R2 PBIAS (%) NSE R2 PBIAS (%)

Gauge
Gauge 0.87 0.88 −23.0 0.82 0.83 −24.1
CFSR 0.86 0.88 −28.2 0.81 0.83 −32.6

CMADS 0.85 0.88 −29.4 0.79 0.83 −38.1

CFSR
Gauge 0.32 0.34 −26.0 0.15 0.45 2.6
CFSR 0.32 0.34 −34.2 0.15 0.44 −10.9

CMADS 0.30 0.32 −27.6 0.19 0.44 −3.0

CMADS
Gauge 0.64 0.79 −63.8 0.65 0.72 −55.8
CFSR 0.64 0.79 −64.3 0.61 0.70 −58.4

CMADS 0.64 0.79 −63.5 0.64 0.72 −58.0

TRMM
Gauge 0.50 0.53 −25.3 0.38 0.44 −13.5
CFSR 0.54 0.59 −39.1 0.33 0.43 −22.1

CMADS 0.45 0.48 −30.6 0.37 0.44 −23.0

CMORPH
Gauge 0.56 0.69 −49.2 0.65 0.68 −37.8
CFSR 0.56 0.72 −52.0 0.65 0.69 −39.7

CMADS 0.55 0.70 −53.2 0.64 0.68 −43.5

CHIRPS
Gauge 0.40 0.42 −34.7 0.21 0.30 −22.7
CFSR 0.44 0.46 −35.7 0.22 0.32 −20.2

CMADS 0.38 0.40 −37.0 0.21 0.29 −27.8

The models using CMADS and CMORPH precipitation data as inputs performed
satisfactorily in simulating daily streamflow with NSE larger than 0.55 for both the calibra-
tion and validation periods. The models using CMADS precipitation data had larger bias
values than those using CMORPH precipitation data, so CMORPH is preferred for daily
streamflow simulation. For monthly streamflow simulation, the models using TRMM and
CHIRPS precipitation data as inputs performed satisfactorily with all except one NSE value
larger than 0.5. These results suggested that different gridded precipitation datasets should
be used to achieve optimal results for daily and monthly streamflow simulations. Models
using CFSR precipitation data as inputs performed the worst among all considered scenar-
ios. All NSE values were less than 0.50 with even negative values for monthly simulation
during the validation period (Table 3), suggesting the unsatisfactory model performance.
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Table 3. Evaluation statistics for the performance of eighteen scenarios in monthly streamflow
simulation.

Precipitation Data Meteorological Data
(Excluding Precipitation)

2009–2011
(Calibration)

2012–2014
(Validation)

NSE R2 PBIAS (%) NSE R2 PBIAS (%)

Gauge
Gauge 0.89 0.95 −23.0 0.82 0.89 −24.2
CFSR 0.87 0.95 −28.2 0.73 0.86 −32.6

CMADS 0.86 0.95 −29.4 0.67 0.85 −38.2

CFSR
Gauge 0.40 0.44 −26.2 −0.40 0.42 2.2
CFSR 0.37 0.44 −34.4 −0.34 0.38 −11.4

CMADS 0.36 0.41 −27.7 −0.38 0.39 −3.4

CMADS
Gauge 0.52 0.91 -63.8 0.45 0.85 −56.0
CFSR 0.50 0.89 −64.3 0.37 0.85 −58.6

CMADS 0.51 0.90 −63.6 0.41 0.87 −58.2

TRMM
Gauge 0.61 0.73 −25.4 0.58 0.61 −13.1
CFSR 0.64 0.83 −39.2 0.51 0.59 −21.7

CMADS 0.59 0.72 −30.8 0.54 0.60 −22.7

CMORPH
Gauge 0.49 0.80 −49.3 0.67 0.85 −37.9
CFSR 0.48 0.84 −52.1 0.62 0.83 −39.7

CMADS 0.45 0.81 −53.3 0.57 0.82 −43.6

CHIRPS
Gauge 0.58 0.69 −34.7 0.59 0.66 −22.4
CFSR 0.58 0.71 −35.7 0.56 0.61 −19.8

CMADS 0.55 0.68 −36.9 0.47 0.57 −27.4

Although the models using different meteorological datasets had comparable per-
formance, Gauge performed the best and CFSR usually performed better than CMADS,
especially on the monthly scale. This may be related to the large bias of CMADS in wind
speed (Figure 4). These results suggest that the CFSR meteorological data should be used
in this region when gauge measurements are not available.

Figures 7 and 8 compare the measured and simulated streamflow obtained from the
CFSR meteorological (excluding precipitation) data and different precipitation data at
the daily and monthly timescales. These diagrams give information about the temporal
consistency between the measured streamflow and simulated streamflow. In general, most
of the models can well reproduce the seasonal changes in streamflow. The consistencies of
simulated streamflow and measured streamflow using all the open-access gridded precipi-
tation datasets were worse than those using gauged precipitation data. Underestimation
persists in the simulation of the peak flow, especially for the extreme precipitation events
such as those in July and September of 2010. This is due to the underestimation of the
precipitation amount of these extreme events. CMADS had the best performance among
open-access gridded precipitation datasets in capturing the precipitation amounts and
streamflow during extreme events, indicating CMADS should be used for the simulation
of extreme events if gauge measurements are not available.

It should be noted that the PBIAS values in this study were large with values
beyond the generally acceptable thresholds (i.e., −15% < PBIAS < +15%) in most cases
(Tables 2 and 3). There may be two reasons for the large biases: firstly, the Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency coefficient (NSE) was adopted as the target of parameter calibration, and
PBIAS was not set as an optimization goal. Secondly, paddy fields and ditches are
widely distributed in the study area, and the related hydrological processes are not well
represented in the SWAT model.
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4.3. Comparison of Calibrated Parameters and Water Balance Components

Tables 4 and 5 show the optimal parameters for the eighteen scenarios calibrated by
SWAT-CUP. The scenarios using the same precipitation data (e.g., Gauge, CFSR, CMADS,
and CMORPH) and different meteorological (excluding precipitation) data often had almost
the same optimal parameters, which showed the dominant role of precipitation to drive
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the model. The scenarios using the CFSR meteorological (excluding precipitation) data
and two different precipitation datasets (i.e., TRMM and CHIRPS) also had the same
parameters, which suggested that the influence of meteorological data also should not
be overlooked. The parameters related to channel routing (e.g., ALPHA_BNK, CH_K2,
and CH_N2) were relatively close to each other among different scenarios, while there
were large differences for parameters related to soil properties (e.g., SOL_BD, SOL_K,
and SOL_AWC) and groundwater (e.g., GW_DELAY). These results suggested that the
parameters related to subsurface water movement have large uncertainty because they are
difficult to measure in a spatially explicit way.

Table 4. Optimal parameters calibrated for the scenarios using the Gauge, CFSR, and CMADS
precipitation data. The scenarios using the same precipitation data and different meteorological
(excluding precipitation) data often had similar optimal parameters (with the different ones displayed
in bold). “Gauge_P” represents using gauged precipitation data, “Gauge_M” represents using gauged
meteorological data, and so on.

Parameters
Gauge_P

and
Gauge_M

Gauge_P
and

CFSR_M

Gauge_P
and

CMADS_M

CFSR_P
and

Gauge_M

CFSR_P
and

CFSR_M

CFSR_P
and

CMADS_M

CMADS_P
and

Gauge_M

CMADS_P
and

CFSR_M

CMADS_P
and

CMADS_M

r__CN2.mgt 0.0181 0.0181 0.0181 −0.1025 −0.1025 −0.1025 0.0518 0.0518 0.0518
v__ALPHA_BF.gw 0.5350 0.5350 0.5350 0.5207 0.5207 0.5207 0.4736 0.4736 0.4736
v__GW_DELAY.gw 65.5835 65.5835 65.5835 8.6958 8.6958 8.6958 208.5404 208.5404 208.5404
v__GW_REVAP.gw 0.0976 0.0976 0.0976 0.0550 0.0550 0.0550 0.0594 0.0594 0.0594
v__ALPHA_BNK.rte 0.2412 0.2412 0.2412 0.3264 0.3264 0.3264 0.3553 0.3553 0.3553

v__CH_K2.rte 6.3179 6.3179 6.3179 6.7284 6.7284 6.7284 6.8055 6.8055 6.80545
v__CH_N2.rte 0.0912 0.0912 0.0912 0.0762 0.0762 0.0762 0.0766 0.0766 0.0766

r__SOL_AWC().sol −0.4144 −0.4144 −0.4144 −0.7113 −0.3789 −0.7113 −0.1629 −0.2983 −0.2983
r__SOL_BD().sol 0.0204 0.0204 0.0204 0.5426 0.5426 0.5426 −0.5752 −0.5752 −0.5752
r__SOL_K().sol −0.0827 −0.0827 −0.0827 0.5185 0.5185 0.5185 0.2755 0.2755 0.2755
v__SFTMP.bsn 2.975 3.8442 3.8442 0.1092 0.1092 0.1092 4.2758 4.2758 4.2758

r__SLSUBBSN.hru 0.0761 0.0761 0.0761 0.1164 0.1164 0.1164 0.0361 0.0361 0.0361

Table 5. Optimal parameters calibrated for the scenarios using the TRMM, CMORPH, and CHIRPS
precipitation data. The scenarios using the same precipitation data and different meteorological
(excluding precipitation) data often had similar optimal parameters (with the different ones displayed
in bold). “Gauge_P” represents using gauged precipitation data, “Gauge_M” represents using gauged
meteorological data, and so on.

Parameters
TRMM_P

and
Gauge_M

TRMM_P
and

CFSR_M

TRMM_P
and

CMADS_M

CMORPH_P
and

Gauge_M

CMORPH_P
and

CFSR_M

CMORPH_P
and

CMADS_M

CHIRPS_P
and

Gauge_M

CHIRPS_P
and

CFSR_M

CHIRPS_P
and

CMADS_M

r__CN2.mgt 0.0580 0.0031 0.0181 0.0676 0.0676 0.0676 0.0006 0.0031 0.0006
v__ALPHA_BF.gw 0.8654 0.6998 0.5350 0.8782 0.8782 0.8782 0.3026 0.6998 0.3026
v__GW_DELAY.gw 154.7278 2.7892 65.5835 318.0529 318.0529 318.0529 2.2707 2.7892 2.2707
v__GW_REVAP.gw 0.0441 0.0694 0.0976 0.0250 0.0250 0.0250 0.0760 0.0694 0.0760
v__ALPHA_BNK.rte 0.3662 0.3804 0.2412 0.6512 0.6512 0.6512 0.3525 0.3804 0.3525

v__CH_K2.rte 5.3577 8.5511 6.3179 7.5657 7.5657 7.5657 8.6323 8.5511 8.6323
v__CH_N2.rte 0.0897 0.0930 0.0916 0.0840 0.0840 0.0840 0.1252 0.0930 0.1252

r__SOL_AWC().sol 0.0008 0.0062 −0.4144 0.1718 0.1718 0.1718 0.1800 0.0062 0.1800
r__SOL_BD().sol 0.4754 0.5861 0.0204 0.0106 0.0106 0.0106 0.0098 0.5861 0.0098
r__SOL_K().sol 0.4548 0.5931 −0.0827 0.5160 0.5160 0.5160 0.4455 0.5931 0.4455
v__SFTMP.bsn 0.7148 −3.4315 3.8442 3.4774 3.4774 3.4774 0.5679 −3.4315 0.5679

r__SLSUBBSN.hru 0.1733 0.1205 0.0760 0.0901 0.0901 0.0901 0.0464 0.1205 0.0464

Figure 9 shows the comparison of different water balance components of the eighteen
modelling scenarios. There are eight subgraphs, each of which represents the values of a
water balance component of eighteen modelling scenarios. As we can see, the scenarios
using the same precipitation data and different meteorological (excluding precipitation)
data usually yielded similar water balance components. The scenarios using the same
meteorological data but different precipitation data had an obvious difference in WYLD
(water yield, which is the net amount of water that leaves the subbasin and contributes
to streamflow in the reach), SUR_Q (surface runoff contribution to streamflow), GW_Q
(groundwater contribution to streamflow), LAT_Q (lateral flow contribution to streamflow),
and PERC (water percolating past the root zone) components, slight differences in the
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precipitation and AET (actual evapotranspiration) components, and almost no difference in
the PET components. The scenarios using the TRMM and CHIRPS precipitation data had
similar values to those using gauged precipitation data in WYLD, GW_Q, and PERC, while
the scenarios using the CMADS precipitation data had large differences from those using
gauged precipitation data in most balance components. The scenarios using the TRMM
and CHIRPS precipitation data also had similar spatial distributions in precipitation to
those using gauged precipitation data (Figure 10). The scenarios using all the gridded
precipitation data can well simulate the pattern that the southwest part of the watershed had
the largest WYLD values (Figure S1) because the steep terrain in that region is conducive to
runoff generation.
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TRMM, CMORPH, CHIRPS), and the three bars displayed in the same color used the Gauge, CFSR,
and CMADS meteorological data from left to right, respectively. AET—actual evapotranspiration;
WYLD—water yield, the net amount of water that leaves the subbasin and contributes to streamflow
in the reach; SUR_Q—surface runoff contribution to streamflow; GW_Q—groundwater contribution
to streamflow; LAT_Q—lateral flow contribution to streamflow; PERC—water percolating past the
root zone.
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It should be noted that, although the scenarios using the CFSR precipitation data
yielded similar WYLD to the scenarios using gauged precipitation data, there are great
differences among the water balance components (Figure 9). This shows the limitation of
model calibration only based on measured streamflow at the outlet, which is very common
in state-of-the-art hydrological modelling, as streamflow is usually the only measured water
balance component available in many watersheds. Therefore, the simulation results of
individual water balance components calibrated with only outlet streamflow may contain
large uncertainty [1,53]. This also highlights that there is a clear need for measurements of
other water balance components with the community’s effort for innovation in all realms
from ground-based to remote sensing [5]. Once such data are more available, multivariable
and multisite calibration is a promising way to reduce the aforementioned uncertainty.

5. Discussion
5.1. Comparison with Existing Studies

The performance of gridded meteorological and precipitation datasets often varied
with location. It was reported that CFSR typically performs well in the United States and
South America, but performs poorly for Asia and Africa compared with other products,
such as CMADS [54]. For example, Fuka et al. (2014) reported that the stream discharge
simulations forced by CFSR precipitation and temperature data performed as good as or
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better than those forced by data from traditional weather gauging stations in four small
watersheds in the USA [19]. Liu et al. (2018) and Zhang et al. (2020) found CMADS had
better performance than CFSR for streamflow simulation in the Yellow River Source Basin,
China, and the Muda River Basin, Malaysia [17,55]. While this study found that CFSR
meteorological data usually performed better than CMADS, especially at the monthly
scale caused by the large bias of CMADS in wind speed, but the CFSR precipitation data
performed the worst among all the precipitation datasets evaluated in this study. Gao
et al. (2018) also found the performance of CFSR precipitation data was not satisfactory
in the Xiang River Basin of China [56], and similar results were also reported in two
watersheds in the USA [24,26] and the upstream watersheds of Three Gorges Reservoir
in China [30,32]. The model driven by gauged precipitation data together with gauged
meteorological data yielded the best performance, which further confirms previous findings
that ground measurements are the most reliable input data compared to open-access
gridded products [1,16,21].

An important finding of this study is that the CMORPH precipitation data had overall
the best performance for daily streamflow simulation among gridded precipitation datasets;
TRMM had overall the best performance for monthly streamflow simulation; and CMADS
performed the best in capturing the precipitation amounts and streamflow during extreme
events. Therefore, different gridded precipitation datasets should be used for different
aims. The good performance of CMORPH on the daily scale and that of TRMM on the
monthly scale were also reported in the Meichuanjiang watershed of the Ganjiang Basin,
China [2], in the Adige Basin, Italy [7], and in Australia [57]. It was also reported that
the performances of CMORPH and TRMM were similar in some regions (e.g., Central
Thailand) [58]. The capability of CMADS precipitation data in capturing extreme events
can be attributed to the incorporation of in situ precipitation measurements from dense
weather stations [36].

5.2. Uncertainty of the Evaluation

It has been widely acknowledged that considerable uncertainties exist in the re-
sults of hydrological modeling, which come from model structure, parameters, and
inputs [59–61]. To quantify these uncertainties, various approaches, such as GLUE
(generalized likelihood uncertainty estimation [62]) and MCMC (Markov chain Monte
Carlo [63]), have been proposed. Using these methods, a confidence band instead of a
single curve can be obtained to represent the uncertainty of a hydrological variable, such
as streamflow. Nevertheless, searching for a single optimal parameter set through model
calibration is still the commonly used approach for the inter-comparison of gridded me-
teorological and precipitation datasets [1,16,28]. In this study, a single-model structure
was used following previous researchers, as this approach is relatively simple and at the
same time can reasonably reflect the accuracy of different meteorological/precipitation
products. In order to obtain more comprehensive and reliable evaluation results, un-
certainty analysis should be conducted in the future. In addition, the usage of the
differential split-sample test (the DSS-test, e.g., using periods with apparent different
climate conditions, e.g., dry/wet or cold/warm, where calibration is performed on one
period and validation is performed on another period) will also improve the reliability
of evaluation [64].

6. Conclusions

This study evaluated the performance of two mainstream open-access gridded meteo-
rological datasets (i.e., CFSR and CMADS) and three satellite-based precipitation datasets
in driving the SWAT model in streamflow simulation at daily and monthly timescales
in the Fengle watershed, Anhui Province, China. Eighteen modelling scenarios, which
are generated through the combination of six precipitation datasets (i.e., Gauge, CFSR,
CMADS, TRMM, CMORPH, and CHIRPS) and three meteorological (excluding precipita-
tion) datasets (i.e., Gauge, CFSR, and CMADS), were used to study the impact of different
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input data on simulation results. After comprehensive comparison of these scenarios, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) In this study area, the three satellite-based precipitation datasets (i.e., TRMM, CMORPH,
and CHIRPS) were generally close to gauged data except for some lower peaks, while
CMADS had overall lower precipitation than gauged data and CFSR had poor tem-
poral consistency with gauged data. For the other meteorological variables, excluding
precipitation, CFSR and CMADS had fairly good agreement with gauged data in the
maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and relative humidity, but there are
large discrepancies among them for the solar radiation and wind speed. In particular,
for solar radiation, gauged data had smaller fluctuations than the other two datasets; for
wind speed, CMADS was considerably lower than the gauged and CFSR datasets. How-
ever, despite these discrepancies, overall monthly PET totals from the three datasets were
in good agreement, suggesting that the discrepancies in individual weather variables
cancelled each other to a certain degree.

(2) The impact of precipitation data on simulated streamflow is much larger than that of
other meteorological data. In this study, the best simulation results were obtained using
gauged data for both precipitation and other meteorological variables. At the same time,
this study also got satisfactory daily simulation results using the CMORPH precipitation
data and monthly simulation results using the TRMM and CHIRPS precipitation data.
These results suggested that different gridded precipitation datasets should be used
to obtain optimal results for daily and monthly streamflow simulations. Although the
models using different meteorological datasets had comparable performance, CFSR
usually performed better than CMADS especially at the monthly scale in this area.

(3) There were considerable differences in the calibrated optimal parameters and water
balance components among the eighteen scenarios even for the scenarios with similar
water yield to streamflow (e.g., the scenarios using gauged precipitation data and
those using CFSR precipitation data). This highlights the inherent limitations of model
calibration only based on measured streamflow at the outlet, which should be reduced
through multivariable and multisite calibration once data allows.

Currently, the development of data fusion and machine learning techniques provides
unprecedented opportunities to design novel methods to reduce the uncertainties of the
precipitation dataset. While the focus of this study was to evaluate the performance
of existing datasets on hydrological modeling, in the future, novel methods should be
developed to construct more accurate precipitation datasets. In addition, it is important
to obtain the right simulation results for the right reasons, especially for policy makers.
Although the simulation results in this study were generally good based on indicators
such as NSE and R2, the SWAT model did not adequately represent the impacts of widely
distributed paddy fields and ditches on hydrological processes in this study area. In
the future, the model should be improved to better characterize these agriculture-related
processes and make the simulation results more reliable for decision making.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/w14091406/s1, Figure S1: Annual mean WYLD (water yield) for
simulations using CFSR meteorological data and different precipitation data during 2009–2014,
including (a) Gauge, (b) CFSR, (c) CMADS, (d) TRMM, (e) CMORPH, and (f) CHIRPS.
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Abstract: Owing to the extensive global dependency on groundwater and associated increasing
water demand, the global groundwater level is declining rapidly. In the case of Islamabad, Pakistan,
the groundwater level has lowered five times over the past five years due to extensive pumping
by various departments and residents to meet the local water requirements. To address this, water
reservoirs and sources need to be delineated, and potential recharge zones are highlighted to assess
the recharge potential. Therefore, the current study utilizes an integrated approach based on remote
sensing (RS) and GIS using the influence factor (IF) technique to delineate potential groundwater
recharge zones in Islamabad, Pakistan. Soil map of Pakistan, Landsat 8TM satellite data, digital
elevation model (ASTER DEM), and local geological map were used in the study for the preparation
of thematic maps of 15 key contributing factors considered in this study. To generate a combined
groundwater recharge map, rate and weightage values were assigned to each factor representing their
mutual influence and recharge capabilities. To analyze the final combined recharge map, five different
assessment analogies were used in the study: poor, low, medium, high, and best. The final recharge
potential map for Islamabad classifies 15% (136.8 km2) of the region as the “best” zone for extracting
groundwater. Furthermore, high, medium, low, and poor ranks were assigned to 21%, 24%, 27%,
and 13% of the region with respective areas of 191.52 km2, 218.88 km2, 246.24 km2, and 118.56 km2.
Overall, this research outlines the best to least favorable zones in Islamabad regarding groundwater
recharge potentials. This can help the authorities devise mitigation strategies and preserve the natural
terrain in the regions with the best groundwater recharge potential. This is aligned with the aims of
the interior ministry of Pakistan for constructing small reservoirs and ponds in the existing natural
streams and installing recharging wells to maintain the groundwater level in cities. Other countries
can expand upon and adapt this study to delineate local groundwater recharge potentials.

Keywords: geographical information systems; groundwater assessment; groundwater recharge;
remote sensing; Islamabad

1. Introduction and Background

Groundwater is necessary to sustain various forms of life [1]. It is defined as a form
of water occupying all the voids within a geological stratum [2]. It is one of the important
water sources for agriculture, industry, and domestic use worldwide [3]. The groundwater
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level is naturally maintained through precipitation that balances the water cycle, which
is crucial for all multicellular life forms. The occurrence of groundwater in a geological
formation and the scope for its exploitation primarily depend on the formation porosity [2].
The aquifers rely upon soil and fissured rocks as the medium of pores for the consistent flow
between them [4]. In these complex networks of interconnected pores, fractures, cracks,
joints, crushed zones (such as faults zones or shear zones), or solution cavities, rainwater
can easily percolate through them and maintain groundwater tables [5].

In the past few decades, the greater reliance on groundwater has decreased groundwa-
ter table levels. Globally, more than 60% of agricultural practices depend on groundwater
as a water source [6]. In developing countries in Asia, groundwater-based irrigation has
grown up to 500% [7]. Moreover, due to the rapid increase in population, the demand
for groundwater resources increases due to the inadequate availability of useable surface
water resources. Furthermore, increased industrial and agricultural activities pollute water
resources by directly releasing untreated waste into channels [8]. This eventually results in
the unavailability of clean surface water, causing extreme dependency on the groundwater
table. Therefore, the recharge of groundwater is of extreme importance to meet the global
population’s needs.

Groundwater/aquifer recharge is defined as water entry from the unsaturated zone
to the saturated zone [9]. The degree of the recharge by natural means primarily depends
on the amount of rainfall in a region that is considered a prime element for groundwater
recharge [4]. The relationship between rainfall and the natural groundwater recharge is
mainly governed by the region’s topography, soil moisture content, rock structures, geology,
the extent of fractures, elevation, slope, drainage patterns and density, landform, and land-
use/land-cover and climatic conditions [3,4,10]. As a result of climate change, the overall
global precipitation has decreased, resulting in a decrease in groundwater recharge [11,12].
Furthermore, the rapid worldwide urbanization also results in transforming once natural
landscapes into urban water-impervious lands [12]. This limits the availability of freshwater
resources but also causes hindrance in the recharge of the available water resources [13].
This puts tremendous pressure on the groundwater table considering the continuous use of
groundwater to sustain essential life forms [10].

The aforementioned factors are resulting in water scarcity around the globe and are
emerging as a major concern globally [14]. To temporarily maintain the groundwater
levels and meet the ever-increasing water demand, artificial methods for recharging the
aquifers have been employed. These methods are considered a prerequisite for sustainable
groundwater management [3,15]. For this purpose, a new technique called managed
aquifer recharge (MAR) has been gaining popularity lately. It is an efficient means of
recycling storm water or treated sewage effluent for non-potable and indirect potable reuse
in urban and rural areas [16]. Despite these artificial methods, a more sustainable approach
must be adopted, and focus must be put on the natural means of groundwater recharge in
line with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs).

In the case of Pakistan, the agriculture sector is the prime contributor to the country’s
GDP, with an overall contribution of 21% [17]. The surface water supplies are sufficient
to irrigate 27% of the cultivable area, whereas the remaining 73% is directly or indirectly
irrigated using groundwater. This is evident since out of Pakistan’s total estimated an-
nual groundwater extraction of 60 billion cubic meters [18,19], more than 85% is used
for agricultural purposes compared to 40% in the rest of the world [20,21]. This makes
Pakistan the third-largest user of groundwater for irrigation in the world [17]. Irrigation
and agricultural usage have caused excessive groundwater abstraction in Pakistan, leading
to water scarcity [7]. This growing deficiency of groundwater and ever-widening con-
sumption for food production could weaken agriculture-dependent economies such as
Pakistan [22,23]. In addition to the great agricultural and industrial demand for water, the
increased urbanization [12] and overpopulation in Pakistan have also led to the overex-
ploitation of ground and underground water. This, in turn, affects the water level/table
and thus its availability [13].
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Furthermore, the reduction of natural water pervious landscapes due to urbanization [13]
and the natural reduction of precipitation due to climate change also prevent proper
groundwater recharge [12]. Due to these facts, Pakistan is affected by acute groundwater
shortages similarly to most developing countries [24,25]. As a result, the local groundwater
levels are falling, increasing pumping costs and deteriorating groundwater quality. Thus, it
is high time to carry out studies to delineate potential groundwater recharge zones in the
country to use the resulting data to devise mitigation strategies [8].

Researchers have used different criteria for delineating potential groundwater zones
in previous studies. Examples include the use of lineament and hydro geomorphology [26],
geophysical data with geospatial information [27–33], delineation of artificial recharges sites
using the use of remote sensing (RS) and geographic information system (GIS) [28,34,35],
and the use of RS and GIS for geomorphic features and lineaments [36–42]. These tech-
niques are important tools for enabling the appropriate management of crucial groundwater
resources [43]. They are used to integrate various data to delineate potential groundwater
zone and solve associated groundwater problems. Furthermore, these technologies are
rapid and cost-effective in producing valuable data on geology, geomorphology, lineaments,
slope, etc., which are important parameters for groundwater exploration, exploitation, and
devising management strategy. Therefore, recent studies have used RS, satellite imagery,
and GIS for hydrogeological and hydro-geomorphological investigations.

Several studies have also applied RS and GIS applications to delineate groundwater
resources and potential recharge zones [8,34,44–58]. Some specific examples include a
study by Saraf et al. [59], which used GIS technology to process and interpret groundwater
quality data. In other studies, GIS and RS integrated with multi-criteria decision making
(MCDM) have been successfully used to uncover potential recharge zones [60]. Such
integration has also been used for district groundwater modeling [61], identification of
water zones [62], climatic analysis for groundwater recharge [63], and aquifer analysis
for recharge [64]. Selvam et al. [65] used similar techniques to decipher the groundwater
recharge potential zones in a coastal area of India, which is geographically closer to our
case study area. Other relevant studies using GIS have been described in Table 1 along with
their respective limitations.

Table 1. Studies outlining techniques for groundwater recharge.

Technique Used Usage and Findings Key Factors/Parameters Limitations Ref

GIS and RS with fuzzy
analytic hierarchy

process (AHP)

Fuzzy AHP was used to
delineate groundwater
recharge zones. Several

parameters were considered,
and GIS and RS techniques

were applied.

Drainage, Geomorphology,
Geology, Land Use/Land
Cover (LULC), Lineament,

Permeability, Slope,
Soil Texture,

Soil Depth, Rainfall.

Fuzzy AHP brings more
complexity and fuzziness

to the decision-making
process, thereby

affecting outcomes.

[66,67]

GIS and
RS with MCDM

MCDM was integrated with
RS and GIS to delineate and

map potential
groundwater zones.

Density, Drainage Geology,
Geomorphology,

Lineament, LULC, Soil,
Slope, Rainfall.

Various MCDM models
can provide conflicting

rankings of the alternatives
for a common set of

information.

[66,68]

GIS and RS with
frequency ratio (FR)

FR, RS, and GIS were
combined to delineate and

map the potential
groundwater zones.

Drainage Density, Soil
Density, Geomorphology,

Lineament Lithology,
Land-use Pattern, Slope,

Soil Texture, Rainfall.

The FR method utilizes
past trends to predict the
future outcome, making
this approach depend on

historical data that may not
always be available.

[69–71]

Thermal
infrared imagery

A thermal infrared
multispectral scanner was
used to delineate potential

groundwater recharge zones.

Hydrogeology, Height,
Thermal Parameters

Thermal activities around
artificial structures such as

power plants and
industrial zones, clouds,

and other distractions can
lead to inaccurate data.

[68,72]
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Table 1 shows various factors considered in respective studies for delineating ground-
water resources. In this respect, a more accurate predicting model can be devised by
increasing the number of influencing factors used and improving the data collection proce-
dures. The current study uses an integrated RS and GIS technologies approach to delineate
the potential recharge zones and categorize the study area into regions with high, moderate,
low, and very low recharge potential. These techniques were employed in combination
with the influencing factor (IF) technique, which has been previously used for studies
related to semi-arid areas [10] and coastal areas [65]. However, it has not been employed in
a noncoastal terrain such as the study area in the current research.

Moreover, compared to the previous studies, more factors have been introduced to
increase the accuracy of the predicted results in the current study. The key assessment
factors are overlaid with the spatial analysis tool of ArcGIS 9.3 to produce a combined
thematic map uncovering the zones with their potential recharge. To further improve
the model efficiency, more data were taken for the factors affected by temporal variations
such as rainfall, etc. For other factors, data from a decade were taken and averaged before
being used in the model development to nullify the effect of temporal variations. Further,
thematic maps of larger spatial scales and the digital elevation model (DEM) data of a
smaller resolution were used to study the targeted area comprehensively and accurately.

This study has practical applications for water management in developing and devel-
oped countries. For example, the groundwater delineation process paves the way for the
relevant authorities to develop infrastructure and devise critical policies and committees
to better manage the local groundwater sources. Furthermore, it can help policymakers,
town planners, and construction stakeholders to plan future cities with a focus on sustain-
ability and preserving the natural landscape required for proper groundwater recharge.
Moreover, artificial structures could also be constructed to meet the associated ground-
water demand and enable groundwater flow towards the region of lower concentration
systematically. Such planned groundwater management will help meet the ever-increasing
and widespread water demand among the country’s residential, commercial, and agricul-
tural zones. Moreover, sophisticated systems such as the one proposed in this study have
lower costs and can easily interpret data to identify and suggest water contributing zones
and factors. Accordingly, the applications in developing countries are numerous, which
are usually concerned about the budgets of such projects. This provides incentives for
developing countries such as Pakistan to use these sophisticated and integrated systems
for groundwater delineation.

Further, this research contributes to the existing literature by providing an efficient
integrated approach of RS and GIS coupled with the IF technique to identify the potential
groundwater zones in a non-coastal study area. A similar approach was used to identify
groundwater recharge zones in the coastal areas [73] and near the watershed [66]. However,
such a study has not been conducted in non-coastal areas in a developing country. This
presents a research gap that has been targeted in the current study. Moreover, a distin-
guishing element of this study is the introduction of more factors coupled with the use of
more data (of a decade) for the temporal affected factors to nullify the temporal influence
and variations. This was reported as a limitation in multiple similar studies. This study
considers a larger spatial scale and finer resolution compared to other published works.
This study can be extended to other non-coastal cities around the globe.

The main objective of this research is to identify the potential influencing factors that
may impact groundwater recharge. Further, the potential groundwater recharge zones
are determined by incorporating all influencing factors using the IF weightage technique.
This will help the policymakers manage the groundwater resources and help researchers
understand the utilization of remote sensing and GIS for groundwater analysis.

2. Study Area

The case study area of this research is Islamabad, the capital city of Pakistan, located
at the edge of the Potohar plateau. It is located 14 km northeast of Rawalpindi in the
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province of Punjab. In terms of map reference, it is located at 33◦49′ north and 72◦24′ east of
Greenwich [74,75]. Islamabad lies at an altitude range of 457–610 m and has 906.50 km2 [76].
The climate of the area is humid and subtropical. May, June, and July are the warmest
months, with average temperatures ranging from 36 ◦C to 42 ◦C, with temperatures
sometimes as high as 48 ◦C. In comparison, the coldest months are December and January,
with mean minimum temperatures ranging from 3 ◦C to 5.5 ◦C [77].

In Islamabad, groundwater is mainly used for drinking and agriculture purposes [78].
Since its announcement as the capital on 14 August 1967, the urbanization in and around
Islamabad has been growing rapidly, leading to the development of multiple residential
sectors (Sectors D to I) and more new ones being proposed, such as sectors A to C and
sub-sectors I-14 to I-16 [74]. This is due to the increased migration of people in hopes of
better facilities and high-end, luxurious lifestyles. According to the 2017 census, Islamabad
recorded a population growth rate of 4.91 percent, and its population increased from
0.81 million in 1998 to 2.0 million in 2017 [79]. Such a mass-level migration to Islamabad
increases the demand and reliance on groundwater to sustain life necessities [80].

Moreover, since Islamabad rests on the Potohar Plateau and consists of a hard rock
terrain, its surface does not allow enough permeable surface for groundwater tables to be
properly recharged [70]. As a result, the groundwater levels of Islamabad are depleting
rapidly on an annual basis, as reported by the metropolitan corporation of Islamabad [80].
The Interior Ministry of Pakistan reported a 6 ft decrease in Islamabad groundwater in 2013,
followed by a 10 ft, 16 ft, 23 ft, and 30ft from 2014 to 2017, respectively. It is estimated that
groundwater levels in Islamabad have decreased by five times as of 2018 [80]. Therefore,
it is imperative that new and reliable water sources must be found. Accordingly, it is
necessary to carry out a study to delineate the potential groundwater zones in the city.
This can help the policymakers and town planners to preserve such zones with permeable
strata in the city to mitigate this groundwater recharge issue or alternatively better plan the
construction activities around such areas.

Figure 1 shows the Islamabad map that is divided into five zones: zone 1 to zone 5 [74].
These zones are the administrative boundaries of the study area. They can be used as a
reference for policymakers for decision making for each zone with respect to findings of
this research. The city infrastructure has been planned in nine sectors in total, and an
alphabet from A–I represents each sector. Every sector covers an area of approximately
2 km2 and is further subdivided into four sub-sectors, each containing a central shopping
mall, public park, and other amenities [74,81]. These sectors are the gridded divisions of
the city to subdivide the capital into small units. It is similar to municipalities in developed
countries and presents a grid division of the city. Out of the 5, zone 4 has the largest
area, 282.5 km2 [82], while zone 1 has the most developed residential area [83]. Zone 2
has an area of 9804 acres. Since CDA apportioned this zone to a private and cooperative
housing scheme for improvement, zone 2 has become the city’s most alluring space [83].
Zone 3 (203.9 km2) is one of the most beautiful areas of Islamabad. Vacation spots such as
Daman-e-Koh and Peer Sohawa are situated in this zone [84]. Zone 5 (157.9 km2) is near
the old airport and is one of the most populated zones [85].

Islamabad continues to experience expansion to accommodate the increasing pop-
ulation. The territorial limits of Islamabad have expanded by 87.31 km2 from 1972 to
2009, with a significant reduction in the forest covers and other natural habitats [86]. As a
result, Islamabad has registered the highest population growth rate of 4.91 percent, and the
population has increased from 0.81 million in 1998 to 2.0 million in 2017 [79]. This rapid
urbanization has led to many development projects being initiated within the city, including
the extension of transportation systems, revision of the city master plan, and industrial and
real estate development [12,75] that provide job opportunities to the residents [87,88].
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Due to this rapid increase in population, Islamabad has undergone many predicted
and unpredictable changes [74]. One such change is the higher water demand in the
region [80]. The main water resources for Islamabad are surface- and groundwater. Simli
Dam and Khanpur Dam are major water resources for Islamabad. Along with the surface
water, the Capital Development Authority (CDA) supplies groundwater extracted from
180 tube wells to Islamabad. Private and municipal wells are also used to fulfill the local
water requirements [79]. Despite the aforementioned resources, the increased population
has heightened the reliance on groundwater since it is one of the primary sources for
domestic use [89]. The resulting extensive use of groundwater in the region leads to the
depletion of natural groundwater resources [80].

Moreover, considering that the study area is situated in the Potohar Plateau, where the
terrain is geologically composed of tertiary sandstone, limestone, and alluvial deposits [77],
the recharge capacity of the region is not good. Thus, groundwater does not recharge
properly, resulting in the depletion and unavailability of clean drinking water. The areas
facing severe water shortage include sectors G6, G7, H8, G13, I-10, [90], and I-8/1 [91]. Thus,
it is important to manage the regional groundwater resources [78]. For this purpose, the
current study delineates Islamabad’s potential groundwater recharge zones. The obtained
potential recharge map provides the information to help improve the local management
of groundwater resources. Such an assessment is important for future planning and
development policies in the area and devising strategies for efficiently utilizing natural
resources such as groundwater.

3. Factors Affecting Groundwater Recharge Potential

Groundwater is affected by multiple factors such as land use, slope, and lineament [92].
In addition, the study area’s rainfall, soil conditions, and soil types also influence the
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groundwater [93]. In this study, 15 influencing factors (Ifs) were identified and used to
develop potential zones to produce an error-free diverse outcome instead of a single influ-
encing factor outcome, which provides a limited outcome in terms of accuracy [65]. Broadly,
these factors can be grouped into four key groups: (1) elevation and slope, (2) rainfall and
drainage, (3) land-use/land-cover and soil characteristics, and (4) faults, as listed in Table 2.
The influencing factors (IFs) are the factors that can affect some features of the target object,
system, or phenomenon [94]. IFs can be used as control variables to determine the key
influencing factors of an object, system, or phenomenon. These have been used in various
studies. In water-related studies, IFs have been used to assess the seasonal changes in water
quality [95], water transport through cracks in concrete [96], distribution characteristics of
microplastics in urban tap water [97], comprehensive evaluation and urban agglomeration
water resources carrying capacity [98], and others. Accordingly, in the current study, IFs
are used to delineate potential groundwater recharge zones in Islamabad, Pakistan. These
15 key factors are listed in Table 2 and discussed subsequently.

Table 2. Factors influencing groundwater recharge classified criteria.

Group Key Factors Source of Categorization Selected Ref

Elevation and slope

Elevation Height value [99]
Slope Slope gradient [100]

Slope length Measurement of slope lengthwise [100]
Aspect Aspects of area [70]

Total wetness index Runoff collection and infiltration [101]

Rainfall and drainage
Rainfall Zones with rainfall recement [93]

Drainage distance Distance to drainage networks [102]
Drainage density Density values for drainage [103]

Land use/land cover
and soil characteristics

Land use/land cover Satellite imageries [104]
Soil Textures [72]

Lithology Rock type details [105]
Plan curvature Detailed area curvature [70]

Profile curvature Flow categorization [61]

Faults
Distance to faults Lineament distance [106]

Fault density Density for lineaments [107]

3.1. Elevation

Surface elevation plays an important part in groundwater recharge. It is the primary
source for triggering the water flow under gravity [99]. Elevation studies highlight the
regions contributing to the groundwater flow; i.e., higher slopes allow less water infiltration.
Islamabad has variable elevation, as it is composed of both mountainous regions and flat
surfaces. The mountainous regions have higher slopes that transfer water from higher
elevation to lower elevation. A similar study found designated slope as a very important
factor in groundwater recharge [108]. Previous research has indicated that gentle slopes
and flat surfaces have higher recharge potential compared to inclined surfaces and higher
slopes [100]. Therefore, the inclusion of surface elevation signifies the groundwater flow
and determines the flow direction as it induces the flow under gravity [108–110]. A major
part of the current study area consists of mountainous regions with high surface elevations.
Therefore, it is used as a key factor in the current study.

3.2. Slope

Slope defines the extent to which groundwater can be recharged with the precipitated
water [100]. The regions with higher slopes experience rapid water running over the surface,
hindering the absorption of precipitated water into the groundwater [65]. Conversely,
in areas involving lower slopes and vegetation, the water cannot run off the surface
rapidly, and thus, more of it is absorbed in between the pores and adds to the groundwater
table [100]. In relevant studies, it has been established that the topographical feature of the
slope impacts the directional flow of water and indicates its accumulation. Further, the
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flat surfaces with gentle slopes displayed the highest infiltration capacity [109,111], thus
contributing to an increase in the groundwater table. Our study area, Islamabad, comprises
high-slope areas, as the northern outskirt is predominant with the mountain region, making
the slope one of the important factors for the current study. Accordingly, the slope has been
included as one of the key factors in this study.

3.3. Slope Length

Slope length indicates the physical characteristic of the slope in terms of its extension
and magnitude. It helps determine the flow and highlight possible regions of groundwater
retention [100]. Being a primary factor for groundwater contribution, slope length deter-
mines runoff strength and the groundwater flow direction. Slope length also indicates the
amount of rainfall that would reach the groundwater table through infiltration [100,108,109].
Gentle slopes have greater infiltration capacity, displaying greater groundwater recharge
potential and vice versa [100]. Slope lengths help understand the flow of precipitation as
the water runs off from higher elevation towards the lower elevation. Considering that our
study area is predominantly sloped in the northern parts due to mountain ranges, this is an
important factor in this research.

3.4. Aspect

The front-facing side of a slope, or generally the face of the slope, is defined as
the aspect [109]. When combined with the slope and slope length maps, the aspect can
indicate the extension of a particular slope in a specified direction to unveil the potential
flow of groundwater [70]. The aspect proceeded by flat surfaces or gentle slopes allows
the precipitated water to flow smoothly and streamlined, thereby maximizing the area’s
infiltration capacity, leading to greater recharge [70,109]. Islamabad is composed of higher
elevations at the northern outskirt that stretches predominantly towards the east. The aspect
is proceeded by the gentle and flat surfaces containing the residential zone of Islamabad.
The aspect can indicate the flow of precipitation and groundwater accumulation towards
the inner zones in Islamabad. Therefore, it is used as a key factor in the current study.

3.5. Topographic Wetness Index (TWI)

The topographic wetness index (TWI) is a steady-state wetness index used to quantify
topographic control on hydrological processes [101]. TWI indicates control over the ground-
water processes, such as flow and retention in a specified zone. Several studies have been
published explaining the process to calculate the TWI [101,111]. TWI provides detail about
the flow of groundwater considering the effect of the slope. TWI can impact groundwater
flow and its occurrence in a varied elevation areas such as Islamabad. Numerous studies
have linked TWI, slope, and elevation effects to the water recharge potential [65,100,109].
TWI gives an indirect indication of water moisture availability and potential recharge zones.
Therefore, this has been used as a key factor in the current study.

3.6. Rainfall

Rainfall or precipitation positively affects the groundwater table because of larger
water infiltration [93]. Rainfall has always been a reliable source of freshwater [65]. Previous
research has linked both the movement and occurrence of ground and surface water to
mainly depend upon rainfall [108,111]. Considering that the rainfall quantities of the study
area can indicate the movement of groundwater and can depict the flow and accumulation
of water bodies, it is important to include this factor while investigating groundwater
recharge zones [109]. Therefore, it is considered significant for Islamabad as well and used
in the current study as a key factor. Further, since Islamabad is a rainy area, and some
mountainous regions in the area receive more rainfall than other parts of Pakistan, rainfall
is a key factor dictating the local climate and recharging the water sources.
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3.7. Drainage Distance

Drainage distance is crucial for water studies, such as its occurrence and flow assess-
ments. Drainage distance highlights the geological distance between successful drainage
zones. The drainage density indicates the drainage condition of the water shed [109].
Groundwater movement beneath the surface can be unfolded by uncovering the drainage
networks according to lineaments such as underground fractures and faults. Lineaments
impact groundwater movement within the surface [65,102]. For studies relating to ground-
water recharge, the inclusion of drainage distance is crucial because of its relationship
with permeability which is the property that describes the flow of water bodies beneath
the earth’s surface [108]. A similar study prioritized areas comprising more considerable
drainage distances for the groundwater recharge potential and vice versa [109]. Accord-
ingly, drainage distance has been shortlisted as a key factor in the current study for the
study area of Islamabad.

3.8. Drainage Density

Drainage density is the ratio of all the streams over the area to the total area [65]. It
indicates the drainage capacity and measures the drainage over a particular watershed [103].
A higher drainage density region indicates a well-distributed water flow area with multiple
streams contributing to the flow and recharge and vice versa. A similar study has linked
higher drainage density to greater groundwater recharge potential [108]. According to the
previous research, the drainage density contributes toward the groundwater recharge as
it describes the flow pattern and the occurrence of water beneath the surface [65,109]. As
Islamabad receives higher rainfall towards the northern outskirts, and the density of the
drainage network would greatly influence the flow and occurrence of groundwater in the
region, drainage density is selected as a key factor for this study.

3.9. Land Use/Land Cover

Land use/land cover involves several elements, including soils, human settlements,
vegetation cover, waste lands, etc. [112]. The settlement in an area affects the groundwater
due to the human-made structures. The land vegetation covering is one of the major
groundwater factors used for retaining water [65]. Depending upon the porosity and
permeability, the soil conditions of an area also control groundwater seepage through the
surface. RS and GIS usage for land mapping has gained popularity recently [6,104]. With
the help of land use/land cover, a similar study has linked the best and most abundant
agricultural practices with groundwater availability over the study region [109]. For
Islamabad, the regions should be studied based on their demand for groundwater, thereby
necessitating the inclusion of land use/land cover in this study.

3.10. Soil

Soil is one of the most important factors for groundwater recharge since groundwater
movement through the surface is controlled by soil type and properties [65]. Accordingly,
parameters such as porosity and permeability are of utmost importance and are crucial to
groundwater flow [72]. Moreover, the soil is also responsible for the filtering or buffering
activities between the atmosphere and the groundwater in the biosphere [65]. Therefore,
it is considered one of the prime influencing factors in groundwater recharge analysis.
Considering that soil properties vary in each region, large-scale test data of the soil type
might be required. In previous research consisting of a variable soil type for ground-
water recharge, higher weightage has been allocated to the soil as a contributing factor.
Accordingly, it has been declared as one of the high IF [109,111]. Furthermore, greater
variations of the soil types were seen influencing the groundwater recharge potential in
relevant studies [108]. In the current study area, the terrain has high soil variation; the
northern outskirts are predominant with mountainous soil, and the southern outskirts are
predominant with loamy soils. Thus, soil type is selected as a key factor in this study.
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3.11. Lithology

Lithology refers to the physical appearance of rocks. Rock characteristics impact
the movement of water beneath the surface [105]. In smaller rocks, the water finds more
passage for movement and vice versa. If the grains are arranged in a well-graded man-
ner, there is no passageway for water and vice versa [65]. Lithology plays an important
part in dictating groundwater flow via channels, permeability, and occurrence [104]. This
factor has been considered in a similar groundwater recharge study outlining the influ-
ence of rock type, soil type, and the higher permeability on groundwater movement and
occurrence [105,109]. Several other factors may influence the lithological characterization
and its impact on groundwater recharge. However, this research is limited to lithological
information and does not have permeability, porosity, or grain size information. Further,
it is based on a literature review for assigning weightages of lithologies. The terrain is
composed of various rock types in our study area, including tertiary sandstone, limestone,
and alluvial deposits [84]. Lithology contributes to groundwater flow and is included in
the current study [105].

3.12. Plan Curvature

Plan curvature explains the geometry of a particular region. It helps understand the
way contours intersect the horizontal region and their impact on the slope inclination of a
particular zone [70]. It explains the flow of groundwater and helps establish a generalized
flow pattern. Plan curvature approximates the inclination of various zones that impacts
groundwater recharge through topographical influence [111]. The inclination of the area
is marked with a slope that runs from the region of higher inclination towards the lower
inclination, thus indicating groundwater flow [100,109]. The region of Islamabad is higher
in inclination towards the northern region that goes down towards the southern zones.
This is because the northern area is comprised of mountainous regions, and the southern
zone consists of high-populous flat regions, establishing a generalized pattern of inclination
decrease [111]. The inclination and gentle slopes and the presence of flat surfaces greatly
influence groundwater recharge [108]. Therefore, plan curvature has been included as a
key factor in this study.

3.13. Profile Curvature

Profile curvatures define the nature of the ground zones under study: linear, concave,
and convex. It is defined as the line parallel to the direction of the maximum slope. Patterns
might indicate a general linear formation with a defined value approaching zero. A positive
value indicates an upward concave profile, while the negative region represents an upward
convex profile [70]. The profile curvature helps classify the area into lower or higher water-
retention zones depending upon its convexity and concavity. Accordingly, the regions
comprising elevated convex profiles within center zones are regarded as less water holding
and vice versa [110]. The curvature of the study area is included in this study to assess
its effect on the water-retention capability of the zone following related studies [109,110].
Considering the variability of Islamabad’s surface in terms of slope and elevation, it is
important to consider the influence of profile curvature on groundwater recharge in this
region. Therefore, this factor has been used in the current study.

3.14. Distance to Fault

Faults describe the change in geological composition in a particular zone [106]. These
indicate the movement and change a particular rock surface has undergone in a specified
period. For example, earthquake-induced faults can indicate rapid geological movement be-
neath the surface. The parameters of faults can have vast ranges. Distance to faults impacts
the flow and occurrence of groundwater [108]. It is important, as it indicates groundwater
flow and can highlight the zones contributing to underground-water flow [106,109]. In our
study area, Islamabad and nearby regions have more faults that influence the groundwater
recharge. Thus, this factor is included in the current study.
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3.15. Fault Density

The magnitude of faults (density) indicates the potential groundwater regions. In
a similar study, lineaments such as faults have been reported to impact the groundwa-
ter recharge potential zones and are considered key IF [108]. Fault density helps deter-
mine the occurrence and movement of groundwater beneath the surface. Many relevant
studies have included fault density as a key factor in assessing groundwater recharge
potentials [60,65,66]. As previously discussed, Islamabad has higher faults than the rest of
the country. Therefore, fault density is included as a key factor in the study.

4. Methodology

The current study follows a four-step approach. In the first step, the relevant thematic
layers are identified. First, the thematic layers used for the study were extracted that
act as input data for the eventual delineation of recharge zones. These thematic maps
present the geographical map of the study region in accordance with the subject mat-
ter. The current study utilizes thematic maps for 15 hydrological factors. These include
distance to faults, land use, lithology, drainage density, slope, soil, rainfall, plan curva-
ture, fault density, profile curvature, TWI, elevation, aspect (the front-facing direction of a
slope), drainage distance, and slope length. These factors were extracted from previous
literature [60,66,87,103,113] considering the geological properties of the study area as listed
and are discussed in Section 3 of the study.

The thematic maps used in the research were generated at a 1:200,000 scale considering
that this would eventually increase accuracy. In addition, the majority of the data sets were
available at this scale. The differing scales were later normalized for the sake of uniformity.
The digital elevation model (DEM) data are used on a global scale at 30 m× 30 m resolution
for topographic analysis. This resolution is highly important, as it contributes to how
sharply the objects can be seen in an image. It represents the size of the tiniest feature
captured by a satellite sensor or portrayed in a satellite photo. It is commonly expressed
as a single number representing the length of one of the sides of a square (grid) [12]. In
addition to the normalization of the input data, uniformity is ensured in their format
for easy integration of these thematic maps into the GIS platform. For this purpose, the
acquired maps are converted into raster form before integration with the GIS.

In the second step, the pre-processing of the thematic layers was performed to ensure
uniform projection and resolution. This is followed by the assignment of scores and suitable
weightage to each factor. During weightage overlay analysis, the ranking was given for each
parameter of each thematic map, and weights were assigned according to the influences
(following IF technique) of the feature on the hydrogeological environment of the area
coupled with that parameter’s contribution toward the groundwater recharge as shown in
previous researches [65,108,109].

The IF technique was used to assign scores and get a diverse and error-free out-
come. A diversely produced thematic map considers the input from multiple hydrological
procedures, thus not relying on a single hydrological process where the outcome can be
manipulated and is prone to error. Moreover, due to finer resolution, any errors in the
weighted overlay analysis within the ArcGIS were eliminated since such resolutions result
in finer interpretation.

The third step involves using ArcGIS to deploy the thematic layers to get the processed
images containing the potential zones. In this step, all the scored thematic maps along
are integrated by employing the “Spatial Analysis tool” in ArcGIS 9.3, whereby rankings
are assigned to all the thematic maps. Then, these weighted thematic maps are overlaid
using ArcGIS to highlight the potential recharge zones. In the fourth (last) step, the study
area was categorized based on the potential groundwater rechargeability into five different
classes: poor, low, medium, high, and best in terms of their capability for the groundwater
recharge potential.

Figure 2 shows a flowchart summarizing the methodology used in this study. The
associated steps include acquiring the data, converting to raster, preprocessing (confirming
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projection and resolution coupled with assigning scores and weights), integrating GIS for
final output, and categorizing the study area based on groundwater recharge capability.
Figure 2 also shows the source of the acquired data. Accordingly, the thematic maps are
acquired from Landsat-8 TM Satellite, Aster DEM, and soil and geological maps of Pakistan.
The following sections explain the IFs used in this study in detail, their sources, and the
procedure for assigning weights to each of these factors.
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Figure 2. Flowchart for potential groundwater assessment using integrated remote sensing and
GIS techniques.

4.1. Acquisition of Thematic Maps for Contributing Factors

Table 3 below enlists the sources for acquiring thematic maps for all the contributing
factors. The soil thematic map was generated using the Soil Map of Pakistan [114]. Land use,
rainfall, and TWI thematic maps were generated using Landsat 8TM satellite data. Drainage
distance, slope, plan curvature, profile curvature, slope length, elevation, drainage density,
and aspect thematic maps were generated using ASTER global DEM. Finally, distance
to faults, lithology, and fault density thematic maps were generated using data from the
geological map of Pakistan on a scale of 1:200,000 [115].

Table 3. Acquisition of Thematic Maps for Contributing Factors.

Factors (units) Sources of Acquisition for Thematic Maps

Soil Soil map of Pakistan
Land use, TWI, Rainfall (mm/y) Landsat-8 TM satellite data

Drainage distance (m), Slope (degree), Plan
curvature, Profile curvature, Slope length (m),

Elevation (m), Drainage density, Aspect
ASTER GDEM

Distance to faults (m), Lithology, Fault density Geological map of Pakistan

These thematic map data were cross-checked using ground surveys for cross-validation.
The imagery was visually interpreted to delineate rainfall, land use, and other factors with
the help of slandered characteristic image-interpretation elements such as tone, texture,
shape, size, pattern, and association using the Landsat 8 satellite data products. These data
sets are used for assessing groundwater recharge potential [65,109,111].
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4.2. Weightage Assignment via IF Technique

Weights and rates were assigned to the factors to obtain a final combined recharge
potential map. Using the IF technique, the influence of various factors was taken into
account, and the level of impact they have on the hydrological aspect of groundwater flow
and its occurrence was assessed. A weightage approach was included as used by [65] to
assign weightage to the factors that would ultimately define the control they can assert over
the groundwater recharge of the study area. The current study follows a similar approach.
In assigning weights to the considered factors, five major descriptive levels were plotted for
each factor ranging from very high to very low, including some interrelated levels. These
weightage values range from 10 to 1 point, i.e., a very high range is assigned a score of
10, and the minimum level is 1 following relevant groundwater studies [113,116]. These
weights for each factor were assigned based on their degree of impact on groundwater
recharge as extracted from relevant literature [6,10,63,113].

5. Results and Discussions

This section presents the results and discussions in line with the adopted method.

5.1. Spatial Analysis of Considered Key Factors

Figure 3 represent the resulting thematic maps of the 15 considered factors for the
current study area. Figure 3a highlights the wells or water extraction points in the study
area. These are primarily located in the residential zones and plain areas of Islamabad.
Figure 3b shows the thematic map of rainfall for Islamabad. The resulting map highlights
that Islamabad receives ample rainfall. Further, it shows a rhythmic increase in rainfall
volume from south to north. The northeast outskirts receive the highest rainfall, consisting
of regions from Rawat to Crore Village. Low-rainfall regions are evident in the southwest.
Considering the high rainfall in the northeastern regions, there are more chances for more
groundwater recharge and high groundwater levels in alluvial plains [64], thus displaying
a higher potential for groundwater recharge. Moreover, the map shows that around
44% of the area receives less than 882 mm of rainfall, 16% area receives rainfall between
882–999 mm, 10% area receives rainfall between 999–1116 mm, 9% area receives rainfall
between 1116–1233 mm, while 21% of the area receives most rainfall ranging between
1233–1350 mm. This shows that around 40% of Islamabad receives good rainfall. This
assessment can help policymakers preserve the natural terrain in the region receiving more
rainfall and utilize it for groundwater recharge.

Figure 3c shows Islamabad’s thematic layer of plan curvature data. The figure cate-
gorizes the regions based on concavity and convexity. The map shows that the northeast
region of Islamabad is composed of higher convexity, whereas a systematic decrease in
convexity is observed from north to south. This indicates a higher surface and altitude
in the north and a gradual decrease towards the south. This heavily contributes to the
groundwater flow from north to south, where a gentler slope and plain area can accumulate
this water and get recharged. A similar study accounted for alluvial plain and gentle slopes
to be more promising for groundwater potential due to large infiltration rates, high porosity,
and permeability [116].

Figure 3d shows the thematic layer of soil data for Islamabad, where the region is
classified based on soil composition. Soil types impact groundwater flow directly, but they
also impact other important phenomena, such as infiltration [117], which ultimately impact
groundwater recharge. The soil conditions define permeability, which impacts groundwater
infiltration and soil porosity. For example, the calcareous loamy soil is abundant in arid and
densely populated areas. Figure 3d shows that the mountainous soil forms the northern
edge of Islamabad that receive a decent amount of rainfall. Such soil helps infiltration,
enabling the groundwater to flow towards the inner zones. While no definite pattern exists
throughout the study area, calcareous soils are mostly reported for various regions.
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Figure 3. Thematic layers of selected factors for Islamabad’s data (part 1), (a) well data, (b) rainfall
data, (c) plan curvature, (d) soil data, (e) distance to fault, (f) drainage distance, (g) profile curva-
ture, (h) TWI, (i) slope, (j) elevation, (k) slope length, (l) lithology, (m) land use, (n) fault density,
(o) drainage density, (p) aspect.

Figure 3e shows the thematic layer map of distance to fault for Islamabad. This map
categorizes regions with respect to distances to faults. Considering that the faults act
as points with more recharge capability, more distance from faults implies less recharge
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capability and vice versa. In this respect, Figure 3e shows that the major faults are all
located on the outskirts of Islamabad. The zones comprising convex geological features and
landscapes have nearby faults, whereas the southern regions comprising more land use and
less geological convexity comprise low distances to faults. This aligns with several studies
that have established patterns with lineaments and groundwater recharge potential [10,118].
Overall, the southern regions with less distance to faults display more recharge potential in
the current study area.

Figure 3f shows the thematic layer of drainage distance for Islamabad. It categorizes
the study area based on the distance of various zones from the drainage networks. Figure 3f
shows that the study area comprises abundant and closely located drainage networks.
However, there is no defined pattern for the drainage distances in the study area. Consider-
ing that a lesser distance from the drainage pathway displays higher groundwater recharge
potential [119], the drainage distance thematic map suggests that the study area has a larger
potential for groundwater recharge. Further, there is a well-distributed groundwater flow
throughout the region. Figure 3g shows the thematic layer of profile curvature for Islam-
abad. It highlights the geological characteristics of Islamabad and depicts the concavity and
convexity of the region. It is indicated that the outskirts of the northern region are higher
in altitude and contribute to the groundwater flow under gravity. A higher profile value
indicates a rising elevation, ensuring a systematic flow towards the inner edges with the
highest and densest land use in Islamabad. This is in line with a previous study’s findings
that suggest a higher potential of gentle slopes for groundwater recharge [116].

Figure 3h shows the thematic layer of TWI for Islamabad. The TWI map shows
the impact of geology on the hydrological aspects. The outskirts, shaded in deep blue
in Figure 3h, show the zones with geological makeup that impact regional hydrology.
Following our thematic maps for the land use, well data, and rainfall, the TWI highlights
Islamabad’s northern outskirts as the areas directly reaching the groundwater. The inner
edges with lower index value contribute little to the groundwater flow, while the geological
makeup of the outermost skirts contributes greatly to the groundwater flow towards the
center, housing the area with the highest and densest land use. A direct relationship
between the higher TWI value was also established by another study [120]. Following
our findings, a higher TWI value suggests a better groundwater recharge potential in the
Islamabad region.

Figure 3i shows the thematic layer of slope data for Islamabad, showing that the
northern outskirts of Islamabad have the highest slope. The slope plays an important part
in determining the runoff direction of groundwater. The thematic map indicates that 23%
of the region has a slope greater than 48 degrees, 38% has a slope ranging from 36 to 48,
16% has a slope ranging from 24 to 36, 9% has a slope ranging from 12 to 24, and 4% of the
region has a slope less than 12 degrees. The figure shows that the outskirts of Islamabad in
the northern region comprise the highest slopes due to mountains that promote a rapid
runoff towards the south. While some water is lost during the runoff, infiltration takes
water to the deep soil layers, contributing to recharging the local groundwater table.

Islamabad’s outskirts comprise Attock, Wah Cantt, and Taxila in the west; Murree
in the northeast; Haripur in the north; Gujar Khan, Rawat, Mandrah, and Kahuta in the
southeast; Rawalpindi to the south and southwest; and other Punjab regions in the east.
The greater slope in the northern region ensures a flow of water towards the south with the
highest settlement and greatest water recharge potential.

Figure 3j shows the thematic layer of elevation data for Islamabad. Islamabad is high
on the northern edge due to the mountains that decrease towards the south. The area with
residential zones, i.e., the inner edges, and that towards Rawalpindi has higher population
density and low elevation. This systematic decrease of elevation contributes directly to the
groundwater flow as the water flows under the action of gravity. The higher elevation area
also receives greater rainfall, as shown in our rainfall thematic map, ensuring infiltration
and surface runoff towards the inner edge. Thus, the area with higher elevation retains
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rainwater for a lesser time duration and generates more runoff towards the residential
areas in Islamabad, in line with published studies [64].

Figure 3k shows the thematic layer of slope length data for Islamabad that highlights
the lengths of slopes in the region. Longer slope lengths are evident on the northern
outskirts, while a rhythmic slope length decrease can be observed towards the south. The
area with the highest land use comprises regions with lower slope length values. The
groundwater flows from the northern sides with the highest slope lengths promoting
recharge potentials and infiltration. The gradually decreasing slopes towards the center
help with groundwater recharge to meet the requirements of the local population.

Figure 3l shows the thematic layer of lithology data for Islamabad that shows regions
with limestone and unconsolidated deposits to be abundant in the area. However, there
is no defined pattern, and the data are scattered throughout the region. The concentrated
regions are highlighted in red, green, and purple colors in Figure 3l. There is a presence of
sandstone in the northeastern region along the dense mountainous regions that continues
towards the northwestern region.

Further sandstone and unconsolidated deposits are seen within the areas of highest
land use towards the southwest. Past glacial activity has contributed to the unconsolidated
deposits in the region due to the weathering of rocks. A previous study also established a
pattern between the weathering of rocks towards the increased groundwater recharge po-
tential [121]. An increased recharge was also observed in the area of higher unconsolidated
deposits in another study [120]. Accordingly, there is a greater potential for groundwater
recharge in the study area.

Figure 3m shows the thematic layer of land-use data for Islamabad, showing areas
such as bare land, water bodies, built up, and vegetative regions. Such a map displays
the variation of population density and associated water demand throughout the study
area [10]. The thematic map for Islamabad indicates that 4% of the region comprises bare
land, 36% is built-up region, 51% is vegetative, while 9% of the study area is composed of
water bodies. Further, it can be observed that most of the built-up region is around the
inner region of Islamabad. This region falls towards the city of Rawalpindi, which has a far
greater population density than Islamabad. The runoff from the northern region infiltrates
into the groundwater table around these internal regions, where there is a greater need
for water.

Figure 3n shows the thematic layer of fault density for Islamabad that highlights geo-
logical features induced by the movement of rock bodies. These faults govern groundwater
flow following their complex and favorable topography. Accordingly, the fault densities
for the area include 43 % area with less than 15 fault density, 6% area ranging from 15 to 41,
35% ranging from 41 to 65, 7% ranging from 65–91, while 9% of the study area has fault
density greater than 91. The map indicates that the northeastern edges of Islamabad consist
of lower-density faults than the northwestern region, where there are more mountains. The
maximum land use is towards the internal regions with no major geological faults. Previous
studies have linked fault-dense regions with higher groundwater recharge potential [10].
Thus, there is a higher recharge potential in the northwestern areas of Islamabad.

Figure 3o shows the thematic layer of drainage density for Islamabad that highlights
the northeastern regions to have streams or rivers with relatively long lengths. This ensures
a deep-water flow towards the inner edges of Islamabad. Thus, the northeastern region
contributes majorly towards the groundwater flow in the areas of highest land use. Further,
a flow from the northern to the southern edge is seen with the major contribution from the
northeastern region. A previous study showed that high-density drainage regions have
greater groundwater recharge potential [122]. This is in line with the current study where
major water sources contribute to the water recharge. The same has been highlighted by
the rainfall thematic map, where the northeastern region receives most of the rainfall and
has a high drainage density, thus contributing to the groundwater flow and recharge.

Figure 3p shows the thematic layer of aspect data for Islamabad that categorizes
regions based on their compass directions. The aspect map lists out the front-facing
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direction of regions along with the compass. For example, the major constituting region
in the northeast contains southeastern front-facing regions that align with thematic maps
of land use and wells in the study region. The dense regions with most residential and
commercial zones are in the southeast. The flow from the north region is ensured towards
the southeast region. The southeastern compass front directions of the geological regions
act as a gentle slope that promotes groundwater recharge in Islamabad [116].

These influencing factors were considered based on a literature review and classified
based on their impact on groundwater recharge contribution, i.e., the class at which lesser
the groundwater recharge potential would rank lower and vice versa. For example, a
higher slope would have lesser groundwater potential, or a lower TWI would mean low
water moisture and low groundwater recharge potential; hence, these classes would have
lesser weightage.

5.2. Weightage Calculation for Influence Factor (IF) Techniques

After obtaining the individual thematic maps for each of the contributing factors, these
factors were integrated to obtain a potential holistic map that highlights the recharge poten-
tial of Islamabad. Accordingly, weights and rates were assigned to the 15 key factors. For
incorporating the mutual influence of the factors, rate values were assigned to them. Two
points were given for every major effect, while one point was given to the corresponding
factor for each minor effect. The cumulative weightage of both major and minor effects was
considered for calculating the relative rate, as shown in Table 4. Table 4 shows that factors
such as lithology influence six of its fellow factors majorly. It has a noticeable impact on the
lineament, drainage, land/use, slope, and soil types. Thus, it has been assigned a value of
2 six times (2 × 6 factors).

Table 4. Relative rates and scores for each potential factor.

Factors Major Effect (A) Minor Effect (B) Proposed Relative
Rates (A + B)

Normalized Relative
Rates (Y) in %

Distance to Faults 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 + 1 11 6.875
Land use/Land cover 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 16 10.000

Lithology 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 16 10.000
Drainage Density 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 + 1 15 9.375

Slope 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 + 1 13 8.125
Soil 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 + 1 13 8.125

Rainfall 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 + 1 13 8.125
Plan Curvature 2 + 2 1 5 3.125
Fault Density 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 10 6.250

Profile Curvature 2 + 2 1 5 3.125
TWI 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 8 5.000

Elevation 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 + 1 11 6.875
Aspect 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 8 5.000

Drainage Distance 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 1 + 1 10 6.250
Slope Length 2 + 2 1 + 1 6 3.750

Σ = 160 Σ = 100

160 100

Similarly, other factors have also been assigned their respective rate values using the
same approach. Overall, the major effect (A) and minor effect (B) are summed for all factors,
and their cumulative sums are calculated for each factor to get the proposed relative rates.
The cumulative proposed relative rates sum up to 160. Using this value, the normalized
relative rates are calculated, where the proposed relative rate of each factor is divided by
the cumulative proposed related rates and multiplied by 100 using Equation (1). The values
are rounded off to the nearest integer.
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Normalized relative rates (Y) =
Proposed relative rates (A + B)

Commulative Proposed relative rates (Σ(A + B))
× 100 (1)

After the assignment of rate values, the next step is to assign weights. In this process,
five major descriptive levels are plotted for each factor ranging from very high to very low,
including some interrelated levels as shown in Table 5. Factors contributing majorly, such
as rainfall, can be seen as very dominant in relevant studies [108,109] and in abundance
in the southeastern regions of the study area and thus were assigned higher weights. In
contrast, factors such as profile curvature were assigned a lower weightage, as the area
followed a rhythmic curvature, and the influence of curvature was not dominant in terms
of groundwater flow, as evident from Figure 3 (previously shown).

With a weightage of 8.1%, rainfall is a dominant factor in the southeastern parts of
the study area. Plan curvature data indicate a slight shift in curvature as seen from the
thematic map and thus were assigned a weightage of 3.1%. The higher curvature would
result in a greater flow of water beneath the surface [66]. Soil is the primary factor that
controls seepage and the associated groundwater recharge [117]. Thereby, it was assigned
the highest weightage (8.1%). Likewise, faults being the primary indicator of geographical
movement (earthquakes or tectonic) over the years indicate a weaker and vulnerable
zone suspectable to the greater flow of groundwater channels beneath the surface. It
adds greatly to the groundwater recharge and was hence assigned a weightage of 6.8%.
Drainage distance, profile curvature, and TWI were assigned weights of 6.2%, 3.1%, and
5%, respectively.

The data obtained from thematic maps do not indicate an abrupt or dominant effect of
these considered geographical features (key factors) over the study area, thus acquiring a
lower weightage in our study area. The slope indicating the natural flow of water towards
the lower altitude area was assigned a weightage of 8.1%. Elevation and slope length
were assigned the weightage of 6.8% and 3.7%, indicating the flow towards lower-elevated
areas and the flow speed. Accordingly, the lower the speed, the greater the infiltration
and vice versa [122]. Lithology has been assigned a weightage of 10%. It indicates the
rock characteristics that dictate the water flow beneath the surface in channels and streams.
Land use is another primary factor that was assigned 10% weightage. It has been utilized
by several related studies [60,66]. Finally, fault and drainage densities and aspects indicated
the magnitude of faults, drainage networks, and front-facing direction of slopes signifying
the flow of groundwater beneath the surface and were assigned weights of 6.2%, 9.3%, and
5%, respectively, in this study.

After the assignment of rates and weights, the % influencing score was calculated
using Equation (2). The % influencing score is defined as the percentage of factor effect on
recharge potential (%) and is shown in Table 5 for each factor, where X is the normalized
weight from 1 to 10, and Y is the rate from 1 to 10.

% in f luencing score =
Total Weightage Σ(X×Y)

Grand Total Weight (GTW)
× 100 (2)
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5.3. Final Combined Recharge Potential Map

After considering rate assessment, different layers of recharge potential were super-
imposed in the ArcGIS tool. As a result of the integration of the 15 contributing factors,
the final combined potential map was generated, which highlights the overall recharge
potential of Islamabad, as shown in Figure 4. The resulting map generated with the help of
influencing factors’ relative rates categorizes the region into five descriptive levels based
on the rechargeability. These descriptive levels include “best”, “high”, “medium”, “low”,
and “poor”, each with a distinctive color.
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From the output thematic map (Figure 4), it is evident that the eastern region of the
study area is the most suitable for groundwater recharge. Accordingly, it is highlighted
to be the “best” region. This region received the highest rainfall as per the previously
presented maps. This is in line with previous studies that argued that the higher the
rainfall, the greater the groundwater recharge and vice versa [116,123]. Moreover, it can
be observed from Figure 4 that the groundwater recharge potential decreases as we head
towards the western side of Islamabad. A decreasing pattern for groundwater recharge
is seen as we move from east to west in the study area. Most of the mountainous region
is located towards the northeast of Islamabad, receiving the highest rainfall and having
higher slopes, inducing rapid runoff. Towards the center and to the west, the slope length
decreases, thus indicating a higher recharge potential, as gentle slopes were attributed to
higher recharge potential [122].

Table 6 presents the data of each category shown in graphical form in Figure 4 and
gives the exact portions of the study area having best to worst recharge capability. It shows
that the area labeled under the “best” comprises 136.8 km2, covering 15% of the study
area. Similarly, an area of 191.52 km2 falls under our map’s “high” classification, covering
21% of the study area. Another 35% of the region collectively serves as a competent
region (preferred) for groundwater recharge. The moderate zone covers 218.88 km2 of area,
covering 24% of the study area. In contrast, the potentially poor and low zones make up
13% and 27% of the area, i.e., 118.56 km2 and 246.24 km2, respectively.
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Table 6. Classification of potential recharge areas.

Recharge Potential Category Average % Area Extant (km2)

Very High 15% 136.8
High 21% 191.52

Medium 24% 218.88
Low 27% 246.24
Poor 13% 118.56

The results show that around more than half (51%) of the total area of Islamabad does
not have sufficient recharge capability, and the city is dependent on only 35% of the total
area to fulfill the city’s demand for groundwater for daily life usage. This can be taken into
consideration by local authorities when planning to meet the local water requirements and
groundwater recharge. The city planners and policymakers should take mitigation steps
and devise strategies to preserve most of this 35% of the land to avoid any further damage
to the already fragile water condition of the city. The information devised from this final
groundwater potential zones map can help resolve the long due water shortage issues in
various sectors of Islamabad and nearby areas through efficient management and preser-
vation of groundwater resources in the area. Compared to the previous studies [36–42],
this study addresses the research gap of applying this methodology in a non-coastal re-
gion and modifies it by using thematic maps of larger spatial scale and the DEM data
of smaller resolution to refine the accuracy of the process. All the previous published
research used the one-time dataset and map the output. However, these do not depict the
true representation of the groundwater recharge. This is because the considered datasets
may change temporally, needing more datasets to overcome this limitation. Hence, this
study used the annual mean for all datasets, which change with respect to season or time.
Secondly, previously published research used limitedly influencing datasets that might not
present the actual situation of the study. In the current research, all the contributing factors
were analyzed and used to consider the entire situation. Accordingly, the model gives
reliable actual output. Moreover, the study also considers more contributing factors than
the previous studies to further enhance the accuracy of the output. The research presents a
holistic approach that gives comparatively improved results and can be applied to other
regions as and when required.

6. Conclusions

Considering the constant increase in groundwater demand in Islamabad with increas-
ing population growth, the decreasing groundwater level has become a matter of concern
for the local authorities. This study attempts to develop a groundwater potential recharge
zone map of the study area of Islamabad, Pakistan, to help the policymakers devise efficient
policies for mitigating this problem.

The methodology involves the integration of RS and GIS to develop a map that
highlights the groundwater recharge potential in the study area. In our scenario, 15 key
factors were selected based on their contribution to the recharge. These include soil, land
use/land cover, drainage distance, slope, rainfall, plan curvature, distance to faults, profile
curvature, TWI, elevation, slope length, lithology, fault density, drainage density, and aspect.
Thematic maps were generated and overlayed using GIS. A holistic map was devised at
the end, comprising input from 15 of the influencing factors and their weights to produce
a weighted map. The resulting map categorizes the region into five different descriptive
levels, namely poor, low, medium, high, and best, based on the groundwater recharge
potential. The results showed that 13% of the area falls in the poor-recharge-potential
category, 27% area has a low potential, 24% has medium potential, 21% has high potential,
and 15% has the best chance of recharging the groundwater table. Overall, around 35% of
the study area is suitable for groundwater recharge, and more than half is unsuitable for
such purposes.
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This study provides a holistic model with more accurate results than the previous
studies by introducing a comparatively greater number of factors and employing the
thematic maps of larger spatial scale and DEM data of a smaller resolution. The current
study paves the way for future infrastructure development by the concerned authorities to
meet the water demand of Islamabad and preserve the precious natural terrain with high
recharge potential.

The study is limited in terms of the factors considered. Further, it is restricted to a
single region in a developing country for testing purposes. Moreover, considering that
this study was limited in terms of the unavailability of geophysical data for the case study
area, future researchers can conduct further research by including the geophysical and
field data from multiple regions. This can help in carrying out the subsurface groundwater
modeling as well as 3D modeling of the targeted study area. Further, similar studies can be
conducted for larger nearby regions and developed countries to help move toward global
sustainability goals and tackle climate change effects. The effects of vegetation on recharge
can also be investigated in the future.
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Abstract: Ecological compensation is an important economic means of water pollution control
and quality management, especially for trans-regional rivers with unbalanced economic and social
development between upstream and downstream. The Tangbai River Basin (TRB), a watershed
crossing Henan province and Hubei province, China, forms one of the nation’s most productive
agricultural regions. The TRB has been exposed to high doses of fertilizers for a long time. This study
simulates hydrologic and nutrient cycling in the TRB using Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT)
with limited data available. The results indicate that dryland fields, which constitute 62% of the
basin area, produce 80% of total nitrogen (TN) and 85% of total phosphorus (TP) yields of the whole
river basin. The water quality of river sections at the provincial boundary shows that only 29% of
the time from 2000 to 2019 met the Class III standard regarding TN and TP concentrations, and the
concentrations in the spring flood season are approximately three times the mean in the non-flood
season. The Grain for Green ecological restoration measure in Henan province shows that restoration
of non-flat drylands can reduce nutrient loads at trans-provincial sections by 3.5 times compared to
that of slope-independent drylands; however, the water quality compliance rate remains similar. The
value of ecological compensation can also vary widely depending on different quantitative criteria.
The SWAT-based pollutant quantification method adopted in this study could have implications for
ecological compensation in trans-regional rivers.

Keywords: ecological compensation; trans-regional river; non-point-source pollution; grain for green;
SWAT

1. Introduction

Water pollution control and sustainable development of international river basins have
been a major challenge in the current ecological research. Yet, due to the difficulty of data
acquisition, reluctant cooperation across boundaries, and the absence of exchange mech-
anisms [1,2], there are few successful cases. Also arising from unbalanced development
along rivers, the trans-provincial river management is a regional form of trans-boundary
problem. However, provinces (or states) are more willing to cooperate in controlling pollu-
tion than countries given sovereignty and territorial integrity. Successful cases include the
Murray–Darling Basin in Australia [3], Delaware River in the United States [4], and Xin’an
River in China [5]. Therefore, the management of trans-provincial river basins in water
ecology can provide valuable information for solving trans-boundary ecological issues.

Ecological compensation (hereinafter “eco-compensation”) has long been considered
an effective economic instrument for controlling water pollution in trans-regional basins [6].
Eco-compensation, also known as “payment for environmental services”, was proposed in
the late 1990s for watershed management to address the environmental problems caused
by the Industrial Revolution [7]. At present, eco-compensation has captured increasing
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attention nationwide and is seen as a promising complementary method to alleviate the
identified contradiction among stakeholders [8]. The form of eco-compensation measures
varies by country. In China, the central government has launched a series of explorations
and research projects for eco-compensation since 1999. One typical scheme is the national-
scale Grain for Green Program, which compensates rural households for converting sloping
croplands to forests or grasslands to reduce soil erosion [9,10]. At the local administrative
level, the first trans-provincial eco-compensation pilot scheme is the Xin’an River scheme,
launched in 2011. This is an eco-compensation agreement between Anhui and Zhejiang
provinces, targeting pollution control from the upper regions in Huangshan city, Anhui, and
thereby maintaining high water quality in the lower reaches, Qiandao Lake in Hangzhou
city, Zhejiang [11]. The list of other pilot eco-compensation schemes in China is found
in Wang et al. [12]. These studies are crucial in clarifying the implications of watershed
eco-compensation and establishing typical methods and standards. How to reasonably
account for compensation and what measures should be taken to effectively protect trans-
regional watersheds from water pollution depend largely on the accurate mapping of
compensation stakeholders [13]. A solution generally lies in addressing the four questions
below. First, what are the major water pollutants and where do they come from? Second,
how do pollutants change throughout their journey from upstream to downstream, and
are they accumulating or separating? Third, what actions could be taken to reduce the load
across regional boundaries? Last, but not least, what is the cost of pollution control and
how should it be compensated?

Despite a number of studies on these questions, there is still a lack of systematic
quantitative analysis on how eco-compensation responds to the dynamic change in pollu-
tants. Previous scholars from different disciplines have investigated the effectiveness of
eco-compensation and measures of reducing water pollution from different perspectives.
For research on eco-compensation, current studies primarily focus on policy analysis in-
volving game theory [6] and water-related regulations [11]. However, such methods are
mostly static and disregard the responses to hydrology and water quality and, thus, cannot
adequately address non-point-source pollution.

In pollution control, the wide range of substances that may pollute water bodies leads
to a variety of options for reducing pollution [14,15]. In China, more than 2600 lakes,
including the nation’s largest freshwater lake, Poyang Lake, have been subjected to high
loads of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) [16,17]. Agricultural operations, including crop
fertilization and livestock farming, are one of the major sources of N and P pollution
to surface water. For example, Boesch et al. [18] and Reckhow et al. [14] found that
high nutrient leaching from farmland into the US Chesapeake Bay is the foremost water
quality concern for the waterway, and thus nearby agricultural land needs to implement
the best management practices. Successful tracking of pollution control strategies relies
upon the careful modeling of non-point nutrient fluxes, and distributed process-based
models are then introduced [19–21]. These models include, but are not limited to, Soil and
Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) [22], Integrated Valuation of Environmental Services and
Tradeoffs (InVEST) [23], and Annualized AGricultural Non-point Source (AnnAGNPS) [24].
Among these, SWAT is arguably the most widely used model, especially at the watershed
scale [25,26]. In summary, the above scattered studies reveal a fragmented and insufficient
link between non-point-source simulation and eco-compensation, thereby failing to support
effective policy formulation.

To help decision-makers understand trans-regional non-point-source pollution is-
sues from both environmental and economic perspectives, this study utilized the SWAT
hydrological/water-quality model to simulate nitrogen/phosphorus cycling and their
responses to eco-compensation strategies for an agricultural watershed, the Tangbai River
Basin (TRB). As the TRB receives the most runoff in Henan province and joins the Han
River, the longest tributary of the Yangtze River, in Hubei province, it is a representa-
tive trans-provincial river basin. A watershed eco-compensation mechanism is selected
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as a water pollution control measure to provide a reference for trans-boundary water
quality management.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Study Area

The Tangbai River Basin (TRB, 31◦38′–33◦43′ N, 111◦34′–113◦40′ E, 24,190 km2,
Figure 1) is a subbasin of the Han River Basin, which is the source of the central route of the
South-to-North Water Transfer Project. The Tangbai River is formed by the convergence
of two tributaries, the Tang River and the Bai River, flowing through Henan province and
Hubei province, China (Figure 1b). The average flow rate at the basin outlet is 323 m3/s
(1980–2012 time series). The two tributaries both originate from Nanyang city, the south-
western part of Henan province, and then flow into Xiangyang city of Hubei province and
finally form the Tangbai River, which later joins the Han River.
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Figure 1. Geographic location (a) and 90 m digital elevation map (DEM, b) of the Tangbai River Basin,
a shared river basin of Henan province and Hubei province. The curved path in (b) is the provincial
boundary, and the blue lines are the two major tributaries constituting the Tangbai River.

The TRB is characterized by a dense population. Around 90,000 people live in the mid-
dle and upper reaches of the watershed, which is the famous Nanyang Basin, the nation’s
most productive agricultural regions. The excess use of fertilizers, traditional inadequate
farming techniques, and dramatic growth of industrial and decreasing runoff during the
1990s due to climate change have led to serious pollution and environmental degradation of
the Tangbai River [27]. In recent years, the surface water quality has improved to a common
Class IV status due to the long-term regional cooperative actions and joint management
between Nanyang (in Henan province) and Xiangyang (in Hubei province) [28]. However,
such pollution control mainly focuses on point-source pollution from manufacturing and
runoff pollution from urban areas [29]. The agricultural non-point-source pollution in the
rural areas of Nanyang city is still prominent. The rainfall- and snowmelt-runoff processes
affect the transfer of non-point-source pollution, and thereby disturb the availability of
water resources between Nanyang and Xiangyang. As a typical trans-provincial watershed,
managing non-point-source pollution in TRB remains complicated and difficult.
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2.2. SWAT Model and Inputs

The SWAT model is a typical semi-distributed, physically-based hydrological model.
It splits the watershed into subbasins connected by a stream network and further delineates
each subbasin into hydrologic response units (HRUs), which comprise unique combinations
of land use, soil type, and slope. The HRU aggregates water and nutrient fluxes to the
subbasin level, and they are then routed through the stream network to the watershed
outlet. Therefore, the major model inputs consist of topography, land-cover type, soil
property, climate data, and land management practices. The resolution and sources of all
data inputs in this study are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Input and validation datasets, sources, and main attributes.

Data Type Resolution Year Data Source

1. Digital elevation model 90 m 2006

SRTM Digital Elevation Database v4. 1
(https://bigdata.cgiar.org/srtm-90m-
digital-elevation-database/, accessed on
1 February 2021)

2. Land use land cover 1 km 2000, 2005,
2010, 2015

Resource and Environment Science and Data
Center (https://www.resdc.cn/, accessed on
1 February 2021)

3. Soil map 1 km 1995

Resource and Environment Data Cloud
Platform (https://www.resdc.cn/, accessed
on 1 March 2021);
China Soil Science Database
(http://vdb3.soil.csdb.cn/, accessed on 1
May 2021);
SPAW software
(https://hrsl.ba.ars.usda.gov/SPAW/,
accessed on 1 May 2021)

4. Climate observation (i.e., station location,
precipitation, temperature, solar, relative
humidity, solar radiation, wind speed)

daily 1960–2019

National Meteorological Information Centre
(http://data.cma.cn/, accessed on 1
February 2021);
Angstrom-Prescott radiation model

5. Crop management (i.e., land cover, type,
and mode) date 2019 Field survey

6. Fertilization application (i.e., type, date,
and quantity) date 2005 Field survey; literature review 1

7. Livestock manure production daily 2011 Literature review
8. Streamflow data (i.e., station location,
flow rate) monthly 1997–2001;

2007–2012
Changjiang Water Resources Commission of
the Ministry of Water Resources

9. Water quality data (i.e., monitoring
location, and total nitrogen and phosphorus) date 2000–2019

Literature review;
Monthly Report on Water Quality of Han
River (http:
//sthjj.xiangyang.gov.cn/hjxx/tjsj/hjszyb/,
accessed on 1 May 2021);
Xiangyang Municipal Ecological
Environment Bureau

Note: 1 Namely, statistical analyses of the results of a government-led survey conducted in 2005 on the agricultural
pollution along the central route of the South-to-North Water Transfer Project.

In this study, we used the ArcSWAT interface (version 2012) for ArcGIS. The simulation
was performed with a monthly time step from 1998–2019, in which the first two years were
excluded from the analysis as they were used as the warmup period.

2.2.1. Datasets for SWAT Model Building

A digital elevation model (DEM, 90 m × 90 m, Figure 1b) was used to delineate
the watershed. We obtained a DEM from the SRTM 90 m Digital Elevation Database
(https://bigdata.cgiar.org/, accessed on 1 February 2021) and clipped it into the area that
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covers the whole TRB. Note that additional subbasin outlets were manually defined at the
locations with hydrological gauging stations (Figure 2d) in addition to the autogenerated
subbasins, allowing us to compare the simulated results with observations at any location
of interest.
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Figure 2. The spatial distribution of the land-use/land-cover (LULC) classes in 2015 (a), soil types
(b), slope classes (c), and (d) gauging stations in the SWAT-generated stream network, distinguishing
meteorological stations used for building SWAT (triangle), hydrological stations used for model
validation (circle), and water quality monitoring sections at the provincial boundary (square). Abbre-
viations of land-cover classes and soil types are found in the main text.

Approximately 66% of the study area is in agricultural use (AGRL and RICE). The
remaining area is covered by forest (FRST), grassland (PAST and HAY), residential zones
(URLD and URBN), and others. As the area under cultivation changed only slightly
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from 2000 to 2015, with the dryland (AGRL) decreasing from 62.4% to 61.6% and the
paddy field (RICE) increasing from 4.4% to 4.5%, we therefore categorized land-use/land-
cover classes based on the conditions in 2015 (Figure 2a). A total of 18.4% of the land-
cover area was considered to be mixed forest (FRST), and 6.8% was considered to be low
density residential zones. Both the land-cover map and soil map hold a resolution of
1 km × 1 km. The soil characteristics for preparing the user-defined soil database include
soil component parameters (e.g., soil name, hydrological soil group, and number of soil
layers) and soil layer parameters (e.g., soil depth, salinity, organic matter content, and
particle size distribution). All characteristics, except for the soil name, were extracted from
the China Soil Science Database (http://vdb3.soil.csdb.cn/, accessed on 1 May 2021) for
central China, with some further calculations using SPAW software (Table 1). The most
dominant soil types are yellow-cinnamon soil (HHT, 37.4%), shajiang black soil (SJHT,
19.3%), and yellow-brown earth (HZR, 15.2%). The remaining soil types include skeletal
soil (CGT), fluvo-aquic soil (CT), cinnamon soil (HT), paddy soil (SDT), lime soil (SHT),
litho soil (SZT), alluvial soil (XJT), brown earth (ZR), and purplish soil (ZST). Considering
the large span of slope in TRB (i.e., 0–163%, 0–58◦), it is necessary to categorize the slope
into separate classes. Referring to the soil erosion condition on the steepness of cultivated
fields [30], we divided the whole TRB into three slope classes: 0–3.5% (i.e., 0–2◦, flat land
with no soil erosion), 3.5%–26.8% (i.e., 2–15◦, terraced land with a low soil erosion rate),
and 26.8–9999% (i.e., 15–58◦, sloping land with a high erosion rate) (Figure 2c).

The meteorological observations used were obtained from the National Meteorological
Information Centre (Table 1) and consist of rainfall, temperature, relative humidity, solar
radiation, and wind speed from seven stations (Figure 2d). Solar radiation was calculated
based on sunshine observations using the Angstrom–Prescott equation. Stations outside
the watershed were also included for more accurate spatial interpolation of climate data,
particularly near the border.

2.2.2. Management Practices for the SWAT Model

To obtain a relatively accurate estimation of crop yields and nutrient transformations in
the TRB, we investigated crop rotation, fertilization, and livestock breeding practices based
on field surveys and literature review (Tables 1 and 2). Specifically, these management
activities were established for three types of land cover: AGRL, RICE, and URLD. As listed
in Table 2, the main crops in the AGRL field are rainfed grains (winter wheat, summer
corn) with rotation [31], while the RICE field is used for growing rice [32]. The nitrogen
fertilizer applied was urea, and the phosphorus fertilizer was phosphorus pentoxide. The
amount and fertilization period were set following Lan [33] and local crop guidance [34].
The irrigation schedule was set as default. As livestock and poultry breeding is mainly
concentrated in Nanyang city and much less in Xiangyang city, we assumed that in the
model all animal breeding occurs in Nanyang in low-density residential zones (URLD).
The total amount of fresh manure discharge Fmanure is then estimated based on the statistics
of animal breeding [35], with

Fmanure = µ ∑
i

niXiAreaTRB/AreaURLD (1)

where µ is the fraction of livestock and poultry manure, which is set to 0.9 according to
Cai [32], ni is the number of the ith specific livestock or poultry breeding, and Xi is manure
produced per unit area (kg/ha·d); AreaTRB and AreaURLD are the area of TRB (ha) and
area covered by URLD in TRB (ha).

Three variants of fertilization were considered depending on land-cover classes: (1) for
crop fields (i.e., AGRL and RICE) listed in Table 2, fertilizer was applied according to the
calendar; (2) for animal breeding areas (i.e., URLD), compound fresh manure was applied
once every day in the form of continuous fertilization; (3) for the remaining land-cover
types, an auto-fertilization mode was adopted based on plant nitrogen stress.
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Table 2. Settings on non-point-source pollution from planting in terms of crop cycle and management
practices, and livestock breeding in terms of manure discharge in rural areas based on land cover
in 2015.

LULC Crop Cycle Fertilization Urea Applied
(kg/ha)

P2O5
2 Applied

(kg/ha)
Fertilizer

on Surface

AGRL 1 Winter wheat 15 October–15 June 15 October 100.38 102.60 0.2
1 April 43.02 - 0.2

Summer corn 1 July–15 September 1 August 191.25 59.25 0.2

RICE 1 Rice 15 April–1 October
1 May 82.80 114.75 0.5
1 July 49.68 - 0.5

1 August 33.12 - 0.5

LULC Livestock Duration (days) Application
frequency

Manure 3 applied
(kg/ha) Heat Unit

URLD Swine/beef/broiler 365 1 (daily) 6.38 0

Note: 1 The auto-fertilization based on heat unit in AGRL and RICE fields were removed. 2 P2O5 is a self-
defined P fertilizer, in which the fraction of mineral P is 0.43. 3 Compound manure is a self-defined compound
manure, in which nutrient fractions are proportional to that of the fresh manure produced by different live-
stock/poultry species.

Data used for validation include recorded time series of streamflow and water quality.
The monthly streamflow was available at three stations on two tributaries: Guotan station
(32◦32′ N, 112◦36′ E) on the Tang River, Xindianpu station (32◦25′ N, 112◦18′ E) on the Bai
River, and at the watershed outlet (32◦5′ N, 112◦12′ E) (Figure 2d). The streamflow time
series span from 1997 to 2012, with 2001–2006 missing. Regarding water quality data, we
did not find any long-term observations. We therefore decided to use data from articles and
online reports, e.g., [28,36,37], in which nutrients (N and P) are presented in concentration.
Data on TN and TP concentrations were collected on different dates, at eight different sites
(Figure 3d), including the two river sections at the provincial boundary (Bukou section on
the Tang River and Diwan section on the Bai River, Figure 2d).
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Figure 3. Comparison between SWAT simulation and record extracted from articles with respect
to monthly streamflow (a–c) and TN and TP concentrations (mg/L) (d). The flood season refers to
the months of April to September, and the non-flood season refers to the remaining months. The
distribution of the subbasin index is found in the following Figure 4.
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SWAT simulated nutrient yields are expressed as load. The term was converted from
load to concentration to facilitate comparison between simulation, record, and Environmental
Quality Standards for Surface Water (GB3838-2002). The total N/P load in surface water is
TOTX (X represents nitrogen or phosphorus), while that leaching from HRU or subbasin into
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the reach during the time step is the sum of N/P in different forms (Equations (2) and (3). The
corresponding concentration CX (mg/L) in surface water is the total load divided by the
mass flow rate (Equation (4)).

TOTN = ORGN + NUSRQ (2)

TOTP = ORGP + SEDP + SOLP (3)

CX =
TOTX

FLOWout
× η (4)

where TOTN and TOTP are total nitrogen TN (kg) and total phosphorus TP (kg) in the
reach. ORGN and NUSRQ are organic N yield (kg N/ha) and nitrate NO3

− transport
with surface runoff into the reach (kg N/ha). ORGP, SEDP, and SOLP are organic P yield
(kg P/ha), mineral P in sediment transported into reach (kg P/ha), and soluble mineral
forms of P transport by surface runoff (kg P/ha), respectively. FLOWout is the streamflow
out of the reach during time step (m3/s), and η is the unit conversion factor.

2.3. Ecological Compensation Implementation

Understanding the upstream–downstream linkage in hydrological processes and nu-
trient (N and P) pollution is essential. Generally, the economy of the upstream basin is
relatively backwards compared to the downstream basin; thus, the conflict between eco-
nomic development and water ecological protection is more pronounced. Protection of
water resources in the upper regions is likely to be much more beneficial for downstream
areas, especially in terms of urban landscape and ecology. For TRB, Nanyang city (in up-
stream Henan province) had a per capita GDP of CNY 38,064 (note: CNY 1 = USD 0.15),
while Xiangyang city (in downstream Hubei province) had a GDP of 2.3 times the up-
stream GDP (CNY 84,815) in 2019. It is necessary to establish water pollution ecological
compensation between downstream beneficiaries and upstream water protectors to achieve
ecological sustainability for the entire basin.

Common river restoration measures include the collection of pollution taxes for indi-
vidual polluters [38], payments for environmental services (e.g., agricultural practices) [39],
conservation reserve programs [40], and conversion of cropland to forest (i.e., Grain for
Green) [41]. Among them, the Grain for Green (hereinafter “GFG”) measure is a widely
adopted ecological restoration measure in China that is applicable to agricultural non-point-
source pollution. In this study, we established four sets of GFG measures applied to AGRL
lands in Henan province, thereby adjusting the economic structure and promoting indus-
trial upgrades using funds from eco-compensation. (1) Converting all sloping drylands
(AGRL, slope > 15◦) in Henan province, comprising 1.5% of dryland areas in Henan, to for-
est (FRST); (2) converting all non-flat drylands (AGRL with slope > 2◦), constituting 21.8%
of drylands in Henan, to FRST; (3) converting all drylands in Henan province to FRST; and
(4) performing conversions based on the AGRL area ratio (without distinguishing slopes),
10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of the AGRL land in Henan province to FRST. For each area
ratio, we generated 10 scenarios by randomly selecting HRUs of unique combinations of
SOIL-LULC until the threshold area was reached. A total of 53 AGRL-to-FRST scenarios
were generated, and each was used as LULC input to rerun SWAT. The corresponding
nutrient (N and P) and crop yield outputs were then simulated.

The eco-compensation quantification, which is the key for implementing compensa-
tion, is always measured by monetary values. The ecosystem services were estimated based
on the opportunity cost of land use. Specifically, we added up the cost of planting trees and
the annual mean value of crops lost because of the GFG activities. The tree planting fees
were calculated based on the annual compensation standard for state-owned forests, which
is CNY 75 per hectare per year. The value of wheat was assumed to be the average purchase
price in Henan in 2020, which was CNY 2.24/kg, while corn was CNY 2.62/kg. This total
cost then served as the upper boundary of the compensation standard. Additionally, the
lower boundary of the compensation standard was estimated according to the up-to-date
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national policy of the GFG program, which is subsiding CNY 4800 per hectare per year, for
a total of 5 years.

3. Results and Discussion

According to the input data, the watershed is discretized into 61 subbasins and divided
into 2298 HRUs. The watershed outlet (Zhangwan section on the Tangbai River–Han River
intersection) is located in subbasin 56, which drains an area of 24,200 km2. The river
sections lying at the provincial boundary, the Diwan section on the Bai River and the Bukou
section on the Tang River (Figure 2d), are located in subbasins 45 and 46, with drainage
areas of 11,780 km2 and 7834 km2, respectively.

3.1. Suitability of SWAT for Simulating Streamflow and Nutrients

SWAT model performance in simulating hydrological processes is typically determined
by the fitness of the streamflow time series at the watershed outlet. According to the
existing literature, when the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) exceeds 0.5 and the coefficient
of determination (R2) exceeds 0.6, the simulation results are deemed satisfactory [42].
Before calibration, the NSE and R2 values for monthly streamflow at the outlet of TRB
are already 0.9 and 0.72, respectively (Figure 3a). The streamflow in high-flow seasons is
underestimated at the outlet. This could be related to the interpolation and aggregation of
daily rainfall. The NSEs for the reaches on the tributaries also exceed 0.6, while R2s exceed
0.8 (Figure 3b,c). According to the statistical indicators, it appears that the SWAT model
has satisfactory applicability to TRB. This may be partly due to the relatively uniform
distribution of meteorological inputs (Figure 2d). In contrast, simulated streamflow does
not improve much after 2000 auto-calibrations using SWATCUP, a phenomenon which was
also observed in another Yangtze River subbasin study [43]. Therefore, the rest of this study
used the default parameters and settings, instead of the calibrated parameters. Literature
discussions are available for the SWAT model calibration method, sensitivity analysis, and
the possible range of parameters [44,45].

Water quality comparison in terms of concentrations of TN and TP is shown in Fig-
ure 3d. Because only a monthly step was adopted when running SWAT, the impact of daily
step storm scour on nutrients cannot be considered; thus, the hydrologic condition when
water was sampled (i.e., water quality data obtained from the literature) may differ from
that we simulated. Most TN concentrations are greater than 1.0 mg/L and the overesti-
mation of the SWAT model usually occurs during the flood season (April to September).
TP concentrations are mostly within 1.0 mg/L but overestimation of TP is more perva-
sive. These frequent overestimations of N and P may likely be the result of uncalibrated
parameters impacting sediment and nutrient transportation simulations. Nevertheless, we
failed to calibrate the simulations as calibration requires observations of nutrient loads (kg),
whereas the collected measurements are in the form of concentration (kg/L) and, more
importantly, include both point and non-point sources of pollution at distinct locations.
Due to the difficulty of collecting point-source pollution data, the nutrient emissions caused
by industrial waste and residential sewage were not considered in this study.

In general, despite the dispersion of nutrient concentrations, the estimated values
mostly fall within acceptable ranges according to available data for the study area. We
claim that the SWAT model can essentially convey the hydrological processes and nutrient
pollution in TRB.

3.2. Spatial and Temporal Distribution of Nutrient Pollution
3.2.1. Spatial Variation in Nutrients

As an important component in water pollution, SWAT simulates the transformation
and transportation processes of N and P nutrients. Figure 4 shows the simulated spatial
distribution of nutrient (TN and TP) leaching loads from each subbasin and the concen-
tration in each river reach. The nutrients in Figure 4a,c are illustrated in terms of load per
unit area (kg/ha) to make the value comparable among different subbasins with distinct
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total areas. The spatial distribution of non-point-source pollution strongly depends on the
heterogeneities of soil properties, crop types, vegetation types, farming activities, etc. [46].
The TN load is mainly concentrated in the mountainous cultivated field of the upstream
areas of the Bai River, such as subbasins 3 (22 kg/ha·y), 5–8, whereas TN load to the Tang
River is lower, ranging from 2.9 kg/ha·y (subbasin 44) to 11.8 kg/ha·month (subbasin 39).
The intensity of TP load is about half that of TN load. Again, subbasin 3 leached the most
TP into the river, at a rate of 10 kg/ha per year. In addition to the upper Bai River regions,
TP load is also high in the southeast TRB, including the upper Tang River regions and the
other tributary of the Tangbai River, the Gun River in Hubei Province. In the middle flat
land, only small amounts of N and P loads are observed. This may be attributed to (1) the
low altitude and (2) the occupation of shajiang black soil (Figure 2b), which belongs to a
clayey soil (40–54% of clay among four layers), thereby retaining nutrients much longer
and eroding less [47].

The mean monthly TN and TP concentrations at the watershed outlet are 1.9 mg/L
and 1.1 mg/L, respectively. Regarding the variation along river reaches (Figure 4b,d), none
have mean TN or TP concentration that met the Class III standard (i.e., ≤1.0 mg/L for TN
and≤0.2 mg/L for TP). Only 441 km (30.5%) of the river total length had TN concentrations
belonging to Classes IV–V. The Bai River is more polluted with N than the Tang River.
Except for reaches flowing through the northern mountainous forests, all reaches of the Bai
River have TN concentrations inferior to Class V (Figure 4b). The Tang River, in contrast to
the Bai River, has TN concentration in the mainstem within Class V and is only inferior to
Class V in three tributaries. The magnitude of TP concentration on average is lower than
that of TN, but its quality class is significantly worse. Only 18 km of river reaches are of
Classes I–V. The remaining 98.8% of the rivers have TP concentrations that are inferior to
Class V (Figure 4d).

Table 3 lists the nutrient inputs through fertilization and leaching for different land
covers. The average N application for the whole TRB is estimated to be 114.3 kg/ha·y.
The highest N fertilization occurs in hay land (HAY), where auto-fertilization is applied
based on nitrogen stress and heat units (Section 2.2.2). The elemental N and P fertilizers
applied to generic dryland (AGRL) are large because of chemical fertilizer application, as
shown in Table 2. The three land covers with the highest TN leaching per unit area are
barren land (BARR), dryland AGRL, and pasture (PAST), corresponding to 14, 10, and
9.7 kg/ha·y, respectively. The highest TP leaching is observed in agricultural fields with
values of 8.4 and 7.1 kg/ha·y for RICE and AGRL, respectively. The nutrient loads from
fields are dominated by organic N (ORGN in Equation 2, 92% and 86% of TN for AGRL
and RICE, not shown) and sediment mineral P (SEDP in Equation 3, 68% and 77% of
TP, not shown). SWAT simulates three forms of organic N/P: active organic N/P, stable
organic N/P associated with humic substances, and fresh organic N/P associated with
plant residues [48]. Such predominant organic N and sediment P may partly due to that
(1) SWAT tends to overestimate organic N but underestimate dissolved N [49,50], and
(2) the accuracy of organic N and sediment P relies on how sediment is simulated [49,51].
The SWAT model has been found to tend to overestimate organic N but underestimate
dissolved N [50]. The high nutrient leaching from fields is due to the loosening surface,
ponding fresh water on the soil surface, harvesting activities, and rich content of nutrients
in the fields; thus, sediment and nutrients can be easily washed away or infiltrated into
streams during heavy rainfall. Organic N accounts for 100% of TN losses in pasture (PAST),
barren land (BARR), and forest (FRST), which is caused by rain erosion. Forests leach
much less nutrients than other land covers, with 2.7 kg/ha·y for TN and 0.9 kg/ha·y for
TP, owing to their complex vegetation coverage and interception effects of higher leaf area.
This difference in nutrient loss is consistent with previous studies [52,53].

The annual mean loads of N and P leaching from HRUs to stream for the whole
TRB are 18.6 and 12.4 kiloton, respectively (see Table 3), whereas the corresponding loads
flowing through the watershed outlet (reach 56) are slightly lower at 16.2 (13% less) and
11.6 (6.5% less) kiloton (see Figure 5). When area factions of different land covers are
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considered, AGRL land is the predominant source of nutrient pollution in the Tangbai
River, constituting 79.7% of TN and 85.2% of TP. Such serious non-point-source pollution
should be controlled by strengthening dryland management and emphasizing conservation
tillage to reduce sediment and nutrient losses.

Table 3. The type of plant, area and area ratio, elemental nitrogen, and phosphorus fertilizers applied
through calendar fertilization and auto-fertilization in HRU (Nfert, Pfert, see Section 2.2.2), and total
N and total P transport from a certain HRU into reach (TN, TP) in load and load per unit area per
year for individual land-use/land-cover (LULC) classes.

LULC Plant Area
(km2)

Area
(%)

Nfert
(kg/ha·y)

Pfert
(kg/ha·y)

TN
(kg/ha·y)

TP
(kg/ha·y)

TN
(ton·y)

TP
(ton·y)

AGRL WWHT/CORN 14,913.9 61.6 153.9 69.6 10.0 7.1 14,850.9 10,566.6
FRST FRST 4462.2 18.4 - - 2.7 0.9 1223.9 387.2
URLD BERM 1638.0 6.8 121.2 - 5.6 1.5 917.0 252.5
RICE RICE 1083.2 4.5 76.2 49.3 6.3 8.4 680.8 913.5

WATR - 657.6 2.7 - - - - - -
PAST Panicum 567.3 2.3 - - 9.7 3.1 550.1 173.8
HAY Hay 392.0 1.6 321.6 12.5 3.0 1.5 118.3 60.4

URBN BERM 221.3 0.9 226.2 - 6.6 0.3 147.1 7.5
ORCD ORCD 142.7 0.6 2.9 - 4.1 1.1 57.9 15.0
UIDU BERM 83.2 0.3 129.2 - 6.0 1.5 49.6 12.5
BARR BARR 30.4 0.1 - - 14.0 4.2 42.6 12.8

Whole basin 24,192 100 114.3 45.3 7.7 5.1 18,638.2 12,401.8
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Figure 5. Seasonal mean TN and TP loads transported with water out of the individual river reaches
averaged over 2000–2019. Reaches numbered before 53 belong to the Bai River, and those numbered
17–54 belong to the Tang River. Reach 57 is the downstream tributary called the Gun River, and 56 is
the watershed outlet of TRB.

3.2.2. Seasonal Variation in Nutrients

We divided the year into three seasons according to the monthly variation in pre-
cipitation: the non-flood season (from October to March), spring flood season (April and
May), and main flood season (June to September). The respective mean seasonal total
precipitation from 2000–2019 are 174.9 mm (21% of the mean annual), 150.6 mm (18%), and
497.4 mm (61%). Figure 5 shows the TN and TP loads at each representative reach for the
three seasons. The nutrient loads are overwhelmingly dominant in the main flood season,
constituting on average 78% of the annual TN load and 84% of the TP load. Using the
watershed outlet (reach 56) as an example, the TN loads in spring flood season and main
flood season are approximately 3.5 and 9 times that in the non-flood season, respectively;
the TP loads are 3.3 and 16 times that in the non-flood season, respectively. The simulated
low nutrient pollution in non-flood seasons is because the pollutants gradually accumulate
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on the land surface when there is little or no rain, regardless of the point-source pollution
emissions. The spring flood season is the first period of concentrated rainfall after the dry
winter; thus, it allows the pollutants accumulated in the soil and floating in the air to be
washed away into the stream.

Comparing the loads of different reaches, a clear increasing trend of nutrients is
observed from upstream to downstream, suggesting relatively lower rate of pollutant
degradation than accumulation. For example, except for the two reaches 28 and 35, which
are tributaries of the Bai River (Figure 4b), TN and TP loads increase continuously along
reaches 3 to 53. The changes among reaches 40, 45, and 53 are limited because the leaching
losses from the respective subbasins are low (Figure 4a,c). The TN load in the Bai River
(reach 53) is around 1.5 times that of the Tang River (reach 54), accounting for around 53.4%
and 35.3% of total nutrient loads at the outlet reach 56. The TP loads in the Tang River and
the lower reaches of the Tangbai River contribute more to that in reach 56, as a result of
increasing phosphorus loss from paddy fields (RICE, Table 3) which are distributed mainly
in the southern part of TRB (Figure 2a).

3.2.3. Nutrients in the Trans-Provincial Key Sections

The trans-provincial analysis focuses on three controlled sections, including the outlet
of TRB (Zhangwan section on reach 56) and the junctions of Henan and Hubei province
(Diwan section and Bukou section on reaches 45 and 46). Figure 6 illustrates the monthly
distribution of nutrient concentrations in these sections. Both the multi-year mean and
median results are shown to eliminate the disturbance from large outliers.
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Figure 6. Mean and median values of monthly TN (a,c) and TP (b,d) concentrations in reaches
45 (Diwan section) on the Bai River, 46 (Bukou section) on the Tang River, and 56 (Zhangwan section)
of the watershed outlet. The dashed horizontal lines are the respective concentrations of water quality
Class III. The three curves in (c,d) are SWAT-simulated mean monthly streamflow for the individual
reaches. Comp(I–III) in the legend is the respective compliance rate of Classes I–III water in the
period 2000–2019.

Nutrient pollution is concentrated during the flood season (April to September): it
increases sharply in April, decreases in June, peaks in July, and then gradually declines
with decreasing streamflow. In accordance with Figure 5, the nutrient concentration is
high in the spring flood season (April and May) despite the small proportion of annual
rainfall and streamflow. The N and P leaching losses under heavy rainfall during the spring
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flood season far exceed those under weak rainfall during the non-flood season, which is
consistent with previous findings [54]. This in turn causes the nutrient concentration to
exceed the water quality standard. For the Bai River, the mean TN concentration in the
spring flood season can be even higher than that in the main flood season. Interestingly, we
find the mean TN (Figure 6a) to be much larger than the median value (Figure 6c), while
the difference is insignificant in the remaining months. This indicates that the extremely
high TN concentration on the Bai River can occur during spring flood seasons. In contrast,
the TP concentration in the spring flood season is only about half of the peak value (in July).
This is because paddy fields (RICE), which are the main source of P pollutants (Table 3),
lay fallow in the non-flood season (Table 2); therefore, phosphorus accumulation is limited
in winter, and the amount of P flushed out from paddy fields is also not high during the
spring flood season.

Considering the water quality standard, the Class III water quality compliance rate for
monthly TN concentration over 2000–2019 is around 40%, and for TP, it is only 30%. The
higher compliance rate of TN than TP is consistent with the spatial distribution results in
Figure 4. On average, only months in the non-flood season (October to March) may reach
Class III or Class V water. The TN pollution in the Bai River is more serious than that in the
Tang River; but the opposite is true for TN pollution.

3.3. Effect and Quantification of Eco-Compensation

Stretching across Henan province (Nanyang city) and Hubei province (Xiangyang
city), TRB has a high proportion of traditional agriculture. Nanyang has 86.8% of the
total agricultural fields of TRB, while Xiangyang has only 13.2%. The boundary between
wheat–corn fields and rice fields almost coincides with the provincial boundary between
Henan and Hubei provinces. Nanyang city has been accustomed to growing wheat and
corn for thousands of years for geographical reasons. The major soil types in Nanyang are
shajiang black soil (SJHT) and yellow-cinnamon soil (HHT, Figure 2b). Both are typical
low-yield soils due to their low organic matter content and poor soil structure [55,56]. The
wide extent of dryland farming in Henan province, along with intensive human activities,
has accelerated soil erosion, leading to serious nutrient losses.

To realize the simultaneous growth of the economy and restoration of water ecosystems
in Nanyang city, increasing crop yield, for example, through implementing more scientific
crop management (e.g., agricultural industrial agglomeration) and a higher portion of
organic fertilizer [57], is necessary but not sufficient. It is an inevitable trend to abandon part
of drylands, and transform and upgrade the local industrial structure. This section predicts
the effect of converting dryland to forest on water quality in streams across the provincial
boundary. Note that we assume that dryland fields (AGRL) in Hubei province and all
paddy fields (RICE) remain unchanged because (1) this study investigates trans-boundary
eco-compensation, the logic of which is the downstream Hubei province may benefit from
the ecological contribution of Nanyang in the upstream and, in turn, compensate for this
contribution; (2) the soil type in the paddy fields is mostly paddy soil (SDT), which is one
of the three high-yield soils in China; thus the ecological benefits of retiring paddy fields
are likely to be much fewer than the economic benefits of retaining farming.

Figure 7 shows the changes in pollutants and reference eco-compensation values at
trans-provincial sections under different 53 Grain for Green (GFG) settings (see Section 2.3).
Overall, a clearly more noticeable nutrient load decrease is observed compared to the
TN/TP compliance rate increase with the increase in GFG area. For instance, up to 60%
area achieves only limited improvement (within 10%) for the TP compliance rate while
the TP load is reduced by more than 50% (Figure 7b,d). Under the same horizontal
axis, there is a disparity in results because the HRUs for GFG are randomly selected,
either in the upper regions of the Tang River or Bai River. However, for the whole basin,
the different selections in HRUs bring only limited difference in the nutrient pollution
(i.e., thin ribbons for the basin outlet shown in Figure 7e). If all dryland fields in TRB in
Henan province could be converted to forest (i.e., 100% GFG area), the water compliance
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rate in the Diwan and Bukou sections would increase by 32%–39%. The months with
the worst water quality are mainly concentrated in Spring (March to May, Figure 8e,f).
However, the improvement in TN at the outlet section is stronger than that in TP, with
maximum increases in the compliance rate in TN of 29.8% and in TP of only 13.2%. Under
the 100% GFG, the further accumulation of TN and TP loads in the downstream Hubei
province is responsible for 38% and 62% of the N and P transported out of the basin,
respectively. This implies that TP pollution is more extensive in Hubei and therefore cannot
be controlled by eco-protection measures in Henan province only.
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Figure 7. Effects of converting drylands (AGRL) in Henan to forest in terms of TN and TP leaching
into reaches from upstream subbasins and compliance rate of water quality (Class III water) in the
individual controlled sections (a–e), and the value of eco-compensations in CNY based on opportunity
cost (upper line, f) and GFG compensation standard (lower line, f). The ribbons are the range and
means of the respective results for GFG based on certain area ratios, and the scatter diamonds and
stars are results based on slopes.
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Figure 8. Comparison of mean monthly TN (a,c,e) and TP (b,d,f) concentrations in pollutant control
sections between three different sets of GFG scenarios: converting all non-flat drylands (AGRL with
slope > 2.5%) in Henan province to FRST (a,b), one scenario of randomly selecting 20% AGRL to
FRST based on HRUs (c,d), and converting all AGRL land to FRST (e,f).
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As sloping lands are more susceptible to soil erosion, the scatter dots in Figure 7 depict
the two slope-specific GFG scenarios. It is evident that GFG of sloping drylands (slope
> 15◦, area = 1.5%) and non-flat drylands (slope > 2◦, area = 21.8%) are more effective in
controlling nutrient loss than slope-independent GFG scenarios. Using the TN load at
the Diwan section (on the Bai River, Figure 7a) as an example, the TN reduction under
the 21.8% non-flat dryland GFG is 3.5 times the mean reduction under the 20% slope-
independent GFG; however, water quality compliance rates in this section are not much
different from each other. This inconsistency is because although GFG of sloping/non-flat
drylands reduces the pollutant load considerably, mainly in the main flood season (June
to September), TN or TP concentrations during this period are still worse than Class III
(Figure 8a,b and Figure 6a,b).

To summarize, if the water quality standard is the only benchmark, then improving
the nutrient concentration at the provincial boundary sections requires control of both
the amount of nutrients being washed out and the timing of their washing out. Thus,
enhancing the monitoring and management of water quality, along with the ecological
operation of water projects, are the key engineering measures that allow water bodies to
self-purify more effectively.

The payments of eco-compensation are calculated based on the GFG area and crop
yields (Figure 7f). In the baseline scenario without any GFG, the mean annual yields of
maize and wheat in TRB within Henan province are 3839.1 and 3740.7 kiloton, respectively.
The sum of this is close to, but slightly higher than, the statistic annual grain production
of 7105.9 kiloton in Nanyang city in 2019 [58]. The total average annual value of both
crops simulated by SWAT is CNY 18.4 billion. The compensation amount considering
agricultural opportunity costs increases almost linearly with the increase in GFG area, from
CNY 1.81 billion (for 10% GFG) to CNY 18.4 billion (for 100% GFG) (upper line in Figure 7f)
per year. When compensation is based on merely the GFG area, the value also increases
proportionally, but grows more slowly (lower line in Figure 7f). Under the 100% GFG
scenario, the lower value is only one-third of the upper value. This indicates that even
under the same ecological restoration strategy, the amount of eco-compensation available
to farmers may vary considerably due to the different quantitative criteria adopted.

3.4. Implications for Eco-Compensation

In China, the main factors accounting for eco-compensation include the following
three with reference to guidelines in other countries. (1) The opportunity-cost factor:
additional consideration must be given to opportunity costs, which are the non-ecological
benefits being sacrificed by environmental protectors to protect the environment [59]. (2)
The polluter-pays factor: the actors causing the pollution should pay to correct the wrong,
thereby limiting their pollution activities and effectively reducing the environmental free-
riding behaviors [60]. (3) The beneficiary-pays factor: beneficiaries of ecosystem services
should reimburse the upstream providers of water-related environmental services either in
full or according to a share of the total [61,62]. Generally, the finance of eco-compensation
in China comes from both the government and directly responsible stakeholders [41].
The calculations performed in this study, especially Figure 7f, can provide the bases for
estimating opportunity cost. Although the money involved may seem large, it does
not reflect the actual amount of funds needed for reforestation but provides reference
boundaries of the investment that needs to be paid to the upstream by downstream water
users. Local ecological requirements and financial affordability should be considered when
accounting for eco-compensation and making decisions.

Funding for watershed protection can be implemented in two ways. The first is paying
for ecological projects, such as water project construction, including sewage treatment and
ecological restoration plants, and their subsequent maintenance. The second is to directly
subsidize the contributors of the affected areas, such as paying out the protection funds to
the residents, enterprises, and local governments involved on an annual or quarterly basis
to compensate their losses due to changes in crop production and lifestyles. The former
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project payment can promote regional sustainable development and maintain long-term
operation, but fixed, static investments may lack flexibility [63]. In contrast, the latter
subsidy, although highly flexible and easily gains trust from local residents, can easily
turn into consumption expenditure [64], thereby deviating from the policy objective of
agricultural transformation. In this study area, the eco-compensation fund needs to be
allocated in a combination of project support and subsidies. That is, to achieve a good water
ecosystem status in the downstream TRB, it is necessary not only to carry out integrated
management at the watershed level but also to provide cash payments to the upstream
government and residents, especially to farmers who return farmland to forest.

The standards of eco-compensation can be determined through negotiation based
on project cost analysis and water value assessment [65] or on flexible gambling agree-
ments [66]. The value assessment can be calculated by incorporating both direct cost and
opportunity cost, such as the money inputs for pollutant dilution and the lost development
opportunities due to ecological protection activities. The gambling agreement is more often
utilized for eco-compensation regarding trans-regional water protection, where negotiation
is made between upstream and downstream in terms of water quality standards and pollu-
tant thresholds in the controlled river sections. If the water quality at the junctions meets
the standards, the co-protection fund should be allocated upstream as compensation for
protecting the watershed; conversely, the fund will be given downstream as compensation
for purifying water.

4. Conclusions

The Tangbai River Basin (TRB) is a typical trans-provincial watershed in central China
that experiences severe non-point-source agricultural pollution. Based on the SWAT model
simulations in TRB, the spatial and temporal distributions of nitrogen and phosphorus
pollution are described in terms of nutrient load and concentration. Their responses to
Grain for Green (GFG) ecological restoration measures are then investigated. With respect
to trans-regional eco-compensation, we evaluated the effects of location, area, and the slope-
dependency of GFG on the water quality along the provincial boundary sections, using
TN and TP as indicators. It appears that GFG measures may be more effective at reducing
nutrient loads than increasing the water quality compliance rate. The monetary values of
the corresponding eco-compensation are quantified based on crop production changes and
the GFG area. We found that the compensation amount using opportunity cost can be as
high as three times the amount typically paid based on area. This study could provide
suggestions for eco-compensation and offer new ideas for controlling non-point-source
pollution of trans-boundary rivers.
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Abstract: Low flow simulation by hydrological models is a common solution in water research
and application. However, knowledge about the influence of the objective functions is limited
in relatively arid regions. This study aims to increase insight into the difference between the cal-
ibrated objective functions by evaluating eight objectives in three different classes (single objec-
tives: KGE(log(Q)) and KGE(1/Q); multi objectives: KGE(Q)+KGE(log(Q)), KGE(Q)+KGE(1/Q),
KGE(Qsort)+KGE(log(Qsort)) and KGE(Qsort)+KGE(1/Qsort); Split objectives: split KGE(Q) and
split (KGE(Q)+KGE(1/Q))) in Bahe, a semi-arid basin in China. The calibrated model is Xin An Jiang,
and the evaluation is repeated under varied climates. The results show a clear difference between
objective functions for low flows, and the mean of KGE and logarithmic transformed-based KGE in
time series (KGE(Q)+KGE(log(Q))) presents the best compromise between the estimation for low
flows and general simulation. In addition, the applications of the inverse transformed-based KGE
(KGE(1/Q)) and the Flow Duration Curve-based series (Qsort) in objectives are not suggested.

Keywords: low flow simulation; objective functions; hydrological calibration; semi-arid basin

1. Introduction

Low flow research plays a significant role in water management, such as aquatic
ecosystems, irrigation, water supply, and hydroelectricity [1,2]. Applying hydrological
models to low flow analysis is essential, especially for basins lacking discharge data [3].
However, hydrological models have simplified the water cycling processes and include
some model parameters that cannot be directly measured [4]. Therefore, before applying
the model in the interested regions, model calibration is essential to optimize the model
parameters [5]. Due to the changing climate, growing scientific efforts to assess hydrological
changes for future scenarios have been made. Aiming to reduce the uncertainty of future
predictions, generating well-calibrated models is imperative [6].

Model calibration is the process of identifying a suitable model parameter set to
minimize the difference between the simulated and observed values, represented by the
objective function [7]. Thus, an excellent objective function is always the backbone of a
satisfactory scientific outcome. To understand the influence of objective functions and
improve the model simulation, considerable research has been carried out in recent decades
(e.g., [8–11]). The most critical improvement is replacing the single objective with multi-
objective (e.g., [12,13]), making the multi-objective calibration widely used in water resource
applications, especially for hydrological simulations [14]. Efstratiadis and Koutsoyiannis [9]
reviewed different case studies about multi-objective applications in hydrology and found
that the multi-objective approach improved the identifiability of parameters in complex
parameterization.
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Even though a significant number of studies have applied various multi-objective
functions in hydrological model calibration, studies focusing on low flow analysis are
limited. Shafii and De Smedt [15] calibrated the WetSpa model by combining the normal
and log-transformed Nash–Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) as the objective function and found
that it is possible to find a compromise with equal attention to both high-flows and low-
flows. Kim [16] also applied the normal and log-transformed NSE in the objective function
to emphasize high and low flow in a hydrograph and concluded that it worked better.
Garcia et al. [3] conducted a comprehensive evaluation, particularly on low flow simulations
with different objective functions in hundreds of French basins but applied the inverse
transformation to make the low flow sensitive to the objective functions. Their result
suggested that the combination between normal and inverse transformed Kling Gupta
Efficiency (KGE) is recommended. Apart from the transformed format of objective functions
based on time series, studies including the hydrological signatures in the objective function
are increasing. According to the comparison between the time series-based and Flow
Duration Curve (FDC)-based transformed format of objective functions, Garcia et al. [3]
found using FDC based transformation is worse than the time series-based objective
function for low flow indices simulation. At the same time, Lombardi et al. [17] deduced
that including the match of the FDC statistic in the calibration outperformed the time
domain calibration on an excellent reproduction of the low-to-average flow quantiles,
based on 52 Italian catchments. Consistent with Lombardi et al. [17], Chilkoti et al. [14]
found the inclusion of FDC-based signatures in objective functions could improve the
performance for low flow simulation, according to the calibration of a SWAT model in a
small snow-fed catchment. From the above studies, there are consistent answers to the
question of whether or not taking the FDC-based signatures could help low flow simulation.
On the other hand, the above studies were conducted in humid regions and little attention
has been paid to relatively arid areas.

To enhance the knowledge about the influence of the calibrated objective functions
in relatively arid regions, this study proposes a comprehensive evaluation by considering
eight different objective functions in a semi-arid Chinese basin. The evaluated objective
functions consist of varied formats, transformations, and bases, and are compared from
three aspects: the hydrograph simulation, FDC simulation, and the low flow indices. To
additionally explore more about the climatic influence on the objective functions, different
climatic conditions are also considered in the evaluation.

2. Study Area and Data
2.1. Study Area

The study was conducted in the Bahe basin of China, which is in the northern part of
the Qinling Mountains. The Ma Du Wang (MDW) hydrologic station was selected, located
downstream in the Bahe basin; the watershed station before the Bahe River flows into the
Weihe River. There is no large reservoir in the catchment. The catchment area is about
1760 km2 (see Figure 1), the average elevation is 1170 m, and the land use is dominated
by agriculture and forest. The average annual precipitation in the Bahe region is about
720 mm, and nearly 60% of precipitation occurs between July and October. Precipitation is
the primary source of runoff, and the summer runoff accounts for more than 40% of annual
runoff. According to the Köppen–Geiger climate classification, the watershed controlled
by the MDW station belongs to Dwa and Dwb classes: monsoon-influenced hot/warm
summer, semi-arid continental climate.
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Figure 1. The location and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) information of the study area.

2.2. Data

The meteorological data in this study come from the National Meteorological Infor-
mation Centre (NMIC) and applies the same site station information as He et al. [18]. In
addition, the spatial interpolation method for areal mean precipitation and ET calcula-
tion is by the Simple Kriging, which is also the same as He et al. [18]. The runoff data
are at the daily time scale in this study, obtained from the Yellow River Conservancy
Commission (YRCC).

3. Methods

For this comparative analysis, a conceptual hydrological model, Xin An Jiang (XAJ), is
calibrated with different objective functions under varied climates. More detailed informa-
tion is shown in the following.

3.1. Hydrological Model and Model Optimization

In this study, the XAJ model, a conceptual rainfall-runoff model at a daily time step,
is selected. The XAJ model was developed for relatively humid regions in China by
Zhao et al. [19,20], which has become a widely used model in runoff simulation, water
resources assessment, and climate change assessments (e.g., [21]). In this study area, this
model has been validated [22], and the model structure applied here is the same as Lin
et al. [23]. For a detailed model description, please check there.

To optimize the hydrological model parameter set, an effective global optimization
algorithm, the shuffled complex evolution (SCE-UA) algorithm was used in this study. This
algorithm is mainly based on the concept of information-sharing and natural biological
evolution [24,25]. It has been widely used in hydrological model calibration (e.g., [26,27]).
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3.2. Calibration Objective Functions

Summarizing currently used objective functions, three different classes of objectives
were evaluated; Table 1 gives more detailed information. About the criteria, both NSE
and KGE are widely used in hydrology, while KGE is free of the influence of unhelpful
interactions among components [28]. Therefore, KGE has been analyzed and recommended
by many studies (e.g., [29–31]) and is applied here.

The calculation of KGE follows Equation (1):

KGE = 1 −
√
(r − 1)2 + (α− 1)2 + (β− 1)2 (1)

With 



r = 1
N

N
∑

i=1

(Qo−µo)(Qs−µs)
σoσs

α = µs
µo

β = σs
σo

(2)

As shown in Table 1, it includes the single objectives, multi objectives, and split ob-
jectives. The single objective class, which includes OBJ1 and OBJ2, applies two different
transformation approaches to the discharge in the KGE calculation. These transforma-
tions are considered to emphasize the low flow goodness of fit: one is the logarithmic
transformed discharge [5,32,33] and another is the inverse transformed discharge [34].
For the multi objective class, which is from OBJ3 and OBJ6, follows the format from
Garcia et al. [3], who combined the normal KGE with the inverse transformation-based
KGE in the objective by the same weights for both the time-based and FDC-based series.
Additionally, this study includes the logarithm transformation-based partners to explore
the influence from the transformation selection. The last class considers the recommen-
dation from Fowler et al. [35], who proposed the split KGE as the objective function and
found it could significantly improve the model performance. To validate the improvement
of this strategy, this split KGE is set as OBJ7. OBJ8 is proposed in this study, which applies
this strategy to the suggested objective function (OBJ4) by Garcia et al. [3]. Regarding the
above description, some connections or similarities exist between the evaluated objective
functions, which is helpful to explore the characteristics by pair comparison.

Table 1. The information of evaluated objective functions in this study.

Classes Criteria Name Description Reference

Single objective
KGE(log(Q)) OBJ1 KGE calculated on logarithmic

transformed discharges Oudin et al. [33]

KGE(1/Q) OBJ2 KGE calculated on inverse
transformed discharges Pushpalatha et al. [34]

Muti objective

KGE(Q)+KGE(log(Q)) OBJ3 Sum of KGE calculated on discharges
and logarithmic transformed discharges Proposed in this study

KGE(Q)+KGE(1/Q) OBJ4 Sum of KGE calculated on discharges
and inverse transformed discharges Garcia et al. [3]

KGE(Qsort)+KGE(log(Qsort)) OBJ5 Sum of KGE calculated on the FDC and
logarithmic transformed of the FDC Proposed in this study

KGE(Qsort)+KGE(1/Qsort) OBJ6 Sum of KGE calculated on the FDC and
logarithmic transformed of the FDC Garcia et al. [3]

Split objective

split KGE(Q) OBJ7 Averaged KGE calculated on discharges
in each year Fowler et al. [35]

split
(KGE(Q)+KGE(1/Q))

OBJ8
Averaged sum of KGE calculated on
discharges and inverse transformed

discharges in each year
Proposed in this study
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3.3. Model Performance Assessment
Climatic Robustness Assessment

The Differential Split-Sample Test (DSST) is applied to test the objective functions,
where two independent periods are in different conditions [36]. According to the statistical
climate analysis, the climate will be drier in the future in this region [18]. Considering this,
the model is calibrated with a relatively wet climate and validated in a dry climate.

Figure 2 displays the precipitation information from 1998 to 2019 in the MDW station.
It is easy to see that 2000–2002 is the only continuous period that every annual precipitation
is lower than the average value; the annual precipitation is around 540 mm. To provide
more valuable information for the application, as considered above, the period 2000–2002 is
thus set as the validation period. Correspondingly, a relatively humid period is considered
to be the calibration period. Through the plot, 2003–2005 shows the highest 3-year mean
precipitation value (about 681 mm per year), making it as the calibration period. In order
to increase the climatic robustness, the period 2007–2009 is also set as a calibration period,
since its annual precipitation (about 661 mm per year) is higher than the average value
in each year. In summary, two relatively humid periods (2003–2005 and 2007–2009) are
applied for the calibration evaluation, and a relatively arid period (2000–2002) is used for
the evaluation in this study.
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3.4. Assessment Criteria

Paying more attention to the low flow simulation does not mean reducing the general
performance. Therefore, the evaluation criteria used to compare the objective functions
in this study are based on the general and the low flow simulation. Table 2 shows the
applied assessment criteria correspondingly, including many low-flow indices used in
hydrology [2,37]. For instance, the logarithmic transformed criteria have been widely
used in studies, which shows overall goodness of fitting but emphasizes low flow [4,5,33].
Another class of low flow indices measure the low flow severity at different time steps,
which is more concerned by water management agencies; for example, the mean annual
3-day minimum discharges. Moreover, the usage of FDC statistics increases, since it could
provide valuable information in the frequency domain [11,38]. In this class, the LFD, Q95,
and Q75 are applied in the study.
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Table 2. The applied criteria of performance evaluation in this study.

Criteria Description

KGE Kling-Gupta Efficiency (see Equation (1))
KGElog KGE calculated on logarithmic transformed flow
MAM3 Mean Annual Minimum 3-day mean flow at 3-year return period
MAM10 Mean Annual Minimum 10-day mean flow at 3-year return period
MAM30 Mean Annual Minimum 30-day mean flow at 3-year return period

LFD The duration of low flow smaller than 30% of the time
Q95 Flow exceeded 95% of the time
Q75 Flow exceeded 75% of the time

4. Results
4.1. Objective Functions Evaluation
4.1.1. Hydrograph Simulation

The time series of flow observation presents the temporal change in the water cycle
in a basin, which is the base information for hydrological statistical analysis, such as the
trend, the seasonality, etc. Therefore, assessing the performance of time series simulation is
a vital evaluation aspect for objective functions.

To compare the objective function influence on the time series simulation, Figure 3
displays the probability density function (PDF) of the percent bias (Pbias) information for
the period of 2003–2005. The Pbias here divides the model residual by the observed flow
value, which measures the general information for relative simulation errors. From the
left subplot, the logarithmic transformed objective functions are better than the inverse
transformed objective functions, regardless of whether the objective is single or multi.
Taking the performance classification from Moriasi et al. [39], the days that achieved good
simulation (|Pbias| < 15%) account for 45% and 44% during the calibration period by the
OBJ1 and OBJ3, followed by OBJ4 with 40%, which is much higher than OBJ2. The result of
acceptable performance (|Pbias| < 25%) also supports the above finding, where 61%, 60%,
and 57% days are achieved by the OBJ1, OBJ3, and OBJ4, respectively. When comparing
the single and multi-objectives, the above results indicate that the difference between single
objectives (OBJ1 and OBJ2) is much more significant than the multi objectives (OBJ3 and
OBJ4). Moving to the middle subplot, which shows the result from the multi objectives, the
general probability of achieving smaller Pbias for objectives based on the time series seems
higher than that based on the FDC. For instance, for OBJ5 and OBJ6, the days showing a
good performance account for 45% and 26%, respectively, and the values change to 62%
and 48% for acceptable performance. The right subplot shows the result from all three
different kinds of objectives, and OBJ4 presents a better result than others, which means
the split objective functions did not improve the simulation for the hydrological time series,
while between two split objective functions, OBJ8 provides a slightly better simulation
performance, which makes 2% and 1% days achieve a good and acceptable performance
than OBJ7, correspondingly.

Figure 4 shows the same information as Figure 3, but for the calibration result during
2007–2009. Even though the general characteristics here are in line with Figure 3, minor
differences exist. Although a clear distinction appears between single objectives (OBJ1 and
OBJ2), the difference between multi objectives (see the middle subplot) is smaller than the
period 2003–2005. Statistically, the days in good performance accounts for 45%, 44%, 36%,
and 35%, and the values change to 64%, 58%, 53%, and 50% for acceptable performance for
the OBJ3, OBJ4, OBJ5, and OBJ6, respectively.
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The goodness of hydrograph fitting is also an essential measure for flow time series
simulation, which has been evaluated frequently by KGE in recent years. Since this study
focuses more on the low flow, the logarithmic transformed KGE results (KGElog) are also
included. Table 3 presents the calculated values of KGE and KGElog during two calibration
periods with all eight objective functions. In the table, the highest values for each period
among objective functions are highlighted in bold, and ‘/’ is used when the value is lower
than 0.

Table 3. The calibrated KGE and KGElog values during two calibration periods.

Evaluation Criteria KGE KGElog

Calibration Period 2003–2005 2007–2009 2003–2005 2007–2009

OBJ1 0.85 0.63 0.78 0.84
OBJ2 0.60 0.25 / /
OBJ3 0.90 0.78 0.77 0.83
OBJ4 0.92 0.78 0.70 0.79
OBJ5 0.89 0.62 0.74 0.69
OBJ6 0.90 0.55 0.68 0.61
OBJ7 0.85 0.68 / /
OBJ8 0.74 0.69 / /

Note: ‘/’ is used when the value is lower than 0.
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When looking at the KGE values, almost all objective functions show an acceptable
performance in both calibration periods but with considerable differences. For example,
during 2003–2005, the highest KGE is 0.92 from OBJ4, and the lowest value is 0.6 from
OBJ2, while the difference between multi objectives is slight, which is 0.03 according to the
result from 2003–2005. Comparing three different objectives classes, multi objectives show
relatively higher KGE values, followed by split objectives and single ones. Focusing on
the low flow simulation assessment by KGElog, three objectives produce values lower than
0, which means unacceptable. At the same time, all the multi objective functions provide
good results, whose KGElog values are higher than 0.61. The highest KGElog value appears
for OBJ1; this is mainly because the evaluation criterion is the same as the objective function
and the KGElog values for OBJ3 are very close to OBJ1.

Considering the balance between general and low flow simulation through two peri-
ods, OBJ3 and OBJ4 yield relatively better results, followed by OBJ1. Taking the averaged
KGE and KGElog values for the two periods as the example, the result is 0.821 and 0.797
for OBJ3 and OBJ4, respectively, followed by 0.773 for OBJ1. Among the multi objectives,
regardless of whether it is time series-based or FDC-based, the logarithmic transformed
objectives tend to yield higher averaged measurements than the inverse transformed objec-
tives. The averaged KGE and KGElog value of the two periods for OBJ5 is 0.736, which is
0.685 for OBJ6.

4.1.2. Flow Duration Curves

Unlike the time series evaluation, FDC statistics could provide valuable frequency
domain information. Figure 5 presents the FDC assessment result overall for the eight
objective functions during 2003–2005, and each subplot contains two zoomed subplots to
more clearly present the results for high and relatively low flow simulations.

According to the left subplots, the simulated FDC from OBJ2 is far from all other curves,
including the observation one. With the two zoomed subplots, OBJ2 presents substantial
overestimation-to-observation for the highest 10% flow and heavy underestimation-to-
observation for the lowest 50% flow. While the curves from OBJ1 and OBJ3 seem closer
to the observation through two zoomed subplots, especially the low flow one. Compared
with the left subplot, these multi objectives evaluated in the middle subplot produce more
similar FDC simulations, especially for the high flows. While according to the zoomed
low flow subplot, OBJ5 presents the closest FDC simulation to the observation, followed
by OBJ3, and OBJ6 stays furthest. All simulated curves show a visible difference from the
right subplot, more significant between each curve than from the left subplot. Among these
objective functions, OBJ4 provides the closest simulation; the split objective functions work
similarly to OBJ2.
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Figure 6 presents the results in the same way as in Figure 5 but is based on the
calibration during 2007–2009. The general characteristics presented here totally agree with
findings from Figure 5, regardless of the scale difference. For instance, the curve simulated
by the OBJ2 stays visibly far from the observation curve, and OBJ5 and OBJ3 yield the
closest simulation curve to the observation. However, the curves from the multi objectives
keep close to each other.
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4.1.3. Low Flow Indices

Since this study emphasizes low flow simulation, different low flow indices are thus
applied in Figure 7, where the line shows the observed value and the bar presents the
simulated value.
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Through all subplots, the objective functions provide similarly good simulations to the
observed LFD. Apart from the simulation of LFD, the objectives OBJ2, OBJ7, and OBJ8 vastly
underestimate the other observed low flow indices, which are not comparable with other
evaluated partners. Between the rest of the objectives, the inverse transformed objectives
(OBJ4 and OBJ6) estimate the indices visibly lower than the logarithmic transformed ones
(OBJ1, OBJ3, and OBJ5). For example, the average estimation for MAM3 is about 1.3 m3/s
from the inverse transformed objectives, which is about 2.2 m3/s from the logarithmic
transformed objectives.

Assessing the performance aspect, the inverse transformed objectives better estimate
the indices sensitive to the extreme low flows (e.g., MAM3, MAM10, and Q95). According
to the subplot for MAM10, the averaged estimation error is about 0.3 m3/s from the
inverse transformed objectives, which climbs to 0.8 m3/s from the logarithmic partners.
Conversely, the logarithmic transformed objectives provide a better estimation for the
indices less sensitive to the extreme low flows (e.g., MAM30 and Q75). Observing the
subplot for MAM30, the averaged estimation error is about 1.4 m3/s from the inverse
transformed objectives, which is about 13 times for the logarithmic partners.

In Figure 8, the information is summarized similarly to Figure 7 but applies the data
calibrated during 2007–2009. There are some of the same characteristics observed here as in
Figure 7, such as the similar simulation from all objectives for LFD; unacceptable estimation
by OBJ2, OBJ7, and OBJ8, and the higher estimation by logarithmic transformed objectives
than the inverse transformed partners. However, the performance preference shows some
differences here from Figure 7. First, OBJ6 produces a minor estimation error for the MAM3
and MAM10, while the OBJ5 yields almost the exact same estimation as the observed Q95.
This result cannot support the finding in Figure 7 that the inverse transformed objectives
produce a better estimation for the indices sensitive to the extreme low flows. Second,
OBJ4 and OBJ5 provide the most similar estimation to the observed MAM30 and Q75,
respectively. This result is not consistent with the finding that logarithmic transformed
objectives provide a better estimation for the indices less sensitive to the extreme low flows.
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4.2. Climatic Robustness Assessment

As mentioned above, the DSST method is applied to assess the climatic robustness of
the objectives. To enhance the finding reliability and applicability, the climatic robustness
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evaluation validates the calibration result achieved in two different wet climate periods in
a relatively dry climate.

4.2.1. Hydrograph Simulation

Figure 9 displays the observed and simulated hydrographs during the validation
period, with the evaluated objectives, except for OBJ2, OBJ7, and OBJ8 due to the bad
calibration.

At first sight, even though the objectives are different, all simulations follow the
observation temporal change pattern, and no apparent time jags appear in both subplots.
From the upper subplot, OBJ5 shows a relatively better estimation for high flows, especially
the peaks, followed by OBJ4, and other objective measures are comparable. In the lower
subplot, OBJ4 tends to overestimate the high flows, except for the peak flow. The rest
objectives present similar simulations for most time steps, except OBJ5 for some high flows.
Evaluating the simulation performance between two periods, the estimated hydrographs
based on the period 2003–2005 are generally closer to the observation than based on the
period 2007–2009.

Due to the serious overlaps between hydrograph simulations, the information about
the evaluated statistics (KGE and KGElog) is presented in Table 4 to provide more valuable
information for hydrograph simulation evaluation.
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Table 4. The validated KGE and KGElog values yield by different calibrated models.

Calibration Period 2003–2005 2007–2009

Evaluation Criteria KGE KGElog KGE KGElog

OBJ1 0.61 0.67 0.42 0.69
OBJ3 0.68 0.70 0.58 0.68
OBJ4 0.68 0.62 0.61 0.71
OBJ5 0.79 0.67 0.58 0.63
OBJ6 0.61 0.64 0.49 0.67

Most of the objectives produce acceptable validation results based on both calibration
periods. According to the values shown in the table, all the KGElog values are higher
than 0.62, and most of the KGE values are higher than 0.58. As shown in bold text, all the
highest values for both criteria appear in the multi objective group, and all the values are
higher than 0.7, except the KGE value during 2007–2009. Between the evaluations based
on two different calibration periods, all the KGE values based on the calibrated model
during 2003–2005 are higher than 2007–2009, but the KGElog values are comparable. For
example, when applying the OBJ1, the KGE value based on 2003–2005 is 0.19 higher than
in 2007–2009, but the difference between the two KGElog values is only 0.02. Focusing on
the low flow simulation through both validation results, if taking the averaged KGElog
value as the measure, OBJ3 presents the best performance, with an averaged KGElog value
of 0.69.

4.2.2. Flow Duration Curves

As mentioned above, FDC statistics could provide additional information to the time
series simulation. Thus, the validation evaluation also includes the FDC assessment result.
Figure 10 presents the corresponding result and the left and right penal subplot show the
result based on the calibrated model during 2003–2005 and 2007–2009, respectively.
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Figure 10. The observed and simulated FDCs for the validation period based on the calibration in
(a) 2003–2005 (b) 2007–2009. The zoomed plots in each subplot show the result for the highest 10%
flow (left) and the lowest 50% flow (right) simulations.

Overall, the simulated FDCs from all the objectives are comparable and not far from
the observed FDC, consistent in both periods. Through the simulation for the highest
10% flow and the lowest 50% flow, the results of which are shown in the left and right
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zoomed subplots, respectively, the difference between objectives is large for the low flow
simulations. Among the low flow simulation objectives, the FDC from OBJ5 seems closer
to the observed curve in subplot (a), which changes to OBJ4 in subplot (b). In contrast, the
simulated FDC from OBJ1 and OBJ6 in corresponding subplots (a) and (b) present a clear
distance from the observation. In addition, the simulated FDCs tend to be higher than the
observation in subplot (a), while they spread mixed on both sides of the observation in
subplot (b).

4.2.3. Low Flow Indices

To further explore the objective influence on low flow simulation, Figure 11 displays
the observed and simulated low flow indices during the validation period by applying the
calibrated model based on different periods. Through the validated simulations, there is
no apparent conflict result shown between the different calibration periods, therefore, the
generated result over both periods is described below.
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Figure 11. The observed and simulated low flow indices by all objective functions during the
validation period.

Consistent with the results shown in the calibration period. First, the OBJ2, OBJ7, and
OBJ8 provide significantly different and worse estimations than other objectives for all
evaluated low flow indices except LFD. Second, all the objectives based on both calibration
periods appear similar to the simulation for LFD, which is about 1.2 days averagely longer
than the observation. Third, all the left logarithmic transformed objectives (e.g., the OBJ1,
OBJ3, and OBJ5) provide a relatively higher estimation than the inverse transformed
partners (e.g., the OBJ4 and OBJ6), except for the Q95 simulation here.

Going through the simulation over upper subplots, the inverse transformed objectives
appear closer to the observation, even though the observations between the three indices
are clear. For instance, the estimated MAM30 from OBJ6 is only about 0.1 lower than
the observation, while for the quartile indices, the simulations from the left objectives
(e.g., the OBJ1, OBJ3, OBJ4, OBJ5, and OBJ6) are comparable, especially for Q95, whose
range between those objectives is smaller than 0.5. Another interesting point is that for the
logarithmic transformed objectives, the difference between the single objective and multi
objectives is relatively smaller for extreme low flow indices. For example, the difference
between the simulations from the three objectives is about 0.5 for the evaluation of MAM3,
which increases to about 1 when assessing the MAM30.

5. Discussion

The hydrological models have been popularly applied in water research and applica-
tion, while the objective functions that are suitable for calibrating the hydrological models
for low flow simulation are unclear, especially in relatively arid regions. Therefore, a
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comprehensive evaluation of different kinds of objective functions in relatively dry areas
will provide valuable information.

5.1. Objective Functions Evaluation

In the current study, eight objective functions were selected for model calibration,
which belong to different classes. According to the above results, the logarithmic and
inverse transformation formats shows a pronounced difference. This may be due to the
high sensitiveness of the inverse transformation to extreme low values, as analyzed by
Pushpalatha et al. [34]. In the model error term part, the inverse transformation gave
more emphasis on low flows than the logarithm transformation. Another explanation may
be that, at relatively arid regions, very low values appear frequently in observed flow,
which enhances the weight on low flows. Second, our results suggest applying logarithm
transformation rather than the inverse transformation in low flow studies, which differs
from Pushpalatha et al. [34]. One possible reason may be that Pushpalatha et al. [34] applied
NSE, and NSE is regarded to give more emphasis on high flow than KGE, which, thus,
balances the low flow weight to some extent. Furthermore, despite the FDC simulation, the
FDC-based multi objectives did not exhibit a better performance than the time series-based
partners, which concurs with Garcia et al. [3]. As confirmed by the above results and
analysis, OBJ3 is suggested for low flow simulation studies in relatively arid regions. It
fails to agree with the finding by Garcia et al. [3], who recommended the OBJ4 as the
sufficient calibration objective for low flow simulation based on the evaluation in a humid
region. Therefore, the climate and geographic conditions may be the main factor for the
disagreement between the two studies.

Comparing the single and the combined multi objective group from the performance
over different aspects, the general performance applying combined multi objectives seems
better. This result confirms the notion that the combined objectives could achieve an overall
better benefit (e.g., [40]). The single objective is difficult to simulate all the hydrograph
shape characteristics simultaneously (e.g., [41,42]). Furthermore, whether based on the time
series or FDC, the performance difference between multi objectives appears smaller than
between the single objectives. That means the simulation uncertainty is relatively smaller
when applying the multi objectives, which is in line with the knowledge that multi objective
calibration could mitigate the uncertainty issues (e.g., [43]). Regarding the performance
from spit objectives, which is proposed and recommended by Fowler et al. [35], it seems
the worst among all groups, especially for the simulation of low flow indices.

5.2. Climatic Robustness Assessment

To additionally explore their climatic robustness, the evaluation of their performance
was based on two different calibration periods and a validation period, whose climatic con-
ditions varied. Assessing from two calibration periods, the general observed characteristics
of the results are consistent, although the performance values showed some differences.
Furthermore, even though the average precipitation changed more than 20%, shown as the
validation and calibration periods in this study, no noticeable changes were detected for the
general observed characteristics. This is unlike the finding by Garcia et al. [3], who asserts
that the robustness depends on the climate variability rather than the objective function.
This difference of opinion may be related to the different magnitude. For example, the
climate difference between the calibration and validation period in the current study is not
big enough to explore the climatic influence. At the same time, a minor but interesting
characteristic from the validation results is that the general performance difference between
single and multi-objectives seems more significant based on the calibration with more
considerable climate variability.

6. Conclusions

The accuracy of low flow simulation yield from the hydrological models presents
an apparent effect on water management. Research on the suitableness evaluation of
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the calibration objectives is of importance. Aiming to enhance insight into the objective
influence on low flow simulation in relatively arid regions, which prior to our research was
very limited, this study evaluated eight different kinds of objective functions with varied
climate conditions. The analysis was performed using the observation at Ma Du Wang
station in the Bahe basin, China, located in a semi-arid and semi-humid continental climate
region. The main conclusions from the study are summarized in the following points:

- The influence of the included transformation formats in objective functions on low
flow simulation is pronounced, and logarithmic transformation is recommended.

- Among the three classes of objective functions, the combined multi-class is highly
recommended, and the mean of KGE(Q) and KGE(log(Q)) remains a first choice. In
contrast, the class of split objectives is regarded as the last choice as it demonstrated
the worst performance.

- Replacing the objective function from the time series based on the FDC could not
improve the simulation performance.

Although this study evaluated the performance of different objectives under varied cli-
mates and achieved additional valuable knowledge, the current study has some limitations.
First, including more hydrological models could help obtain more solid conclusions and
deepen the understanding of model influence. In addition, assessing the performance un-
der an increased number of varied climate conditions could broaden the knowledge about
the climatic influence, which is essential for research concerning the changing climate.
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Abstract: Reliable and accurate streamflow prediction plays a critical role in watershed water re-
sources planning and management. We developed a new hybrid SWAT-WSVR model based on
12 hydrological sites in the Illinois River watershed (IRW), U.S., that integrated the Soil and Water
Assessment Tool (SWAT) model with a Support Vector Regression (SVR) calibration method coupled
with discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) to better support modeling watersheds with limited data
availability. Wavelet components of the simulated streamflow from the SWAT-Calibration Uncer-
tainty Procedure (SWAT-CUP) and precipitation time series were used as inputs to SVR to build
a hybrid SWAT-WSVR. We examined the performance and potential of the SWAT-WSVR model
and compared it with observations, SWAT-CUP, and SWAT-SVR using statistical metrics, Taylor
diagrams, and hydrography. The results showed that the average of RMSE-observation’s standard
deviation ratio (RSR), Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE), percent bias (PBIAS), and root mean square
error (RMSE) from SWAT-WSVR is 0.02, 1.00, −0.15, and 0.27 m3 s−1 in calibration and 0.14, 0.98,
−1.88, and 2.91 m3 s−1 in validation on 12 sites, respectively. Compared with the other two models,
the proposed SWAT-WSVR model possessed lower discrepancy and higher accuracy. The rank
of the overall performance of the three SWAT-based models during the whole study period was
SWAT-WSVR > SWAT-SVR > SWAT-CUP. The developed SWAT-WSVR model supplies an addi-
tional calibration approach that can improve the accuracy of the SWAT streamflow simulation of
watersheds with limited data.

Keywords: SWAT; support vector regression; streamflow prediction; wavelet transform; Illinois
River watershed

1. Introduction

A precise and reliable monthly streamflow prediction model is helpful in the planning,
management, development, and protection of water resources, such as future flood and
drought forecasting, reservoirs, and/or agricultural water management [1–3]. However,
many hydrological elements (e.g., precipitation, runoff, sediment, flood, and streamflow)
have highly complex, nonlinear, non-stationary, and uncertainty features, which is a chal-
lenge for conventional hydrological methods when analyzing and predicting the complex
patterns and inherent variabilities of rainfall–runoff relationships [4–8]. Hence, accurate
rainfall–runoff prediction became a difficult task in stochastic hydrology; subsequently,
new theories and methods, such as machine learning methods [9,10], have been introduced
to improve rainfall–runoff forecasting.

Support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning method, which can be considered
a data-driven black-box model [11]. SVM focuses on determining a kernel function and
searching for an optimum separating hyperplane based on the kernel function selected.
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This separating hyperplane determines an optimal parameter combination fitting of the
observations. Meanwhile, the search process avoids overfitting and make SVM present
better generalization characteristics [12]. Compared to an artificial neural network (ANN),
SVM performs better [13] in some hydrological applications because it applies a structural
risk minimization principle to obtain a global optimum solution rather than a solution
based on the empirical risk minimization as applied in ANN [4,13–15]. SVM can solve the
nonlinear problem in a low dimension input space by projecting to a higher dimension
feature space where an original nonlinear problem is converted into a linear problem [16,17].
SVM has been widely applied in recent decades to hydrological prediction worldwide. For
instance, Shabri and Suhartono (2012) [18] used the least-squares SVM (LSSVM) method to
predict streamflow in Peninsular Malaysia to compare performance of different models’
including LSSVM, autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), ANN, and regular
SVM. Kalteh (2013) [4] compared the prediction accuracy of monthly flow discharge from
an artificial neural network (ANN) method and the support vector regression (SVR) model
coupled with a wavelet transform in two stations in northern Iran. Chiogna et al. (2018) [19]
combined the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model and SVR method to predict
hydropeaking for the Upper Adige River watershed in northeast Italy and applied a
wavelet method to analyze the price of energy. However, these studies only used a few
hydrological stations to test their methods and evaluate the model performance. Nourani
et al. (2015) [20] proposed a two-stage SVM method with spatial statistics to simulate
monthly river suspended sediment load for 15 sites within the Ajichay River in northwest
Iran. Yuan and Forshay (2021) [21] developed a seasonal SWAT model coupled with SVR
for 13 hydrological stations using a spatial calibration method to improve the accuracy
of monthly streamflow prediction in the Illinois River watershed. From these efforts, it
is clear that the SVM method has powerful predictive ability depending on calibration
datasets and can accurately capture nonlinear relationships between the input and output
variables. However, the SVM prediction method neglects the detailed characteristics and
processes of a watershed system [22] and simplifies the complexity of the rainfall–runoff
relationship [23].

Wavelet analysis is a mathematical function with an auto-adaptive time-frequency
window (i.e., the width of time and frequency may change) and is suited to analyze and
calculate stationary or non-stationary time series signals [4]. In the high-frequency period
of signals, the size of a frequency window becomes larger while the size of a time window
becomes smaller and otherwise occurs in the signals low-frequency period. Wavelet
analysis has an excellent capability to reduce data noise, analyze variabilities, periodicities,
and trends of hydrological time series and is suitable for handling the non-stationary
flow signals [24,25]. To date, the wavelet analysis method has been widely applied in
hydrological prediction. For example, Nourani et al. (2014) [7] reviewed applications of
hybrid wavelet-Artificial Intelligence (AI) models in hydrology and presented remarkable
progress when integrating wavelet analysis and AI models to improve the prediction
accuracy of hydrologic models in the recent couple of decades. Noraini and Norhaiza
(2017) [13] compared different wavelet denoising techniques and decomposition levels,
and input streamflow time series after wavelet denoising into SVR based on a radial basis
function (RBF) kernel to improve 1-month-ahead streamflow prediction in the Segamat
River basin in southern Malaysia. Sun et al. (2019) [26] integrated multiple methods,
such as the autoregressive model, autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model, ANN
model, and linear regression (LR) model, with wavelet transform and compared their
differences in performance while predicting daily streamflow in the Heihe River basin of
northern China, where they found that the wavelet-based method can effectively improve
streamflow simulations compared to other models. Nalley et al. (2020) [27] used several
wavelet-transform-based methods to improve the performance of extending streamflow
records for areas in Canada with limited data available. From the works mentioned above,
it was inferred that wavelet transform typically worked as a data pre-processing tool
before employing conventional hydrological analysis methods or data-driven models and
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could raise the accuracy of the flow prediction. The main concerns regarding wavelet
applications in hydrological forecasting are the proper selection of the mother wavelet
function and the determination of decomposition levels corresponding to the specific
hydrological time series [7,28]. Integrating these machine learning methods with physically
based hydrologic models could better describe streamflow by incorporating the constraints
of the physical world that include advanced mathematical techniques to discover the
complex hidden or obscured signals that are difficult or impossible to model in a physically
based modeling system.

Many physically based hydrologic models have been developed and applied to predict
streamflow [29]. Among these models, the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) is a
conceptual, physically based, watershed-scale hydrologic model that has been extensively
applied worldwide [30]. SWAT takes a large number of physical processes of hydrology
into account. Hence, it requires extensive data and parameter inputs. Often, data are
unavailable in certain regions due to time or economic cost or limitations of measurement
technologies, especially in some developing countries. Therefore, the unknown values of
many parameters in SWAT can only be determined via the procedure of calibration [3].
Calibration is a time-consuming and complicated process since it involves parameterization,
optimal algorithm determination, and extensive iterative computation to find optimal value
ranges and parameter combinations [11,31,32].

Moreover, the issue of parameter non-uniqueness is that different parameter sets might
produce very similar simulated signals with the observed flow time series, which makes
effective calibration harder to achieve [31]. To obtain appropriate parameter combinations,
it requires researchers to have a profound understanding of hydrological parameters
and processes and familiarity of local hydrological conditions and physical features in
a study area. To raise the accuracy of hydrological models prediction, especially for a
region with limited data available, several efforts have evaluated the performance and
potential of SWAT coupling with the SVR methods in streamflow prediction [11,15,33,34],
yet few efforts [19,35] have attempted to couple a distributed physically based model and
a machine learning method to improve the rainfall–runoff simulation. In some cases, we
do not achieve a desirable result of flow prediction with acceptable accuracy, even after
conducting comprehensive model calibration. Here, we attempt to improve the accuracy of
a commonly used physically based model (SWAT) by integrating discrete wavelet transform
functions and support vector machines in a system with complex non-linear rainfall–runoff
relationships to support modeling efforts in watersheds with limited data.

The object of this study aims to show how the SVM method with wavelet transforms
can be used to improve the monthly flow prediction of the calibrated SWAT hydrological
model in the Illinois River watershed (IRW), U.S. This work studied and compared the per-
formance of calibrated SWAT (SWAT-CUP), regular SWAT-SVR without applying wavelet
transform, and SWAT-WSVR coupled with wavelet transform for monthly flow predic-
tion for 12 hydrological stations in the IRW. This study is helpful to improve streamflow
prediction at a month scale in some areas with sparse data.

2. Methodology

To improve monthly flow prediction, we developed the hybrid model SWAT-WSVR
based on SWAT and SVR with discrete wavelet transforms. First, we developed SWAT
models for twelve sites after SWAT-CUP (SWAT Calibration and Uncertainty Program)
calibration progresses. Then, the flow at month t simulated by SWAT-CUP calibration
and corresponding precipitation (i.e., applying the Thiessen polygons divide method to
allocate the NCDC meteorological stations to the USGS hydrological sites) of each site
served as SVR input variables to predict flow on month t. It was a regular SWAT-SVR
model. Next, the simulated monthly flow from SWAT-CUP was decomposed using the
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to obtain wavelet coefficients and approximation at
different scale resolutions, which were served as inputs of SWAT-WSVR with precipitation
data. The results from SWAT-CUP worked as a benchmark compared with the results from
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SWAT-SVR and SWAT-WSVR. To estimate the performance of different models, we used a
metric such as the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE), Percent Bias (PBIAS), Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE), and RMSE-observations standard deviation ratio (RSR) to estimate the
model results quantitatively. Finally, we combined calibrated (or training) and validated (or
testing) time series data and re-estimated the entire model performance based on Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (r), RMSE, and normalized standard deviation (NSD) and plotted
the Taylor diagram and hydrography to compare their performance difference graphically.
Figure 1 showed the construction flowchart of three hydrology models.
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Figure 1. The developing flowchart of different models: SWAT-CUP, SWAT-SVR, and SWAT-WSVR.

2.1. Watershed Description and Data Source

The IRW (35◦31′–36◦9′ N, 94◦12′–95◦2′ W) covers about a 4200 km2 drainage area and
crosses Arkansas and Oklahoma, U.S. The average basin slope is about 5.6%. The average
annual temperature and precipitation are about 16 ◦C and 1198 mm, respectively. Monthly
statistical discharge data from twelve U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) hydrological sites
were downloaded from the official website [21]. These monthly statistics generated from
sites are based on USGS-approved daily-mean data. The basic information of 12 hydrologic
stations and selected descriptive statistics for monthly flow time series are listed in Table 1.
Additionally, Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of meteorological and hydrological
stations, terrain, lakes, and rivers in the IRW.
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Table 1. Watershed properties and selected descriptive statistics of USGS hydrological stations.

No. USGS
Station

Upstream
Area (km2)

Data Period
(month.year)

Number
of Data

Average
Monthly

Streamflow
(m3 s−1)

Flow Descriptive Statistics (m3 s−1)

Max Min Median Standard
Deviation

1 07195800 36.8 1.1995–12.2013 228 0.41 2.90 0.05 0.25 0.44
2 07195855 155.0 1.1995–12.2013 228 1.27 9.53 0.11 0.74 1.43
3 07196000 300.7 1.1995–12.2013 228 3.01 22.26 0.42 1.78 3.25
4 07195500 1633.0 1.1995–12.2013 228 18.71 149.42 2.73 10.75 20.02
5 07195430 1490.5 1.1996–12.2013 216 17.68 144.61 1.89 10.58 19.29
6 07196090 2138.5 7.2010–12.2013 42 23.19 178.54 2.95 11.77 33.59
7 07196973 64.8 1.1995–12.2002 96 0.66 3.57 0.00 0.38 0.75
8 07196500 2462.5 1.1995–12.2013 228 27.76 190.80 2.99 17.09 30.17
9 07197000 808.7 1.1995–12.2013 228 9.27 69.73 0.33 4.93 11.44

10 07196900 105.2 1.1995–12.2013 228 1.31 10.35 0.00 0.59 1.76
11 07197360 233.8 1.1998–12.2013 192 2.41 15.18 0.10 1.46 2.88
12 07198000 4186.2 1.1995–12.2013 228 44.03 378.65 0.98 25.59 46.81
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The data used to set up the SWAT model include the following: (1). Digital elevation
model (DEM): 1 Arc-Second Global Database from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) were downloaded from the USGS website (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/, ac-
cessed on 28 January 2018). Its spatial resolution is about 30 m × 30 m. (2). Land use and
land cover data: 2011 NLCD dataset (https://www.mrlc.gov/, accessed on 31 January
2018) were applied in this study, and spatial resolution is 100 m × 100 m. (3). Soil data: We
downloaded soil data from the SSURGO database (https://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/,
accessed on 5 February 2018). (4). Climate data: Daily climate data came from the National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC) (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/, accessed on 7 February 2018).
Due to incomplete precipitation and temperature records from January 1990 to December
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2013, we downloaded alternative Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) data from the
SWAT official website (https://globalweather.tamu.edu/, accessed on 31 January 2018),
then filled missing NCDC data using climate data from the closest CFSR stations.

2.2. Hydrological Model

SWAT was developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Agricultural Research
Service (USDA-ARS) and has been extensively used worldwide [30,36]. It is a conceptual,
semi-distributed, and physically based hydrologic model used to simulate water cycles,
crop growth, sediment yields, and agricultural chemical transport in a large river basin
with varying soils, slopes, and land use management conditions [30]. A more detailed
description of the SWAT model is available from online documentation [37].

ArcSWAT 2012.10_4.19 within ArcGIS 10.4.1 was selected to build the SWAT-based
model in the study area. The entire IRW watershed was discretized as 86 subwatersheds
with 1023 hydrologic response units (HRUs) using a threshold area of 3000 ha. Each HRU
consisted of various land use/soil/slope attributes and was defined with a threshold of
land use (10%), soil (10%), and slope (5%). The SCS curve number method [38] and the
variable storage routing method [37] were applied to calculate the surface runoff and river
flow, respectively. A five-year warm-up period (1990–1994) was set up to initialize the
model input and stabilize the SWAT model. The SWAT simulation running period is from
1 January 1995 to 31 December 2013.

We used SWAT-CUP with Sequential Uncertainty Fitting (SUFI2) method to conduct
sensitivity analysis, calibration, and validation procedures of the SWAT model [31]. The
all-at-a-time approach was applied in the procedure of parameterization with 1000 SWAT-
CUP simulations. SWAT-CUP was set up for all twelve stations and run at one time with
two iterations. The nine sensitive parameters range were determined and their range and
fitted values in calibration listed in Table 2. The results from SWAT-CUP were regarded
as a benchmark to compare with results from SWAT-SVR and SWAT-WSVR. The optimal
parameters combination and sensitivity of the SWAT model depends on precipitation input,
interpolation of weather data, and the number of iterations. It has been investigated in
previous publications [11,32,39,40] and will not be discussed further in this article.

Table 2. The sensitive parameters range and their fitted values in calibration.

No. Parameter Name † Parameter Description Range Fitted Value

1 R__CN2.mgt SCS runoff curve number II −0.25–0.25 −0.179

2 V__GWQMN.gw Threshold depth of water in the shallow aquifer required for
return flow to occur (mm H2O) 0–2000 1764

3 V__GW_REVAP.gw Groundwater “revap” coefficient 0.02–0.2 0.135

4 V__REVAPMN.gw Threshold depth of water in the shallow aquifer for ‘revap’ to
occur (mm) 0–500 121

5 V__EPCO.hru Plant uptake compensation factor 0–1 0.154
6 V_ESCO.hru Soil evaporation compensation factor 0–1 0.354
7 R__SOL_AWC (1).sol Available water capacity of the 1st soil layer (mm H2O mm soil−1) 0.08–0.2 0.177
8 A__OV_N.hru Manning’s “n” value for overland flow 0.01–30 26.941
9 R__HRU_SLP.hru Average slope steepness (m m−1) 0–1 0.034

Note: “A__”, “V__”, and “R__” mean an absolute increase, a replacement, and a relative change to the initial
parameter values, respectively.

2.3. Support Vector Machine

SVM is built on the principle of the statistical learning and structural risk minimization
theory [41]. When SVM technology is applied in regression analysis, it is called SVR. The
SVR function is expressed as below [41]:

f (x) = w·Φ(x) + b (1)
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where w is a weight vector, Φ is a nonlinear transfer function, and b is offset. An SVR
function f (x) can be expressed as the below formulation [17]:

min
1
2
||w||2 + C ∑n

n=1(ξi + ξ∗i )

yi − (w·Φ(xi) + b) ≤ ε + ξi

subject to (w·Φ(xi) + b)− yi ≤ ε + ξ∗i (2)

ξi, ξ∗i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

where ξi and ξ∗i are slack variables that estimate the deviation of training data falling out
of the ε-insensitive zone. The C is a penalty factor that determines the tradeoff between the
flatness of Φ(xi) and the amount up to which the deviation ε can be tolerated [42].

In application, SVR includes four commonly used kernel functions such as the linear,
polynomial, Gaussian radial basis (RBF), and sigmoid. In this paper, we selected the
Gaussian RBF kernel function due to its computational efficiency, and its expression is
described below [43]:

K
(
xi, xj

)
= exp

(
−γ‖xi − xj‖2

)
(3)

The most critical three parameters in a SVR ε-regression application based on the RBF
kernel include: the penalty error parameter C (C > 0), the Gaussian RBF kernel parameter
γ, and the deviation of the error margin ε [14]. We applied the grid search and the k-fold
cross-validation method to optimize these parameters. The parameters value range in the
grid-searching was set up as: C (begin = 2−6, end = 28, step = 1), γ (begin = 24, end = 2−8,
step = −1), and ε (begin = 2−8, end = 2−1, step = 0.5). The k-value in cross-validation was
set to 5 for tuning the SVR. Before training the SVR, all input data were normalized to the
value range [0, 1] by the formula (x− x_min)/(x_max− x_min). Additionally, for each
site, we used the first 70% of data to train the model, then applied the remaining 30% subset
for validation purposes. The SVR ε-regression model was used to develop both SWAT-SVR
and SWAT-WSVR. R version 4.1.0 running on RStudio version 1.4.1717 and the ‘e1071’
package [44] were used for the development, training, and testing of the hybrid model [45].

2.4. Wavelet Transforms

The wavelet transform is a mathematical function that has an adjustable time-frequency
window and can decompose time series into multiple resolution levels by controlling the
scaling and shifting factors of a mother wavelet [46]. A mother wavelet needs to be de-
termined before applying a wavelet analysis. The wavelet transform of time series data
generates sets of wavelet coefficients for different scales and provides a time-scale local-
ization of processes [7]. The wavelet transform has two forms: the continuous wavelet
transform (CWT) and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). In this paper, we applied DWT
method to build the hybrid SWAT-WSVR model. The DWT discretizes the parameters of
scales and positions before implementing the wavelet transform to decrease the redundancy.
The DWT of signal f (t) is defined as [47]:

W f (j, k) = a−j/2
0

∫ ∞

−∞
ψ∗
(

a−j
0 t− kb0

)
f (t)dt (4)

where the dilation parameter a and temporal translation parameter b of the CWT are dis-
cretized as a = aj

0, b = kb0aj
0, a0 > 0 and a0 6= 1, b0 ∈ R. In most cases, parameter a0 = 2

and b0 = 1. Then, a discrete wavelet can be expressed as [47]:

ψj,k(t) = a−j/2
0 ψ

(
a−j

0 t− kb0

)
j, k ∈ Z (5)

The DWT obtains wavelet details (D) and approximations (A) of the original hydro-
logical time series through high-pass and low-pass filters, respectively. Approximations
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at various resolution levels can be further decomposed by high-pass and low-pass filters
(Figure 3). Commonly used DWT wavelets have ‘Daubechies’, ‘Symlets’, ‘Coiflets’, and
‘Biorthogonal’. More details about wavelet transform can be found in Labat (2005) [48] and
Mallat (2009) [49].
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We examined Daubechies wavelet family with different wavelengths, such as ex-
tremal phase filter with length 1 (‘haar’ or ‘d1’), filter with length 2 (‘d2’), filter with
length 4 (‘d4’), filter with length 6 (‘d6’), and Least Asymmetric filter with length 8 (‘la8’),
and found that ‘haar’ wavelet is suitable for this study. To date, there is not a standard
method to determine the optimum DWT decomposition levels (D) for a specific time se-
ries. Some applied the equation as D = int(Log(N)) [50]; others used the formula as
D = Log(N/(2m− 1))/Log(2) [27], where N is the length of monthly time series, and m is
the number of vanishing moments of a Daubechies wavelet.

In this study, the maximum and minimum length of the monthly flow time series of
12 sites is 228 and 42 (Table 1), respectively. Regardless of applying either the formula
mentioned above to calculate D, the maximum decomposition levels of monthly flow for
all sites were between 1.62 and 7.83. Therefore, wavelet decomposition levels of 1 to 7 were
tested to obtain the optimal resolution levels. The results indicated that the decomposition
level of 3 and 2 attained the best model performance.

2.5. Model Performance Evaluation

We applied four statistics such as NSE (Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency), PBIAS (percent
bias), RMSE (root mean square error), and RSR (RMSE-observation’s standard deviation
ratio) to evaluate the model performance in calibration and validation. Table 3 listed
these statistical indicators, their mathematic expressions, and their value range. Preferred
statistics combination is the lower RSR, PBIAS, and RMSE but the higher NSE, which
present the better the model prediction performance. We used the ‘hydroGOF’ package [51]
in R to calculate the mentioned statistical indicators.

To further compare the performance of SWAT-CUP, SWAT-SVR, and SWAT-WSVR
on the entire time series (i.e., combined calibration and validation together), we plotted
hydrography for each site and applied the Taylor diagram [52] to examine the relative
importance of different statistics such as r, RMSE, and NSD between the observed and
simulated flow for three models and twelve sites. The advantage of the Taylor diagram is
that it can highlight the goodness-of-fit of multiple models and compare their difference
from observed data at the same graph.
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Table 3. Evaluation indicators of the model performance and their mathematic expressions.

Indicator Name Calculation Equation † Description

Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r) r = n(∑ yyi)−(∑ y)(∑ yi)√
[n ∑ y2−(∑ y)2][n ∑ y′−(∑ y′)2]

Range [−1, 1]

Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) NSE = 1− ∑n
i=1 (yi−y′i)

2

∑n
i=1 (yi−y)2

Range (−∞, 1], and 1 is the optimal value

Percent Bias (PBIAS) PBIAS = 100× ∑n
i=1(yi

′−yi)
∑n

i=1 yi
Range (−∞, +∞), and 0 is the optimal value

RMSE-observations standard deviation ratio (RSR) RSR =

√
∑n

i=1 (yi−yi
′)2

√
∑n

i=1 (yi−y)2
Range [0, +∞), and 0 is the optimal value

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(yi−y′i)
2

n
Range [0, +∞), and 0 is the optimal value

Note: yi is the observed data series, y′i is the simulated results series, the overbar represents the mean value of
data series, and n is the sample number.

3. Results and Discussion

We developed a total of 72 models for the flow prediction at 12 sites by three methods:
SWAT-CUP, SWAT-SVR, and SWAT-WSVR. Each method included 12 calibrated models
and 12 validated models. The difference between SWAT-SVR and SWAT-WSVR is that
model inputs of SWAT-SVR had only the flow outputted from SWAT-CUP (a calibrated
SWAT model) and precipitation data. Instead, we replaced the simulated flow with its
wavelet components at different resolution levels in SWAT-WSVR. Table 4 lists the statistical
performance of the three above-mentioned models in calibration, validation, and the whole
time series data combining calibration and validation time series data.

3.1. Flow Prediction by SWAT-CUP

Table 4 summarizes the average RSR, NSE, PBIAS, and RMSE for twelve sites from
SWAT-CUP, and the corresponding values are 1.67, 0.22, 57.57, and 11.50 m3 s−1 in calibra-
tion and 0.84, 0.26, 35.98, and 11.04 m3 s−1 in validation, respectively. The RSR, NSE, and
RMSE had approximately similar performances between calibration and validation, but
the value of PBIAS in validation was lower than one in calibration, which indicated that
the predicted discrepancy from validation was less than one from calibration. SWAT-CUP
overestimated monthly flow in both calibration and validation. The low average NSE value
(≤0.26) indicated that SWAT-CUP has a poor goodness-of-fit between the observed and
simulated flow for both calibration and validation. Additionally, the 07195430 site had the
best performance among all sites in validation with lowest PBIAS (−6.7) and RSR (0.58)
and the highest NSE value (0.66). The model performance of 07195500 and 07196500 were
also acceptable in validation. After combined calibration and validation data together, the
averages of RSR, NSE, PBIAS, and RMSE for 12 sites are 0.85, 0.13, 50.67, and 11.38 m3 s−1,
respectively. Simulations from SWAT-CUP greatly overestimated the observed flow ac-
cording to PBIAS (i.e., a positive mean of 50.67 for 12 sites) and presented a low fitting
degree due to a low average value (0.13) of NSE. Overall, SWAT-CUP had a poor simulation
performance for most of sites during both calibration and validation periods, with only
few exceptions.

3.2. Flow Prediction by SWAT-SVR

Due to the unsatisfactory overall performance of SWAT-CUP, we developed the SWAT-
SVR and SWAT-WSVR model integrating the simulated flow (or its wavelet components)
and precipitation to improve the prediction accuracy. Table 5 listed the model structure
and optimal parameter sets for SWAT-SVR and SWAT-WSVR. In 24 SVR models, the value
of C is inconstant from 2.015625 to 255.015625, the value range of γ is from 1 to 14, and ε
keeps a constant value of 0.00390625.
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Table 4. Performance of flow calibration, validation, and combined data series on each site by
SWAT-CUP, SWAT-SVR, and SWAT-WSVR.

Station

SWAT-CUP SWAT-SVR SWAT-WSVR

RSR NSE PBIAS RMSE
(m3 s−1) RSR NSE PBIAS RMSE

(m3 s−1) RSR NSE PBIAS RMSE
(m3 s−1)

C
al

ib
ra

ti
on

07195800 0.76 0.41 24.00 0.33 0.58 0.68 −10.80 0.25 0.08 0.99 −1.90 0.04
07195855 0.95 0.09 66.50 1.32 0.63 0.60 −10.00 0.88 0.01 1.00 0.10 0.01
07196000 0.96 0.07 67.90 3.18 0.57 0.68 0.50 1.88 0.01 1.00 0.10 0.02
07195500 0.74 0.46 44.60 13.68 0.55 0.70 −5.50 10.23 0.01 1.00 0.10 0.23
07195430 0.67 0.54 29.30 11.40 0.55 0.70 −5.30 9.30 0.01 1.00 0.20 0.22
07196090 0.52 0.72 31.40 19.81 0.14 0.98 −3.30 5.18 0.02 1.00 −0.60 0.70
07196973 10.70 −0.15 69.90 0.78 0.73 0.46 −6.50 0.53 0.02 1.00 0.20 0.01
07196500 0.78 0.39 52.30 22.62 0.58 0.67 −10.20 16.71 0.02 1.00 0.10 0.48
07197000 0.87 0.24 69.50 10.04 0.57 0.67 −11.80 6.64 0.01 1.00 0.10 0.09
07196900 0.93 0.14 86.00 1.69 0.57 0.68 −13.60 1.04 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.02
07197360 0.97 0.06 74.90 2.89 0.70 0.51 −21.30 2.07 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.01
07198000 1.17 −0.39 74.50 50.21 0.78 0.39 −15.90 33.42 0.03 1.00 −0.20 1.41
Mean 1.67 0.22 57.57 11.50 0.58 0.64 −9.48 7.34 0.02 1.00 −0.15 0.27

V
al

id
at

io
n

07195800 0.85 0.26 8.70 0.35 0.89 0.20 −20.40 0.36 0.11 0.99 −2.90 0.04
07195855 0.89 0.19 22.80 1.35 0.81 0.33 −27.00 1.23 0.09 0.99 −1.10 0.14
07196000 0.98 0.03 29.60 3.03 0.86 0.24 −16.00 2.68 0.14 0.98 −1.00 0.43
07195500 0.59 0.65 15.40 13.59 0.58 0.65 −20.50 13.48 0.24 0.94 −4.60 5.49
07195430 0.58 0.66 −6.70 13.88 0.58 0.68 −23.80 13.74 0.24 0.94 −4.80 5.77
07196090 0.71 0.45 38.30 14.32 1.15 −0.43 −41.70 23.16 0.12 0.98 0.70 2.47
07196973 1.03 −0.10 62.30 0.83 0.87 0.22 −15.70 0.69 0.06 1.00 0.70 0.05
07196500 0.66 0.56 19.70 21.55 0.63 0.60 −25.50 20.62 0.13 0.98 −2.20 4.28
07197000 0.88 0.22 64.80 9.84 0.72 0.47 −6.30 8.07 0.10 0.99 −0.40 1.17
07196900 1.07 −0.17 87.90 1.72 0.96 0.06 3.60 1.54 0.05 0.99 0.60 0.08
07197360 0.88 0.21 55.80 2.34 0.66 0.58 −25.10 1.76 0.07 0.99 −1.40 0.18
07198000 0.90 0.18 33.20 49.62 0.84 0.29 −29.80 48.22 0.27 0.93 −6.10 14.81
Mean 0.84 0.26 35.98 11.04 0.80 0.32 −20.68 11.30 0.14 0.98 −1.88 2.91

Th
e

w
ho

le
se

ri
es

da
ta

†

07195800 0.79 0.37 19.50 0.33 0.68 0.53 −13.60 0.29 0.09 0.99 −2.20 0.04
07195855 0.93 0.13 52.30 1.33 0.70 0.51 −15.50 1.00 0.06 1.00 −0.30 0.08
07196000 0.97 0.06 55.90 3.13 0.66 0.56 −4.60 2.15 0.07 0.99 −0.30 0.24
07195500 0.68 0.53 35.00 13.65 0.56 0.68 −10.40 11.30 0.15 0.98 −1.50 3.00
07195430 0.63 0.60 16.80 12.19 0.56 0.68 −11.70 10.81 0.16 0.97 −1.60 3.15
07196090 0.55 0.69 33.50 18.41 0.39 0.84 −14.70 13.13 0.04 1.00 −0.30 1.45
07196973 1.06 −0.14 67.80 0.79 0.78 0.38 −9.10 0.58 0.04 1.00 0.30 0.03
07196500 0.74 0.45 41.80 22.31 0.60 0.64 −15.10 17.97 0.08 0.99 −0.60 2.36
07197000 0.87 0.24 68.20 9.98 0.62 0.61 −10.30 7.90 0.06 1.00 −0.10 0.64
07196900 0.97 0.06 86.50 1.70 0.69 0.53 −8.70 1.21 0.03 1.00 0.20 0.05
07197360 0.95 0.10 69.50 2.73 0.69 0.52 −22.40 1.98 0.03 1.00 −0.40 0.10
07198000 1.07 −1.50 61.20 50.03 0.81 0.35 −20.30 37.70 0.17 0.97 −2.10 8.17
Mean 0.85 0.13 50.67 11.38 0.65 0.57 −13.03 8.84 0.08 0.99 −0.74 1.61

† Note: The data series combined calibration and validation time series.

Table 5. Model inputs and optimum parameters of SWAT-SVR and SWAT-WSVR.

Station
SWAT-SVR SWAT-WSVR

Model Input † C γ Model Input Decomposition Levels C γ

07195800 Flow + Prec 36.015625 3 Prec + D1 + D2 + D3 + A3 3 5.015625 1
07195855 Flow + Prec 22.015625 1 Prec + D1 + D2 + D3 + A3 3 2.015625 3
07196000 Flow + Prec 255.015625 1 Prec + D1 + D2 + D3 + A3 3 255.015625 1
07195500 Flow + Prec 103.015625 1 Prec + D1 + D2 + D3 + A3 3 96.015625 1
07195430 Flow + Prec 255.015625 1 Prec + D1 + D2 + D3 + A3 3 87.015625 1
07196090 Flow + Prec 255.015625 5 Prec + D1 + D2 + A2 2 255.015625 1
07196973 Flow + Prec 2.015625 1 Prec + D1 + D2 + A2 2 5.015625 1
07196500 Flow + Prec 130.015625 1 Prec + D1 + D2 + D3 + A3 3 125.015625 1
07197000 Flow + Prec 57.015625 1 Prec + D1 + D2 + D3 + A3 3 242.015625 1
07196900 Flow + Prec 4.015625 14 Prec + D1 + D2 + D3 + A3 3 15.015625 1
07197360 Flow + Prec 13.015625 1 Prec + D1 + D2 + D3 + A3 3 35.015625 1

† Note: Flow comes from SWAT-CUP simulated discharge output. Ds and As are wavelet components from the
simulated flow of SWAT-CUP.
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The average RSR, NSE, PBIAS, and RMSE of twelve sites from SWAT-SVR are 0.58,
0.64, −9.48, and 7.34 m3 s−1 in calibration and 0.80, 0.32, −20.68, and 11.30 m3 s−1 in
validation (Table 4), respectively. Compared with SWAT-CUP, the performance of the
SWAT-SVR model had the lower RSR and the absolute value of PBIAS and the higher
NSE in calibration and validation, particularly for the calibrated simulations, as SVR has a
strong learning ability for training data. The average RMSE in SWAT-SVR calibration is
lower: only 7.34 m3 s−1 compared with the average one of 11.50 m3 s−1 in the SWAT-CUP
calibration. The results showed that the SWAT-SVR calibration on all sites had lower
deviation and higher NSE value in comparison with SWAT-CUP, but still underestimated
monthly flows on most sites. SWAT-SVR was generally superior to SWAT-CUP on all sites.
However, only a few sites (e.g., 07195500, 07195430) had lower RSR, PBIAS, and higher NSE
values, which indicated that SWAT-SVR could greatly improve the model performance
in calibration but did not possess good generalization capability, which means it failed to
keep this prediction ability with high accuracy while it was applied in validation. From the
perspective of the whole data series, the average RSR, NSE, PBIAS, and RMSE are 0.65, 0.57,
−13.03, and 8.84 m3 s−1, respectively. Clearly, compared with SWAT-CUP, the performance
of the SWAT-SVR model were improved but limited, although SWAM-SVR generally had a
low RSR, absolute value of PBIAS, and higher NSE value for calibration, validation, and
both periods.

3.3. SWAT-WSVR Development and Evaluation
3.3.1. Development of SWAT-WSVR

We conducted DWT of the simulated flow from SWAT-CUP at twelve hydrological
sites using a ‘haar’ wavelet filter to obtain the flow series structure, trend, and temporal
characteristics. The wavelet decomposition was implemented at three resolution levels:
2 months, 4 months, and 8 months. Figure 4 showed an example of the flow DWT at the
07195430 site, including temporal features of the flow 2-month mode (D1), 4-month mode
(D2), 8-month mode (D3), and approximate mode (A3). From Figure 4a, we can observe a
large deviation between the original observed (blue line) and SWAT-CUP simulated (orange
dash-line) flow signals. In Figure 4b, D1, D2, and D3 modes indicated high-frequency
details, and A3 mode revealed a low-frequency trend and the slowest flow changing of the
simulated flow series at the 07195430 site. These wavelet components would be used to
build the SWAT-WSVR model afterward.

To reduce the computational load and find the most related wavelet coefficients
to participate in the construction of SWAT-WSVR, we analyzed Pearson’s correlation
coefficient matrices between the observed monthly flow, monthly precipitation, and its
sub-time series D1, D2, D3, and A3 from wavelet decompositions (Figure 5). In Figure 5,
the upper ‘Pie’ graphs are a corresponding display of the lower ‘numeric’ r in the diagonal
direction where the flow, precipitation, and wavelet components are shown. Flow time
series of 07196090 and 07196973 were decomposed into two resolution levels since their
data lengths are shorter: 42 and 96, respectively.

The correlation analysis indicated that the flow and precipitation have a strong positive
correlation, and the average value of r is 0.53 on twelve sites. Most wavelet components
D1, D2, D3, and A3 on the flow also showed positive correlations. The average of r of D1,
D2, D3, and A3 (or A2) on flow is 0.35, 0.47, 0.3, and 0.32. The wavelet coefficient of D2 had
the strongest correlation with the flow. We chose wavelet components with r greater than
0.2 to participate in SVR prediction so that we can keep the intrinsic nonlinear features in
wavelet components as much as possible while avoiding large computational burden. The
specific model structure of SWAT-WSVR for each site is listed in Table 5.
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(b) wavelet decomposition.

3.3.2. Statistical Evaluation of SWAT-WSVR

Table 4 showed the statistical performance of SWAT-WSVR with the average RSR,
NSE, PBIAS, and RMSE of 0.02, 1.00, −0.15, and 0.27 m3 s−1 in calibration; 0.14, 0.98, −1.88,
and 2.91 m3 s−1 in validation; and 0.08, 0.99, −0.74, and 1.61 m3 s−1 in the whole data
series. Compared with SWAT-SVR and SWAT-CUP, SWAT-WSVR had the lowest RSR,
the absolute value of PBIAS, and RMSE but the highest NSE value in validation. This
result clearly indicated that SWAT-WSVR could effectively decrease the discrepancy of the
simulation and obtain the best prediction accuracy for validation in comparison with SWAT-
SVR and SWAT-CUP. Based on the value of PBIAS, SWAT-WSVR slightly underestimated
the monthly flow in calibration. SWAT-WSVR also presented the best performance on
the whole data series, along with the lowest RSR, PBIAS, and RMSE but the highest
NSE in comparison with SWAT-CUP and SWAT-SVR. By comparison, the SWAT-WSVR
model outperformed the SWAT-CUP and SWAT-SVR model in calibration, validation, and
both periods.
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3.4. Taylor Diagram and Hydrographic Comparison between Different Models

To further compare the overall performance of three models, we combined the flow
observations and the calibrated and validated simulations from SWAT-CUP, SWAT-SVR,
and SWAT-WSVR; recalculated statistical indicators including r, RMSE, and NSD; and
re-estimated the model performance on the whole time series (i.e., calibration and val-
idation periods are considered together). The Taylor diagrams (Figure 6) depicted the
overall performance of different models for each site by identifying the pattern correla-
tions, variability, and RMSE between observations and simulations. In Figure 6, both the
x-axis and y-axis denote NSD; black dashed lines represent the r between observations
and simulations; the normalized RMSE of the simulation is proportional to the distance
from the x-axis identified as “observation” (green contours); the NSD of the simulation is
proportional to the radial distance from the origin point (black contours). The modeling
results in Figure 6 demonstrated that the developed SWAT-WSVR had the best performance
in comparison with the other two models since it had the lower RMSE and NSD, but the
higher r with observed flows in most cases. For example, SWAT-WSVR (redpoint in Taylor
diagram) at all sites is closer to the reference point (observation) located on the x-axis than
the other two models, which illustrated the SWAT-WSVR fitted best with the observed
flow for most sites. The rank of the overall performance of three models from high to low
follows SWAT-WSVR > SWAT-SVR > SWAT-CUP. The proposed SWAT-WSVR model that
uses wavelet components as inputs of SVR presented a more satisfactory flow prediction
than the SWAT-SVR with a single pattern input (i.e., the simulated flow from SWAT-CUP).
Possible reasons include a periodical feature of sub-series represented by wavelet compo-
nents is more obvious than those directly obtained from SWAT-CUP [53], and SVR captured
the intrinsic nonlinear features between SWAT-CUP simulations and observed flows and
built a mapping relationship at a higher dimension space successfully. This kind of fitting
relationship is typically determined by using the trial-and-error method and a large number
of iterations of many parameters sets in physically based hydrological models.

To investigate the entire and continuous performance of monthly flow prediction in
the IRW, we plotted flow hydrography on the whole data series for each site (Figure 7).
Here, we only labeled statistics of SWAT-WSVR for clarity, and other details related to
estimate indicators can be found in Table 4. This figure reflected where the developed
SWAT-WSVR model performed better than SWAT-CUP and SWAT-SVR methods. An oval
region at the 07196090 site showed clear evidence that SWAT-WSVR agreed well with the
observed flow, but SWAT-SVR missed the peak flow during this time window. Although
SWAT-WSVR had desirable modeling performance, it missed few peak flows. For example,
the SWAT-WSVR simulated flow (105.24 and 107.68 m3 s−1) was 27.2% and 27.9% lower
than observed flow (144.61 and 149.42 m3 s−1) in April 2011 at 07195430 and 07195500 site,
respectively. Overall, the other two models more or less capture the rising and recession
of the observed monthly flow over time at all sites, but the SWAT-WSVR is more efficient
at fitting with the observation and corrected errors compared to SWAT-CUP. This result is
in line with others’ conclusions that the application of wavelet transform in data-driven
models can improve the accuracy of flow prediction [53,54]. The developed SWAT-WSVR
model fit the observations well at all sites of the IRW based on the statistical results, Taylor
diagram, and hydrography analysis.

In this study, we applied wavelet transforms on the simulated flow time series from
SWAT-CUP rather than on the observed flow data to show that the developed SWAT-
WSVR model can be applied in practice or future scenario prediction where observed
data are impossible to access or has limited availability. An SVR coupled to a wavelet
transform model approach based solely on observed monthly flow data could produce
greater accuracy. This is because wavelet decompositions with less noise can represent
the periodical and trend characteristics of flow series structure better than the original
data series [25,53], and SVR has a strong learning capability to capture the corresponding
relationship between wavelet decompositions and its original data series. However, the
limitations of a purely mathematical or machine learning approach prior to constraint by a
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physically-based model could fail to capture the relationship between rainfall and runoff
and exhibit less predictive or unrealistic behavior [28].
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Moreover, the current proposed SWAT-WSVR model can be regarded as a compromise
method when we cannot attain a desirable prediction accuracy even after conducting exten-
sive SWAT-CUP iterative computation, although we still encourage researchers to directly
obtain a satisfactory prediction from SWAT-CUP if possible. In this work, the construction
of SWAT-WSVR heavily depends on the procedure of SWAT-CUP parameter calibration.
Alternatively, we can also build SWAT-WSVR based on wavelet decomposition of the
initial output from SWAT without the procedure of calibration based on the methodology
proposed if SWAT-CUP is not accessible.

4. Summary and Conclusions

This study developed the SWAT-WSVR monthly flow prediction model which was
built on the basis of the SWAT and SVR with discrete wavelet transforms and investigated
the performance and effectiveness of this model. Precipitation and wavelet components of
flow outputted from SWAT-CUP were served as input variables into SWAT-WSVR. The
methodology loosely integrated the physically based model and the data-driven model.
The proposed SWAT-WSVR model had the best statistical performance with the lower RSR,
the absolute value of PBIAS, RMSE, and higher NSE in comparison with regular SWAT-SVR
and SWAT-CUP, which indicated that SWAT-WSVR possessed the lower discrepancy and
higher goodness-of-fit between the simulated and observed flow. The rank of the overall
performance of the three models on the entire study period was SWAT-WSVR > SWAT-SVR
> SWAT-CUP. The SWAT-WSVR model can predict monthly flow more accurately than the
other two models for all sites in the IRW.

The strength of the SWAT-WSVR is its ability to capture the intrinsic nonlinear and
non-stationary features between rainfall and runoff while considering physical processes by
integrating SWAT. It could be regarded as a compromise method when one cannot directly
obtain a desirable accuracy from SWAT-CUP simulation or when one applies SWAT into
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a region with limited data available. In future work, more predictors (e.g., temperature,
evaporation, relative humidity) will be considered as the model input variables to raise the
forecasting accuracy of SWAT-WSVR further and increase its generalization ability.
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Abstract: The imbalance of water supply and demand forces many cities to transfer water across
basins, which changes the original “rainfall–runoff” relationship in urban basins. Long-term hydro-
logical simulation of urban basins requires a tool that comprehensively considers the relationship
of “rainfall–runoff” and the background of inter-basin water transfer. This paper combines the
rainfall–runoff model, the GR3 model, with the background of inter-basin water transfer to simulate
the hydrological process of Huangtaiqiao basin (321 km2) in Jinan city, Shandong Province, China
for 18 consecutive years with a 1 h time step. Twenty-one flood simulation results of different scales
over 18 years were selected for statistical analysis. By comparing the simulation results of the GR3
model and the measured process, the results were verified by multiple evaluation indicators (the
Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient, water relative error, the relative error of flood peak flow, and
difference of peak arrival time) at different time scales. It was found that the simulation results of the
GR3 model after inter-basin water transfer were considered to be in good agreement with the mea-
sured data. This study proves the long-term impact of inter-basin water transfer on rainfall–runoff
processes in an urban basin, and the GR3-ibwt model can better simulate the hydrological processes
of urban basins, providing a new perspective and method.

Keywords: basin water balance; GR3 model; hydrological model; long-term series; single flood
process; urban hydrology simulation

1. Introduction

The distribution of global water resources is not balanced, and the demand for water
in many regions far exceeds the amount of available water resources, leading to a break in
the balance between the supply and demand of water resources [1–4]. This phenomenon is
particularly obvious in China, where the uneven distribution of water resources in time and
space makes the problem of water shortage in China’s regions increasingly serious [5–7].
Especially in urban areas, due to a large amount of industrial water, domestic water and
other “urban water”, the amount of available water resources, which is not rich, becomes
more scarce [8–10], forcing cities to exploit groundwater in large quantities [11–14], causing
many problems [15–17]. In view of the above problems, inter-basin water transfer is an
effective and direct method to solve the problems [18–20] and has been widely used in
water-shortage areas around the world [21–25]. The South-to-North Water Diversion Project
is a strategic project in China. Since it was fully completed in 2014, southern water has
become the main source of water for more than 140 million people in more than 40 large
and medium-sized cities such as Beijing and Tianjin [22–25].

As areas with a highly concentrated population, cities alleviate many problems, such
as water resource shortages, through inter-basin water transfer projects on the one hand,
while on the other hand, they are inevitably affected by other impacts brought by inter-
basin water transfer [26], mainly manifested as changes in water quality [27] and river
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hydrological factors [26,28–31]. However, changes in hydrological elements such as river
runoff and river water levels are related to urban flood control and drainage [32]. Urban
floods occur frequently around the world and are highly harmful and destructive, affecting
urban economic development and seriously threatening the life and property safety of
urban residents [25,33,34]. Therefore, urban flood simulation has always been a research
hotspot [35,36]. In the current context of inter-basin water transfer, many river basins are
connected in series, and it has become a common phenomenon for cities to implement
inter-basin water transfer [22]. Therefore, the impact of inter-basin water transfer on urban
flood simulation has also become common. Essenfelder studied the flow contribution
of inter-basin water transfer by incorporating machine learning techniques into basin
hydrological models [23]. Woo et al. used a SWAT model to study the impact of inter-basin
water transfer on water quality in the basin [24]. Bui et al. also used a SWAT model to study
the impact of inter-basin water transfer on Lake Urmia in Iran and provided data support
for the management of inter-basin water transfer [25]. However, few studies consider both
the hydrological model and inter-basin water transfer, and only a few experts and scholars
consider inter-basin water transfer using other tools. Safavi et al. used an artificial neural
network (ANN) and a fuzzy inference system (FIS) to establish a model to simulate the
river runoff of inter-basin water transfer cities [32]. Wang et al. used the MIKE series of
hydrodynamic models to analyze the impact of inter-basin water transfer on flood control
in water-receiving areas [33]. However, the water balance of urban basins is changed by
inter-basin water transfer. The increased water volume of outer basins in urban basins
means the water balance is no longer the same as in the relationship between rainfall,
infiltration, evaporation, interception, and runoff in natural basins [37,38]. Although the
rainfall–runoff model is an important tool for basin hydrological simulation [39,40], it is
rarely used to study urban flood problems under the background of inter-basin water
transfer, because inter-basin water transfer causes runoff and runoff in urban basins to no
longer mirror the “rainfall–runoff” relationship in natural basins. As long as the problem
of water balance in the basin is dealt with, the rainfall–runoff model is still the preferred
choice for the hydrological simulation of a basin [41,42].

In this paper, the GR3 model, which has been proven to have good applicability in the
Yangtze River basin, Yellow River basin, Heilongjiang River basin, Huaihe River basin, and
other basins in China [43,44], is selected as the rainfall–runoff model for research. Xu et al.
concluded that the simulation accuracy of the GR3 model and the Xinanjiang model, used
in seven representative basins in China, is at the same level [44], while the Xinanjiang model
has been widely used in China for decades [45–47]. At the same time, the distributed model
requires a great deal of data and is very complex, but the simulation at the watershed outlet
is not always better than the lumped (conceptual) model. Therefore, we chose the lumped
(conceptual) GR3 model, which has fewer parameters, simple calibration, and can reduce
the uncertainty of model parameters [48–51]. In order to study the impact of inter-basin
water transfer on urban hydrological simulation, this paper chooses two scales, a long-time
series and a single flood, to conduct hydrological simulation considering inter-basin water
transfer and not considering inter-basin water transfer. This paper focuses on how to
integrate the inter-basin water transfer into the GR3 model, using the GR3 model and the
GR3 model combined with the inter-basin water transfer (hereinafter referred to as GR3-
ibwt) to carry out multi-year (18 years) continuous hydrological simulations. Twenty-one
flood simulation results of different scales over 18 years were selected for statistical analysis.
Comparing the performance of the GR3 model and the GR3-ibwt model, we verified the
simulation results on two scales of long-term series and single-flood processes, forming a
new processing method. Section 2 outlines the materials and methods, Section 3 presents
the results, Section 4 discusses these results, and Section 5 provides conclusions.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Data Sources

In this study, the basin controlled by the Huangtaiqiao Hydrological Station in Jinan
City (hereinafter referred to as the Huangtaiqiao basin) was selected as the study area.
Jinan is also known as “Spring City”. There are many rivers and springs in the city,
including The Yellow River, Xiaoqing River, Baotu Spring, Heihu Spring, and Pearl Spring,
etc. [52], which are rich in water resources. Even so, Jinan still suffers from a severe
water shortage. The average annual total water resources are 1.16 billion m3, and the
per capita water resources are 210 m3, which is only 10% of China’s national standard
and far lower than the global average of 1000 m3 [53,54]. The difference between the
supply and demand of the available water resources is approximately 30% [54], which is
a typical water-deficient city in northern China. The phenomenon of overexploitation of
groundwater is serious, and the obstruction of spring water occurs from time to time [55].
Therefore, Jinan introduces approximately 600 million m3 of Yellow River water every year
to supplement the water resource gap [56]. Since the completion of the eastern route of the
South-to-North Water Diversion Project in 2013, Jinan has had to divert a large amount
of water from the Yangtze River every year to supplement its water source [55]. A large
number of water diversions from other basins have fully guaranteed the available water
resources in Jinan, and groundwater exploitation has been effectively replaced [55,56].
However, the original water balance in the Huangtaiqiao basin was broken, and the runoff
process of the Huangtaiqiao Hydrological Station was no longer a simple “rainfall–runoff”
relationship. At the same time, Jinan is a city with frequent urban floods [57]. Due to
the mountains in the south and the Yellow River in the north, the terrain is high in the
south and low in the north, and the urban section of the Yellow River is an “above-ground
river”. In addition, the annual precipitation is highly concentrated from June to September,
which accounts for 70–80% of the annual precipitation. These factors cause frequent urban
floods in Jinan [58]. On 18 July 2007, the “18 July” rainstorm in Jinan urban area had a
maximum rainfall of 151 mm in one hour, which was the historical maximum since the
meteorological records began in Jinan. The flood caused more than 30 deaths, more than
170 injuries, and direct economic losses of approximately 1.32 billion. RMB [59,60]. Jinan
is not only a city with frequent floods [58], but also utilizes a large number of inter-basin
water transfers [55,56]. Therefore, the Huangtaiqiao basin was selected as the study area to
study the urban rainfall–runoff model under the background of inter-basin water transfer.

Jinan is located at the southeastern edge of North China Plain, with Mount Tai in
the south and the Yellow River in the north. The terrain is high in the south and low in
the north. The climate type is a temperate continental monsoon climate, and the annual
average precipitation is 580–750 mm, accounting for 75% of the annual precipitation in
the flood season [61]. Although the Yellow River passes through the northern part of the
urban area of Jinan, Jinan does not belong to the Yellow River Basin but to the Xiaoqing
River Basin, because the Jinan section of the Yellow River is an “overground river”, and
the flood control dam is more than 20 m above the urban area [62]. Huangtaiqiao River
basin is located in the main urban area of Jinan city, covering an area of 321 km2. Xiaoqing
River is the only river flowing out of the basin and the final drainage channel of Jinan
city. It originates from the northwest of Jinan city and eventually flows into the Bohai
Sea. Huangtaiqiao Hydrology Station is the general control station of the Jinan urban area,
located in the lower reaches of the Jinan urban section of Xiaoqing River, and the runoff
of the urban river ultimately flows out through the Huangtaiqiao Hydrology Station [62].
Details of the study area are shown in Figure 1.
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Data used in this study include rainfall, evaporation, runoff, DEM, land use, and inter-
basin water transfer. Hydrological data (rainfall, evaporation, and runoff) were obtained
from The Hydrological Bureau of Jinan City, including hourly precipitation data from
37 rainfall stations in the study area for 2000–2017, daily evaporation data from the study
area for 2000–2017, and hourly runoff data from the Huangtaiqiao hydrological station for
2000–2017. FABDEM, from the University of Bristol (https://data.bris.ac.uk/data/dataset/
accessed on 12 May 2022), is the world’s first elevation model dataset that simultaneously
removes trees and buildings [63]. The dataset is between 60◦ S and 80◦ N, and the resolution
is 30 m. The land use data were obtained from 2015 Landsat remote sensing image data
of Jinan city from China Geospatial Data Cloud (https://www.gscloud.cn/ accessed on 7
December 2021), with a resolution of 30 m. The data for the inter-basin water transfer are
from the Hydrology Bureau of Jinan City, including data on the annual inter-basin water
transfer amount and usage of inter-basin water transfer in Huangtaiqiao Basin from 2008 to
2017. The distribution of rainfall stations, hydrologic stations, and DEM in the study area
is shown in Figure 1, and the land use distribution is shown in Figure 2. For the data on
inter-basin water transfer, please refer to Supplementary material Table S1.
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2.2. GR3

GR3 is a lumped conceptual rainfall–runoff model with three parameters. It is based on
the storage, infiltration, migration, and evaporation of water in the soil, and uses empirical
or semi-empirical mathematical expressions to describe the formation process of watershed
runoff. The model is designed around the runoff generation tank and the runoff routing
tank. The runoff generation tank reveals the storage process of soil water. The effective
rainfall after deducting evaporation is calculated through the unit line of the slope after
satisfying the soil water storage capacity. Part of it becomes direct runoff, and the other
part enters the runoff routing tank, which is superimposed with the direct runoff after
calculation. Then the outflow process is formed. The whole model is designed with three
calculation units: Rainfall and evaporation calculation, runoff generation calculation, and
runoff routing calculation, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The framework of GR3 model.

The GR3 model contains three parameters to be optimized, namely A, B, and C (see
Table 1 for details), which represent the maximum water depth of the runoff generation tank,
the maximum water depth of the runoff routing tank, and the number of unit line periods,
respectively. Automatic calibration can be achieved in the model. The 80% confidence
interval in Table 1 is the statistical results obtained from large sample experiments in the
United States, France, Australia, Ivory Coast, Brazil, and other places [64,65]. In addition,
the GR3 model also includes six fixed parameters. These values are fixed after a large
sample test [64,65].
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Table 1. GR3 model parameters needed to be calibrated.

Parameters Units Physical Meaning 80% Confidence
Interval

A mm Maximum water depth of the
runoff generation tank (100, 1500)

B mm Maximum water depth of the
runoff routing tank (20, 600)

C
The length of time
period in model

calculation

The number of unit line
periods (1.1, 2.9)

2.3. Processing of Inter-Basin Water Transfer and Integration into GR3 Model

Due to data limitations, data from 2008 to 2017 were used in this study. According to
the Hydrology Bureau of Jinan city, in 2000, Jinan city began to make extensive use of water
transferred across the basin. Due to the lack of complete data [66] for the annual inter-basin
water transfer volume from 2000 to 2007, we chose to use the minimum inter-basin water
transfer data from 2008 to 2017. At the same time, we learned from the Hydrology Bureau
of Jinan that all the water transferred across the basin is used for urban water in Jinan, and
the daily water transferred in each water transfer cycle (every year) is average, and the
water transferred is used for domestic water, industrial water, irrigation water, and river
water replenishment. According to the data on inter-basin water transfer provided by The
Hydrological Bureau of Jinan city (see Table 2 for details), domestic water takes up the
largest proportion in these water transfer directions, and the average proportion of multi-
year (water transfer cycle) reaches 37%, that is, 37% of the water transferred across basin
every year (water transfer cycle) is transported to every household for urban residents. The
multi-year average proportions of other water transfer destinations are 13% for irrigation,
21% for industrial use, and 29% for river replenishment.

Table 2. The average proportion of multi-year use of inter-basin water transfer.

Use of Inter-Basin
Water Transfer

Domestic
Water

Irrigation
Water

Industrial
Water

Channel Filling
Water

Multiyear average
(%) 37 13 21 29

In addition to irrigation water being directly used for agricultural irrigation and water
replenishment directly into rivers, domestic water and industrial water are transported to
households and factories through water distribution networks. Some of the water enters
the river from the sewer, and some of the water is treated by the sewage treatment plant and
then enters the river. As a result, in a short time scale (1 h), there is a certain lag between
the introduction of inter-basin water transfer and the use of inter-basin water transfer.
According to the Jinan Statistical Yearbook, the Jinan Water Resources Bulletin, and related
studies [67–69], the average daily water consumption in the study area tends to be stable
for many years. Therefore, in the long time scale used here (18 years), the lag between
the introduction of inter-basin water transfer and the use of inter-basin water transfer has
little impact on the study and is therefore ignored in this study. Some of the urban water
is reused through recycling [70,71]. According to the Jinan Water Resources Bulletin, the
average comprehensive water consumption rate in the study area for years is 70%, that is,
30% of the water has been reused. This study did not integrate this part of the reused water
into the rainfall and runoff model. Since more specific industry water consumption rates
were not found, the study no longer distinguished between them. Land use distribution
can roughly reflect the destination distribution of inter-basin water transfer [67–69,72]. It
can be seen from Figures 1 and 2 that construction land, cultivated land, and river channels
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are widely distributed in the study area, so this study does not show special treatment for
the destination distribution of inter-basin water transfer.

2.3.1. Downscaling of Inter-Basin Water Transfer

The section above points out that the daily water transfer volume is the average in the
inter-basin water transfer cycle (every year). In order to unify the time scale of inter-basin
water transfer data and hydrological data (precipitation, evaporation, and runoff), the
annual water transfer volume is converted into an hourly water transfer volume through
the following formula:

In common year, Wh =
Wy

8760
(1)

In leap year, Wh =
Wy

8784
(2)

In the formula, Wh is the hourly inter-basin water transfer volume (m3) and Wy is
the annual inter-basin water transfer volume (m3). Considering that the inter-basin water
transfer volume should be integrated into the GR3 model and combined with the multi-year
average comprehensive water consumption rate in the basin, the hourly inter-basin water
transfer volume (m3) was converted into the hourly inter-basin water transfer depth (mm)
by the following formula:

QT =
Wh
Ab

× rmawc × 10−3 (3)

In the formula, QT is the hourly inter-basin water transfer depth (mm), rmawc is the
multi-year average comprehensive water consumption rate (%), and Ab is the basin area
(km2). We allocate QT according to the proportion of water transfer purposes to obtain the
hourly inter-basin water transfer depth for different purposes.

2.3.2. Integrating Inter-Basin Water Transfer into GR3

The hourly inter-basin water transfer depth for different purposes is calculated in
Section 2.3.1. To integrate the inter-basin water transfer into the GR3 model, in addition to
the data scale problem already solved in Section 2.3.1, two aspects should be considered,
namely, the GR3 model structure and the use characteristics of water transfer for different
purposes. From Section 2.2, it can be seen that the GR3 model includes three units: Rainfall
and evaporation calculation, runoff generation calculation, and runoff routing calculation.
While the inter-basin water transfer is integrated into the model, it is also necessary to
analyze the use characteristics of water transfer for different purposes. As mentioned above,
domestic water and industrial water are transported to each water-using unit through
the water pipe network. After using the water, the water-using unit discharges it into
the sewer, and then enters the river for routing. Therefore, the domestic and industrial
water is integrated into the river routing part of the GR3 model and participate in the
model calculation together with the amount of runoff generation (Pr). Irrigation water is
transported to farmland for irrigation through the water pipe network. During irrigation,
irrigation water will undergo evaporation and infiltration, followed by runoff generation
and routing. These processes are similar to the “rain–runoff” process in the natural state.
Therefore, irrigation water is integrated into the rainfall and evaporation part of the GR3
model and participates in the model calculation together with the precipitation (P). The
river water replenishment directly flows into the river through the water pipe network,
and then converges to the outlet of the basin through the river network. Therefore, the
river water replenishment is integrated into the runoff routing part of the GR3 model and
participates in the model calculation together with the amount of runoff generation (Pr).
The specific process is shown in Figure 4.
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2.4. Model Setup and Data Processing

Continuous hydrological simulations for 18 years (2000–2017) were performed using
the GR3 model and the GR3-ibwt model, respectively, with a time resolution of 1 h. Param-
eter calibration was performed using the minimum square error function (MSE). From the
input side of the model, the time resolution of rainfall and runoff data in the hydrological
data meets the simulation requirements; the evaporation data are daily evaporation, which
needs to be processed to ensure the time resolution meets the simulation requirements.
Evaporation changes more gradually over time than rainfall, so linear interpolation is
performed on the daily evaporation data to meet the simulation requirements. From the
perspective of the watershed distribution, the evaporation data obtained are the average
data of the research area, so the evaporation data distribution is not processed; rainfall data
come from all rainfall stations (including the Huangtaiqiao hydrological station). There are
a large number (37) of rainfall stations in the study area, with uniform distribution, and the
area of the study area is small (321 km2). Therefore, the average value of measured data
from all rainfall stations is calculated as the input data of the model. The data processing of
inter-basin water transfer is detailed in Section 2.3 and will not be repeated here.

In this study, the hydrological simulation data volume is large, the time series is
long (18 years), and the time resolution is high (1 h). Compared with the daily-scale
(1d) simulation, more flood information can be captured. The period of 2000–2003 was
used as the model warm-up period, 2004–2010 was the model calibration period, and
2011–2017 was the model validation period. According to the observed flood peak flow,
the floods in the study area are divided into three levels: Big floods (peak flow > 130 m3/s),
medium floods (80 m3/s < peak flow < 130 m3/s), and small floods (peak flow < 80 m3/s).
The simulation results of 21 floods of different sizes in the long-term series simulation
results were selected for statistical analysis for the single-flood process test. The selected
single-flood process is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The 21 typical flood processes (FPs).

Flood Process Rainfall Depth (mm) Peak Flow (m3/s)
The Size of the

Flood

20050817 37.63 33.60

Small

20070815 77.83 47.75
20040511 43.84 48.30
20080813 31.63 51.60
20160712 39.82 53.00
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Table 3. Cont.

Flood Process Rainfall Depth (mm) Peak Flow (m3/s)
The Size of the

Flood

20110818 82.23 54.90
20160806 54.99 74.60
20160720 76.11 82.96

Medium

20090817 70.02 84.70
20060804 71.00 92.50
20080718 117.08 110.00
20170706 42.00 111.00
20160801 62.95 116.17
20040717 124.34 124.69
20150730 76.30 133.62

Big

20140619 119.28 144.00
20100819 248.83 161.00
20130723 88.40 168.50
20160816 96.79 169.00
20070718 126.39 202.00
20120708 179.33 209.67

2.5. Model Evaluation Methods

In this paper, the performance of the model is evaluated on two scales, a long time
series (18 years) and a single-flood process. The Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE)
and the water relative error (RE) are selected as the long-term simulation evaluation
indicators [73,74]; the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE), the relative error of water
volume (RE), the relative error of flood peak flow (PE), and difference in peak arrival time
(DPAT) were selected as evaluation indicators for single-flood process simulation [75]. The
calculation formula of each index is as follows:

NSE = 1 − ∑(Qo − Qs)
2

∑
(
Qo − Qo

)2 (4)

RE =
∑(Qs − Qo)

∑ Qo
(5)

PE =
max(Qs)− max(Qo)

max(Qo)
(6)

DPAT = Tmax(Qs) − Tmax(Qo) (7)

In the formula , Qs is the simulated discharge (m3/s), Qo is the observed discharge
(m3/s), Qo is the averaged observed discharge (m3/s), max(Qs) is the simulated peak
discharge (m3/s), max(Qo) is the observed peak discharge (m3/s), Tmax(Qs) is the arrival
time of the simulated peak discharge (h), and Tmax(Qo) is the arrival time of the observed
peak discharge (h).

The resulting range of the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE) is (−∞, 1),
whereby the closer it is to 1, the better the model simulation effect is. Generally, the model
simulation effect is acceptable if it is above 0.5. The closer the relative error of water flow
(RE) and flood peak flow (PE) are to 0, the better the simulation effect of the model will
be. Generally, a range of (−0.2, 0.2) indicates that the simulation effect of the model is
acceptable [73–75].

3. Results
3.1. Long-Time Series Simulation Results

In this study, continuous hydrological simulations for 18 years (2000–2017) were per-
formed using the GR3 model and the GR3-ibwt model, respectively, with a time resolution
of 1 h. Among them, 2000–2003 is the model warm-up period, 2004–2010 is the model
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calibration period, and 2011–2017 is the model validation period. Excluding the warm-up
period, the simulated runoff and the observed runoff at the outlet of the basin during the
model calibration period and validation period are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen from
the figure that compared with the observation process, the simulation results of the GR3
model are poor, and most of the simulated flood peaks are far away from the measured
peaks. The simulated runoff in the drought period is close to 0, and the observed runoff is
generally higher than the simulated runoff. The reason for this phenomenon is that the GR3
model is a rainfall–runoff model. Without considering the inter-basin water transfer, the
model runoff is mainly related to the rainfall and evaporation of the basin [64,65]. When
there is no rainfall, the runoff will not be generated. Due to the existence of inter-basin
water transfer, the runoff can be observed at the outlet of the basin when no rainfall occurs.
At the same time, long-term inter-basin water transfer has an impact on the nature of the
underlying surface of the basin to a certain extent [76], which is mainly reflected in the
change in soil moisture [45,77,78], which will affect the performance of the GR3 model
and increase the error in runoff generation calculations. Compared with a single flood,
the impact of cross-basin water transfer on the long-term series simulation is magnified.
Therefore, this paper chooses to use long-term hydrological data for the simulation and
selects the single-flood simulation results for statistical analysis. The purpose of this is to
consider the long-term impact of inter-basin water transfer on the one hand, and on the
other hand, the long-term series simulation will reduce the pseudo precision caused by
direct single-flood simulation.
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Compared with GR3, the simulated process of the GR3-ibwt model is closer to the
observed process. From the flood peak simulation results, the GR3-ibwt model can simulate
the flood peak flow well in most flood peaks, and only a few flood peaks have large
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simulation errors, which is greatly improved compared with the GR3 model simulation
results. From the simulation results of the dry season, the simulation process of the
GR3-ibwt model is almost identical to the observation process, which is a qualitative
improvement compared with the simulation results of the GR3 model. It can be seen that
when the inter-basin water transfer is considered, the study area achieved a water balance,
and the urban basin with a high concentration of population is equivalent to a natural
basin without human interference to a certain extent, and the simulation results of the
rainfall–runoff model are generally better.

In order to further evaluate the performance of the model, the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency
coefficient (NSE) and the water relative error (RE) in the calibration and verification periods
of the two hydrological simulations were calculated. The results are shown in Table 4, and
the model parameters are shown in Table S2 of Supplementary Materials.

Table 4. The statistical analysis of the measured and simulated discharge in long time series.

Model
2004–2010 (Calibration) 2011–2017 (Validation)

NSE RE NSE RE

GR3 −0.98 −0.86 −1.67 −0.90
GR3-ibwt 0.77 −0.06 0.70 −0.04

It can be seen that the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE) of the GR3 model is
far less than 0 in both the calibration period and the verification period, which is far from
the lower limit of acceptability of 0.5, indicating that the simulation results are not credible.
The relative error (RE) of water volume is below −0.85, which means that the simulated
runoff is much smaller than the observed runoff, which is consistent with Figure 4. The
Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficients (NSE) of the GR3-ibwt model were 0.77 and 0.70 in the
calibration period and validation period, respectively, and the model performance reached a
good level [73–75]. Compared with the GR3 model, the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficients
(NSE) increased by 178% and 142%, respectively. The water relative errors (RE) in the
calibration period and validation period were −0.06 and −0.04, respectively, indicating
that the simulated water volume of the GR3-ibwt model essentially reached a water balance
with the actual observed water volume, and the water relative errors (RE) decreased by
94% and 96% compared with the GR3 model, respectively. Overall, the Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency coefficient (NSE) results of the GR3-ibwt model in the long-term series simulation
essentially reached a good level, and the water balance was above 94%. Compared with
the GR3 model, the results of the two indicators were significantly improved. From the
perspective of a long time series, the hydrological simulation using the rainfall–runoff
model without considering inter-basin water transfer is not in line with the actual situation,
and the simulation results are greatly different from the measured process. Integrating
the inter-basin water transfer into the rainfall–runoff model for hydrological simulation is
closer to the actual situation, and the simulation results are relatively satisfactory.

3.2. Single Flood Simulation Results

In order to reduce the pseudo precision brought by the direct simulation of a single
flood, 21 flood simulation results of different scales in the long-term series (see Table 3 for
details) were selected for statistical analysis. According to the observed flood peak flow,
the flood in the study area is divided into three levels: Big floods (peak flow > 130 m3/s),
medium floods (80 m3/s < peak flow < 130 m3/s), and small floods (peak flow < 80 m3/s).
Figures 6–8 show the simulated runoff of big, medium, and small floods and the observed
runoff at the basin outlet, respectively.
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It can be seen from Figure 6 that the GR3 model has a general performance in the
simulation of big floods, with good performance only in 20100819, 20130723, and 20160816,
and poor performance in the other four floods. The GR3-ibwt model has a good overall
performance in the simulation of big floods, which is slightly better than the GR3 model in
20100819, 20130723, and 20160816. The performance of the other four floods is significantly
improved compared with the GR3 model.
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As can be seen from Figure 7, the GR3 model has poor overall performance in the
simulation of medium floods, with good performance only in the flood of 20060804 and
poor performance in the other six floods. The GR3-ibwt model has a general performance
in the simulation of medium floods, with good performance in 20090817, 20060804, and
20080718, while the other floods have a general performance, which is greatly improved
compared with the GR3 model.

As can be seen from Figure 8, the GR3 model has poor overall performance in the
simulation of small floods, and the performance of each flood is not satisfactory. The
GR3-ibwt model has a general overall performance in the simulation of small floods, with
good performance in the three floods of 20050817, 20070815, and 20110818. Although
the performance of other floods is average, it is greatly improved compared with the
GR3 model.

To summarize, the GR3 model and the GR3-ibwt model have similar performances in
the single-flood scale from the basin outlet flow process diagram, that is, the simulation
results of big floods are better than those of medium and small floods.

In order to further evaluate the model performance, the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency
coefficient (NSE), water relative error (RE), the relative error of flood peak flow (PE), and
difference of peak arrival time (DPAT) of each flood simulation for the GR3 model and the
GR3-ibwt model were calculated, respectively. The results are shown in Table 5. As can be
seen from Table 5, (1) for the simulation of flood peak flow, the GR3-ibwt model is better
than the GR3 model on the whole and closer to the observed flow. (2) For the Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency coefficient (NSE), the overall performance of the GR3-ibwt model is better than
the GR3 model, with two floods above 0.9, 14 floods above 0.7, all floods above 0.5, and the
performance of large floods is better than medium and small floods. (3) For the relative
error of water volume (RE), the overall performance of the GR3-ibwt model is better than
that of the GR3 model, and the relative error of water volume in all floods is within 0.2.
(4) For the relative error of flood peak flow (PE), the overall performance of the GR3-ibwt
model is better than that of the GR3 model. There are 12 flood peak flow relative errors
within 0.2, and the maximum flood peak flow relative error is 0.42 (two floods). (5) For the
difference in peak arrival time (DPAT), the overall performance of the GR3-ibwt model is
better than the GR3 model, and the maximum difference in peak arrival time in all flood
events does not exceed 2 h.

Statistical analysis was carried out on the four model evaluation indicators of all
simulated flood events of the GR3 model and the GR3-ibwt model (See Figure 9 for details).
As can be seen from Figure 9a, the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE) of the GR3-
ibwt model was greatly improved compared with the GR3 model, and the fluctuation
range changed from [−1.01, 0.77] to [0.50, 0.92], and the median and mean increased from
0.07 and −0.04 to 0.78 and 0.75, respectively, and there was no abnormally low value.
As can be seen from Figure 9b, the water relative error (RE) of the GR3-ibwt model was
greatly reduced compared with the GR3 model, and the fluctuation range changed from
[−0.88, −0.07] to [−0.18, 0.18]. Both the median and mean changed from −0.43 to −0.02.
As can be seen from Figure 9c, the peak discharge relative error (PE) of the GR3-ibwt
model is significantly lower than that of the GR3 model, and the fluctuation range changes
from [−0.86, −0.01] to [−0.42, 0.22], while the median and mean changed from −0.43 and
−0.38 to −0.13 and −0.13, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 9d, the difference in
peak arrival time of the GR3-ibwt model is significantly lower than that of the GR3 model,
and there are a large number of abnormal values in the different peak arrival times of the
GR3 model. For the separate statistics of the model evaluation indicators of small, medium,
and big floods, see Figures S1–S3 in the Supplementary Materials.
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Table 5. The statistical analysis of the measured and simulated discharge in flood processes.

FP NO.
Peak Discharge (m3/s) NSE RE PE DPAT (Hour)

O H C H C H C H C H C

20050817(S) 33.60 29.97 34.24 −1.01 0.50 −0.33 0.09 −0.11 0.02 −3 0
20070815(S) 47.75 47.33 53.92 0.07 0.76 −0.32 0.10 −0.01 0.13 −2 −2
20040511(S) 48.30 10.25 28.17 −1.92 0.54 −0.77 −0.07 −0.79 −0.42 −3 −1
20080813(S) 51.60 42.38 63.17 0.33 0.66 −0.34 0.18 −0.18 0.22 −2 −2
20160712(S) 53.00 7.58 30.53 −1.75 0.60 −0.88 −0.14 −0.86 −0.42 −2 −2
20110818(S) 54.90 40.36 55.15 −0.34 0.92 −0.45 −0.07 −0.26 0.00 −1 −1
20160806(S) 74.60 33.77 48.33 −0.17 0.74 −0.46 −0.03 −0.55 −0.35 −1 −1
20160720(M) 82.95 37.17 65.49 −0.37 0.84 −0.54 −0.11 −0.55 −0.21 1 1
20090817(M) 84.70 48.31 79.82 −0.39 0.92 −0.57 0.00 −0.43 −0.06 −1 −1
20060804(M) 92.50 88.11 95.55 0.73 0.87 −0.12 0.06 −0.05 0.03 −4 −1
20080718(M) 110.00 90.10 122.44 0.37 0.71 −0.33 0.01 −0.18 0.11 3 −1
20170706(M) 111.00 34.62 66.37 −0.02 0.58 −0.53 0.01 −0.69 −0.40 −2 −2
20160801(M) 116.17 42.51 88.80 −0.20 0.70 −0.54 −0.12 −0.63 −0.24 −5 −2
20040717(M) 124.69 120.18 106.26 0.72 0.78 −0.19 −0.16 −0.04 −0.15 −2 −2
20150730(B) 133.62 43.56 82.28 0.21 0.78 −0.59 0.09 −0.67 −0.38 −2 −1
20140619(B) 144.00 65.62 157.14 0.05 0.75 −0.43 0.01 −0.54 0.09 7 −2
20100819(B) 161.00 118.77 140.55 0.46 0.78 −0.40 −0.18 −0.26 −0.13 15 −2
20130723(B) 168.50 159.56 169.43 0.74 0.83 −0.20 −0.02 −0.05 0.01 −2 −2
20160816(B) 169.00 140.91 155.91 0.77 0.81 −0.07 0.12 −0.17 −0.08 −2 −2
20070718(B) 202.00 100.63 176.25 0.43 0.89 −0.59 −0.14 −0.50 −0.13 −1 −1
20120708(B) 209.67 102.20 142.85 0.44 0.82 −0.37 −0.10 −0.51 −0.32 −1 0

O: Observed data; H: Simulated by GR3; C: Simulated by GR3-ibwt; S: Small; M: Medium; B: Big.
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4. Discussion

In general, the GR3-ibwt model had better simulation results than the GR3 model in
both long time series scale and single flood scale, and the results are relatively satisfactory.
Specifically, for the simulation of the long time series, the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coeffi-
cient (NSE) of the GR3-ibwt model was increased by 178% and 142% in the calibration and
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validation periods, respectively, compared with the GR3 model. At the same time, the water
relative error (RE) was reduced by 94% and 96% compared with the GR3 model during the
calibration period and the validation period, respectively. Both model evaluation indicators
prove that the GR3-ibwt model has good simulation performance on long time scales. The
reason is that the GR3-ibwt model considers the inter-basin water transfer based on the
GR3 model, and the rainfall–runoff simulation of the basin achieves a water balance and
reduces the long-term impact of inter-basin water transfer on the hydrological effect of
the basin.

For the simulation of the single-flood scale, the performance of the GR3-ibwt model is
better than that of the GR3 model in four evaluation indicators: Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency
coefficient (NSE), water relative error (RE), peak discharge relative error (PE), and difference
of peak arrival time (DPAT). The simulation of big floods is better than that of medium
and small floods. The reason is that in urban flood simulation, precipitation still plays a
leading role [35,36], and big floods are less affected by other disturbances, which can be
confirmed by the GR3 model’s overall simulation of big floods also performing better than
that of medium and small floods. Regarding the time lag of the flood peak, we suggest
this is because the properties of the underlying surface (such as soil water requirement)
of the basin change under the action of inter-basin water transfer over a long period of
time, which makes it less sensitive to the flood peak. The results prove that this is more
consistent with reality.

Hydrological simulation of urban basins is very common at present, but the phe-
nomenon of inter-basin water transfer is rarely considered. However, the phenomenon of
inter-basin water transfer is now very common, especially in urban basins where water
resources are scarce. Therefore, the fundamental difference between this paper and other
studies in this field is that the factor of inter-basin water transfer is taken into account in
the hydrological simulation. We chose Jinan, the capital of Shandong Province in China,
as the study area, which is an important city in East China. At the same time, the data
we used are real data provided by local departments rather than scenario analysis, so we
believe that this study reflects reality to a certain extent, both in terms of representativeness
of the study area and data reliability. The biggest limitation of this study is the acquisition
of measured data. On the one hand, high-precision hydrological data are required, and on
the other hand, inter-basin water transfer data within the same period are also required,
while at the same time, different uses of inter-basin water transfer are required. Once these
data are obtained, they can be processed and combined with different types of hydrological
models for hydrological simulations.

This study attempts to integrate the inter-basin water transfer into the rainfall–runoff
model, and the results are relatively satisfactory. Subsequent research can focus on the
following aspects: (1) Conducting a more comprehensive analysis of inter-basin water
transfer so that it can be better integrated into the rainfall–runoff model, such as further
refinement of the temporal and spatial distribution of inter-basin water transfer, and more
comprehensive analysis of the use of inter-basin water transfer. Furthermore, researchers
should (2) perform hydrological simulations under the background of inter-basin water
transfer in other urban basins with data support and compare this with hydrological
simulation results that do not consider inter-basin water transfer. Moreover, (3) the GR3-
ibwt model could be applied to urban water resource management, urban water landscape
design, basin ecological protection, and other aspects. Lastly, (4) by coupling the GR3-ibwt
model with the hydraulic model and replacing the runoff routing part of the GR3-ibwt
model with the hydraulic model for the simulation, one can obtain more flood information
that has more physical meaning.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a new urban hydrological simulation method was proposed. Based on
the GR3 rainfall–runoff model, the inter-basin water transfer is processed and integrated
into the GR3 model, and then the hydrological simulation is conducted. The study area is
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located in the Huangtaiqiao basin of Jinan City, Shandong Province, China. The simulation
object is the hydrological data of the Huangtaiqiao basin from 2000 to 2017, with a time
resolution of 1 h, and 21 flood simulation results of different scales were selected for
statistical analysis. By comparing the simulated results of the GR3-ibwt model with those
of the GR3 model and measured data, their performances on the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency
coefficient (NSE), water relative error (RE), peak discharge relative error (PE), and difference
peak arrival time (DPAT) were evaluated on the two scales of a long time series (18 years)
and a single flood (21 flood events). The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) The GR3-ibwt model performs well in the hydrological simulation of an urban
basin, and the long-term series and single-flood simulation results are satisfactory. (2) We
demonstrate that inter-basin water transfer has a long-term impact on the rainfall–runoff
process of urban basins and provide a new perspective and method for long-term hydro-
logical simulation of urban basins. We also (3) revealed the potential application of the
GR3-ibwt model in urban water resource management, urban water landscape design,
basin ecological protection, and other aspects. Lastly, we (4) suggested the necessity of and
made recommendations for further research.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/w14172660/s1, Table S1. The volume of inter-basin water transfer
in Huangtaiqiao basin; Table S2. The parameters of GR3 and GR3-ibwt; Figure S1. Box diagram of the
measured and simulated discharge evaluation in small flood processes; Figure S2. Box diagram of the
measured and simulated discharge evaluation in medium flood processes; Figure S3. Box diagram of
the measured and simulated discharge evaluation in big flood processes.
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Abstract: In the watershed hydrological model, the parameters represent the characteristics of the
watershed. Usually, the parameters are assumed to be constant in the stable environment. However,
in the changing environment, the parameters may change and the constant parameters would not
represent the change of the characteristics of the runoff generation and routing in the watershed. The
identification of the time-varying characteristics of the watershed hydrological model parameters
will help to improve the performance of the simulation and prediction of hydrological models
in changing environments. Based on the measured data at the ground stations in the Wei River
Basin on the Loess Plateau in China, the temporal and spatial evolution of the ecohydrological and
meteorological factors was analyzed, and the SWAT model was used to identify the relationship
between the model parameters and the factors, such as precipitation, potential evapotranspiration,
NDVI and the other environmental characterization factors of the river basin. The results showed
that the annual precipitation in the basin showed a decreasing trend, and the annual potential
evapotranspiration, the annual average temperature, the annual runoff and the annual average
NDVI all showed an increasing trend. The model parameters fluctuated with time during the study
period. The change of the soil evaporation compensation coefficient (ESCO) was similar with the
annual potential evapotranspiration, and the model parameters all showed a certain correlation with
the potential evaporation of the basin, which indicates that the changes of the hydrological model
parameters in the upper reach of the Wei River are closely related to the changes of the basin potential
evapotranspiration. Potential evapotranspiration is a characterization factor for dynamic changes of
the hydrological model parameters in the upper reach of the Wei River.

Keywords: hydrological simulation; time-varying parameters; potential evapotranspiration; Loess Plateau

1. Introduction

In the context of global climate change, the applicability of traditional runoff simu-
lation and forecasting methods has gradually deteriorated, which brings challenges to
hydrometeorological simulation and forecasting. The hydrological simulation of the river
basin under the changing environment is mainly affected by the climatic conditions and the
underlying surface conditions [1]. Climatic conditions are the driving factors of the water
cycle in the basin and the prerequisite for the generation of runoff [2], which directly or
indirectly affect the runoff process in the basin through changes in factors such as precipita-
tion, evapotranspiration and temperature [3]. Global warming has become an indisputable
fact [4]. The rise in temperature will cause changes in other meteorological elements. Signif-
icant changes have taken place in the type, intensity and amount of precipitation in many
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regions of the world, generally showing that humid regions are becoming more humid,
arid regions tend to become more arid and the interannual variability is significantly en-
hanced [5]. In addition, climatic conditions indirectly affect the hydrological process of the
watershed by affecting the growth state of vegetation and its structure [6]. The increase
and decrease in watershed runoff is inseparable from the change of the underlying sur-
face conditions. With the promotion of large-scale afforestation and urbanization, surface
vegetation coverage conditions and local water and heat flux transfer have undergone
dramatic changes [7–10], as well as large-scale water intake [11], water diversion projects
and reservoir construction, dispatch operation [12], and so on all leading to sudden changes
in natural river runoff. It indicates that the “steady-state” basin assumption in traditional
hydrological simulation is facing challenges, so the theory and method of hydrological
probability distribution based on the consistency assumption obviously cannot help people
accurately reveal the long-term law of water resources and flood evolution in changing
environments [13,14]. In the hydrological model, it is generally assumed that the parame-
ters representing the hydrological physical characteristics of the watershed are constant
over time, which not only cannot reflect the watershed characteristics correctly, but also
seriously weakens the simulation ability of the model. The identification and study of the
time-varying characteristics of hydrological model parameters in “unsteady” watersheds,
and the establishment of a model parameter estimation method that can reflect the climatic
conditions of the watershed and the changing laws of the underlying surface, will improve
the simulation and performance of hydrological models in changing environments.

The parameters of the hydrological model are usually closely related to the underlying
surface conditions of the watershed, and reflect the hydrological characteristics of the
watershed [15]. Since there are significant differences in climatic conditions, geographic
locations, vegetation coverage, soil conditions, topography and geological conditions in
different watersheds [16,17], the parameter values of the same model will also be very
different in different watersheds [18]. In the beginning, the traditional watershed hydrolog-
ical simulation only considers the spatial variability of the parameters of the hydrological
model, but does not consider the dynamic changes of the parameters. Usually, the model
parameters are considered to be static and remain unchanged over time in a given period
of time. However, under the changing environment, the changes in the characteristics
of watershed hydrology are not adequately reflected in the model and such assumptions
may no longer be applicable. Many scholars began to question such static assumptions
and carried out related researches. Kingumbi et al. [19] simulated the hydrological effect
of land-use changes by the MODCOU model in the Merguellil basin in central Tunisia
and evaluated the improvement in model representativeness by assigning specific param-
eters to the production functions in the zones of works of water and soil conservation.
Vaze et al. [20] used four different conceptual hydrological models in 61 watersheds in
southeastern Australia, and applied the method of segmental calibration to determine the
parameter values of the model in each time period, and it was found that climate change
during the study period would cause significant dynamic changes of parameters. In 273
watersheds in Austria, Merz et al. [21] identified the dynamic changes of parameters based
on the HBV model and found that the changes of model parameters had a strong correlation
with environmental meteorological factors such as rainfall, runoff coefficient and potential
evapotranspiration. Sun [22] used the THREW model in the upper reach of the Han River,
identified that all model parameters had a good correlation with the vegetation index,
and proposed a dynamic parameter estimation method based on vegetation coverage,
which improved the simulation effect of the model. Under the conditions of increasingly
significant changes in the basin environment, the constant model parameters over time
will be an important source of simulation errors [23]. Considering the dynamic changes of
parameters can significantly improve the simulation effect of the hydrological model for
the middle and low water sections of the runoff process [24].

The former studies qualitatively pointed out that the change of river basin environ-
mental factors will cause dynamic changes in model parameters, but did not establish the
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quantitative relationship between the factors and the parameters. They mostly focused
on the influence of climate variability on the parameters, and ignored the changes in the
underlying surface condition. In theory, the underlying surface conditions should have a
stronger correlation with the model parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to comprehen-
sively analyze the influence of meteorological factors in the watershed and the changes
of the underlying surface conditions on the model parameters, establish a time-varying
parameter estimation method based on the watershed characteristics, and further enhance
the ability of the hydrological model to reflect the changes of watershed characteristics, in
order to significantly improve the watershed characteristics. The study will improve the
simulation and prediction effects of hydrological models in changing environments. This
study takes the upper reach of the Wei River as the study area, analyzes the temporal and
spatial evolution of the ecological hydrometeorological elements in the study area, reveals
the temporal and spatial variation of these historical sequences and provides a basis for
hydrological simulation. The SWAT model is set up in the study area and the time-varying
parameter sequence of the hydrological model is obtained by segmental calibration, and
the relationship between the model parameters and environmental characterization factors
such as precipitation, potential evapotranspiration and the normalized difference vegeta-
tion index (NDVI) is analyzed, which provides a preliminary solution for the improvement
of the distributed hydrological model. In Section 2, the study area and data are introduced.
In Section 3, the methods and hydrological model are described. In Section 4, the simulation
results are displayed. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Study Area and Data
2.1. Study Area

The study area is the upper reach of the Beidao Hydrological Station in the Wei River
(Figure 1). The study area is located at 103◦97′−106◦42′ E and 34◦17′−36◦19′ N, with a
catchment area of about 25,000 km2, accounting for about 19% of the total area of the Wei
River Basin. The study area is a Loess hilly and gully area with an altitude of 1079–3934 m.
The climate is a continental monsoon climate, with a cold and dry winter and a hot and
rainy summer. The average annual precipitation from 1965 to 2017 was 491 mm, and
the precipitation was unevenly distributed throughout the year, mostly concentrated in
July-September. The annual average temperature is 7.8–13.5 ◦C, the extreme maximum
temperature is 42.8 ◦C, the extreme minimum temperature is −28.1 ◦C and the annual
potential evapotranspiration is 700–1200 mm.

2.2. Data

In this study, the ground-measured meteorological data include the daily data of
6 meteorological stations and 16 rainfall stations in the study area. The data of the meteoro-
logical stations include daily rainfall, temperature, sunshine duration, relative humidity, air
pressure and average wind speed. The measured daily runoff data from 2001 to 2017 come
from the Beidao Hydrological Station. The location of the stations is shown in Figure 1. The
measured flow data and meteorological data come from the Yellow River Basin Hydrological
Yearbook and the China Meteorological Data Network, respectively. The vegetation data
from 2001 to 2017 were derived from the NDVI dataset provided by the MODIS/Terra
website. The dataset was the MOD13Q1 product with a spatial resolution of 250 m and a
temporal resolution of 16 days.

The DEM data used to build the hydrological model came from the ASTER GDEM data
provided by Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn, accessed on: 1 October 2022),
with a spatial resolution of 30 m. The land use data in 2010 came from the Resource and
Environment Data Center of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (http://www.resdc.cn,
accessed on: 1 October 2022), and the soil attribute data came from the Harmonized World
Soil Database (HWSD), with a spatial resolution of 1000 m. The detailed model construction
steps refer to Wu et al. [25].
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3. Methods

Since there is a lack of recorded solar radiation data at all meteorological stations
in the study area, the solar radiation in the watershed was approximated by the number
of sunshine hours. The measured meteorological data collected in this study are rela-
tively comprehensive, and the Penman–Monteith method was chosen for the calculation of
potential evapotranspiration. For the whole basin average precipitation, potential evapo-
transpiration, temperature, runoff, vegetation index and other variables in the study area,
the linear regression method and the cumulative anomaly method were used to analyze the
trend and abrupt change, respectively. The linear regression method is adopted to construct
a univariate linear regression equation between the hydrometeorological variable sequence
and the time series. The regression coefficient b can intuitively reflect the changing rate
of the hydrometeorological sequence, and its positive and negative values indicate the
increasing or decreasing trend of the hydrometeorological sequence, respectively. The t-test
method (a = 0.05) is used to test the significance of the regression coefficient of the equation;
the significance of the change trend of the hydrometeorological sequence is evaluated [26].
The formula of linear regression is as follows:

x(t) = a + bt (1)

where, x is the variable, t is time series, a and b are parameters.
The cumulative anomaly method is a method for evaluating the trend of change

according to the increase and decrease in the cumulative anomaly curve. The long-term
evolution trend of the hydrometeorological sequence and the approximate time of the
sudden change can be evaluated [27]. The formula to calculate the cumulative anomaly
value cd at time t is:

cd =
n

∑
t=1

(x(t)− xmean) (2)
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where, x(t) is the variable at t and xmean is the mean of x.
The SWAT model is a physically based distributed hydrological model and is widely

used to simulate the hydrological process of the watershed all over the world. It has
great advantages in simulating long-term continuous hydrological processes in large-scale
complex watersheds. Therefore, since the model was launched, it has been used in Europe,
North America, Canada, Asia and other regions with good results [28,29]. The basin SWAT
model was constructed, and the DEM data of the basin were used for catchment analysis
and river network extraction. The minimum catchment area threshold was set to 400 km2,
and the study area was divided into 39 sub-basins. Sensitivity analysis was performed
using the SUFI-2 algorithm, in which six sensitive parameters were closely related to runoff,
such as the number of runoff curves (CN2), the effective hydraulic conductivity of the main
channel bed (CH_K2), the soil evaporation compensation coefficient (ESCO), the baseflow
α factor of riparian regulation and storage (ALPHA_BNK), the Manning coefficient of the
main channel (CH_N2) and the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil (SOL_K). Since
CH_K2 and SOL_K are parameters that characterize the soil characteristics of the basin,
they are not suitable to establish a relationship with the meteorological characteristics, and
only CN2, ESCO, ALPHA_BNK and CH_N2 are analyzed.

The Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE), the coefficient of determination (R2)
and the Kling–Gupta coefficient (KGE) [30–33] are selected to evaluate the simulated daily
flow. The formulas are as follows:

NSE = 1− ∑n
i=1(Qo,i −Qs,i)

2

∑n
i=1
(
Qo,i −Qo

)2 (3)

R2 =
∑n

i=1
[(

Qs,i −Qs
)(

Qo,i −Qo
)]2

∑n
i=1
(
Qo,i −Qo

)2
∑n

i=1
(
Qs,i −Qs

)2 (4)

KGE = 1−
√
(r− 1)2 + (β− 1)2 + (γ− 1)2 (5)

β =
µs

µo
, γ =

σs/µs

σo/µo
(6)

where, n represents the length of the runoff sequence; Qs and Qo represent the simulated
flow and measured flow; µ and σ are the mean and variance, respectively; r is the linear
correlation coefficient between the simulated and measured values. The closer NSE and R2

are to 1, the better the simulation effect is. The KGE coefficient is a comprehensive index
including Cv, correlation coefficient and mean value. The closer the value is to 1, the higher
the simulation accuracy.

4. Results
4.1. Spatial Distribution of Meteorological Factors

According to the precipitation, air temperature and potential evapotranspiration data
calculated by the Penman–Monteith formula from 1965 to 2017 at the six meteorological
stations in the upper reach of the Wei River, the spatial distribution of the annual average
precipitation, temperature and potential evapotranspiration was plotted by inverse distance
weighting interpolation (IDW), as shown in Figure 2. It shows that the annual average pre-
cipitation in the basin has obvious differences in spatial distribution, and generally shows a
decreasing trend from the southwest of the basin to the northeast. The spatial distribution
of the average temperature in the basin shows an increasing trend from the northwest to
the southeast. The temperature in about two-thirds of the area is between 6 and 11 ◦C.
From the perspective of the river flow, the high temperature area is located at the outlet of
the downstream watershed, and the temperature in the middle and upper reaches of the
watershed is lower. It is closely related to the changes of elevation in the basin. The spatial
distribution of the annual average potential evapotranspiration in the basin is extremely
uneven, and the overall distribution pattern is that the potential evapotranspiration in the
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northern part of the basin is slightly larger than that in the southern part of the basin. The
spatial distributions of potential evapotranspiration and precipitation are basically oppo-
site; the area with the largest potential evapotranspiration has less precipitation and, on the
contrary, the area with the smallest potential evapotranspiration has more precipitation.
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4.2. Interannual Changes of the Environmental Factors

The linear regression method was used to analyze the trend of the annual precipitation,
temperature, potential evapotranspiration and runoff depth series at the whole basin scale
in the study area from 1965 to 2017, and the significance of the trend results was further
tested. The results are shown in Figure 3. It shows that the annual precipitation in the
basin shows an insignificant decreasing trend, with a decreasing rate of 0.59 mm/a. The
mean annual precipitation in the basin was 491.37 mm, the annual precipitation reached
the maximum in 1967, about 704.04 mm, and the minimum in 1982. The annual average
temperature in the basin shows a significant growth trend, with an increasing rate of
0.03 ◦C/a. The mean annual temperature in the basin is 6.62 ◦C. The annual average
temperature reached the maximum in 2016, about 7.98 ◦C, and was the minimum in 1967.
The annual potential evapotranspiration in the basin showed a significant increasing trend,
with an increasing rate of 1.87 mm/a. The mean annual potential evapotranspiration in the
basin was 1150.72 mm, and the annual potential evapotranspiration reached the maximum
in 2016, about 1280.31 mm, and was the minimum in 1967. The annual runoff depth of
the Beidao Hydrological Station showed an insignificant trend with an increasing rate
of 0.42 mm/a. The mean annual runoff depth of the Beidao Hydrological Station was
26.20 mm, and the annual runoff depth reached the maximum in 2013, about 49.01 mm,
and was the minimum in 2002.
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Figure 3. Analysis of trends and abrupt changes of hydrological and meteorological elements in
the basin. Note: x = year−1964. (a) Annual precipitation trend, (b) Analysis of abrupt change
in annual precipitation, (c) Annual temperature trend, (d) Analysis of abrupt change in annual
temperature, (e) Annual potential evapotranspiration trend, (f) Analysis of abrupt change in annual
potential evapotranspiration, (g) Annual runoff depth trend, (h) Analysis of abrupt change in annual
runoff depth.

The cumulative anomaly method was used to analyze the mutation of the annual
precipitation, temperature, potential evapotranspiration and runoff depth series in the
study area from 1965 to 2017. The results are shown in Figure 3. It was identified that
the annual precipitation and runoff depth series did not have abrupt changes, the annual
mean temperature series had a significant jump around 1997, and the annual potential
evapotranspiration series had a significant jump around 1994. The simulation period is
2001–2017 and after the abrupt changes.

Figure 4 shows the changing process of the annual average NDVI series in the study
area from 2001 to 2017. It shows that although the average annual NDVI value of the
watershed fluctuated during the 17 years, the overall trend is significant increase, which
indicates that the vegetation coverage in the study area during the 17 years was increasing
continuously. Especially after 2011, the vegetation condition significantly improved. The
annual NDVI value of the watershed was between 0.30 and 0.38 from 2001 to 2017. The av-
erage annual NDVI value of the watershed increased by 19.7%, and reached the maximum
value of about 0.38 in 2013. Figure 5 shows the seasonality of NDVI on the monthly scale in
the study area from 2001 to 2017. It shows that the vegetation change in the study area has
a significant seasonality across the year. The maximum monthly NDVI in the study area
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generally occurs from June to August, while the minimum monthly NDVI generally occurs
from January to March.
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4.3. Simulation of the Hydrological Process

According to the mutation analysis results of the hydrometeorological data, 2001–2017
was selected as the simulation period of the model, 2001 was set as the warm-up period
of the model, 2002–2013 was the calibration period, and 2014–2017 was the verification
period. Sensitivity analysis was carried out on the model parameters, among which there
are six parameters closely related to runoff, namely the number of runoff curves (CN2), the
effective hydraulic conductivity of the main channel bed (CH_K2), the soil evaporation
compensation coefficient (ESCO), and the baseflow α factor of riparian regulation and
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storage (ALPHA_BNK), the Manning coefficient of the main channel (CH_N2) and the
saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil (SOL_K).

The daily runoff at the Beidao Hydrological Station is simulated, and the measured and
simulated flow processes in the calibration and verification periods are shown in Figure 6,
and the evaluation results of the daily flow simulation are shown in Table 1. It shows that
the simulated daily flow process in the calibration period of the Beidao hydrological station
is quite good, and the three evaluation indicators are all above 0.54, of which the KGE index
reaches 0.70, and the simulation effect is poor in the verification period except for 2014. In
general, the SWAT model has been successfully constructed in the study area, and has good
applicability in the watershed. Further research is carried out based on this model.
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Figure 6. Results of simulated and observed streamflow in calibration period and validation period.
(a) calibration period. (b) verification period.

Table 1. Evaluation result of daily flow simulation value.

Period R2 NSE KGE

Calibration period (2002–2013) 0.58 0.54 0.70
Verification period (2014–2017) 0.31 0.19 0.54

4.4. Time-Varying Parameters of the Hydrological Model

In order to obtain the time-varying parameters of the SWAT model, the SUFI-2 algo-
rithm was used to calibrate the model parameters in each year from 2001 to 2017, and the
previous year of each calibration period was used as the model warm-up period. Then, the
daily runoff process of the study area in each year was simulated by the SWAT model with
one parameter set of this year. The Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient, R2 and KGE were
used to evaluate the simulation accuracy of the runoff in each period. The results are shown
in Table 2. It shows that the daily runoff simulation accuracy in the other 10 years met the
requirements, except for the poor simulation in 2002, 2004, 2008, 2009, 2016 and 2017.
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Table 2. Evaluation result of simulated daily flow of each year.

Year R2 NSE KGE

2002 0.33 0.26 0.53
2003 0.74 0.73 0.77
2004 0.34 0.34 0.44
2005 0.56 0.53 0.71
2006 0.56 0.55 0.67
2007 0.42 0.42 0.52
2008 0.37 0.33 0.55
2009 0.30 0.15 0.55
2010 0.61 0.59 0.67
2011 0.53 0.52 0.58
2012 0.68 0.66 0.82
2013 0.64 0.62 0.79
2014 0.50 0.42 0.70
2015 0.45 0.44 0.62
2016 0.36 0.35 0.47
2017 0.29 0.12 0.53

The hydrological model was calibrated year by year in 1-year increments. Four time-
dependent model parameter series, CN2, ESCO, ALPHA_BNK and CH_N2, were obtained
for the study area. The relationship between model parameters and environmental charac-
terization factors, i.e., precipitation, potential evapotranspiration and NDVI in the basin
is plotted, as shown in Figures 7–10. It shows that the four parameters are fluctuating in
different degrees during the study period. There was no obvious trend in CN2 and CH_N2.
The soil evaporation compensation coefficient (ESCO) and ALPHA_BNK showed a down-
ward trend, but the magnitude of change in ALPHA_BNK was small and negligible. The
smaller the value, the more evapotranspiration water can be obtained from the lower soil
layer, which is consistent with the conclusion that the watershed evaporation is increasing
year by year, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Time-varying process of CN2 to precipitation, potential evapotranspiration and NDVI.
(a) Precipitation, (b) potential evapotranspiration, (c) NDVI.
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Figure 8. Time-varying process of ESCO to basin precipitation, potential evapotranspiration and
NDVI. (a) Precipitation, (b) potential evapotranspiration, (c) NDVI.
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Figure 9. Time-varying process of CH_N2 to basin precipitation, potential evapotranspiration and
NDVI. (a) Precipitation, (b) potential evapotranspiration, (c) NDVI.
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Figure 10. Time-varying process of ALPHA_BNK to basin precipitation, potential evapotranspiration
and NDVI. (a) Precipitation, (b) potential evapotranspiration, (c) NDVI.

4.5. Analysis of the Relationship between Model Parameters and Environmental Factors

The scatter plots of the hydrological model parameters and environmental repre-
sentation factors of precipitation, potential evapotranspiration and NDVI were shown to
identify the relationship between them, and the results are shown in Table 3, Figures 11–14.
Figure 11 shows that there is a weak negative correlation between CN2 and potential evap-
otranspiration. The number of runoff curves (CN2) changes inversely with the change of
potential evapotranspiration, and has no obvious correlation with precipitation and NDVI.
In Figure 12, ESCO showed a certain negative correlation with potential evapotranspiration
and NDVI, and the correlation coefficient passed the 0.05 significance level test. The soil
evaporation compensation coefficient (ESCO) decreased with the increase in potential
evapotranspiration and NDVI, and had no significant correlation with precipitation. The
smaller the value of ESCO, the more evaporative water the model can obtain from the
lower soil layer, resulting in the reduction of surface runoff, interflow and subsurface
runoff, especially the most obvious reduction in surface runoff. In Figure 13, CH_N2 has a
certain correlation with precipitation and potential evapotranspiration. It increases with
the increase in precipitation and decreases with the increase in potential evapotranspi-
ration. There is no obvious correlation with NDVI. The correlation coefficient between
CH_N2 and precipitation passes the 0.05 significance level test. In Figure 14, ALPHA_BNK
showed a certain negative correlation with potential evapotranspiration and NDVI, and
the correlation coefficient passed the 0.05 significance level test. The baseflow α factor of
riparian regulation and storage (ALPHA_BNK) decreased with the increase in potential
evapotranspiration and NDVI, and had a weak positive correlation with precipitation.
The baseflow α factor of riparian regulation and storage is a response index reflecting the
discharge rate of subsurface runoff to the river discharge at the river bank, and the river
discharge is positively correlated with it.
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Table 3. The R2 of each parameter with precipitation, potential evapotranspiration and NDVI.

R2 Precipitation Potential Evapotranspiration NDVI

the number of runoff curves
(CN2) 0.0032 0.0634 0.0003

the soil evaporation
compensation coefficient

(ESCO)
0.0008 0.4463 * 0.4402 *

the Manning coefficient of the
main channel

(CH_N2)
0.3364 * 0.2062 0.0009

the baseflow α factor of
riparian regulation and storage

(ALPHA_BNK)
0.1036 0.5453 * 0.2563 *

Note: * Indicates passing the 0.05 significance level test.
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Figure 11. Correlation of CN2 to watershed precipitation, potential evapotranspiration, NDVI.
(a) Precipitation, (b) potential evapotranspiration, (c) NDVI.
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Figure 12. Correlation of ESCO to watershed precipitation, potential evapotranspiration, NDVI.
(a) Precipitation, (b) potential evapotranspiration, (c) NDVI.
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Figure 13. Correlation of CH_N2 to watershed precipitation, potential evapotranspiration, NDVI.
(a) Precipitation, (b) potential evapotranspiration, (c) NDVI.
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Figure 14. Correlation of ALPHA_BNK to watershed precipitation, potential evapotranspiration,
NDVI. (a) Precipitation, (b) potential evapotranspiration, (c) NDVI.

In summary, all four parameters of the SWAT model in the upper reach of the Wei
River Basin show a certain correlation with potential evapotranspiration, and some param-
eters have a correlation with precipitation or NDVI, which indicates that the changes of the
hydrological model parameters in the upper reach of the Wei River Basin are closely related
to the dynamic changes of potential evapotranspiration. Therefore, potential evapotranspi-
ration can be used as a representative factor of the dynamic change of model parameters.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the upper reach of the Wei River is selected as the study area, and the
temporal and spatial evolution of the ecological hydrometeorological elements in the study
area is revealed using the linear regression method and the cumulative anomaly method.
The time-varying parameter series of the hydrological model is obtained based on the
SWAT model in each year. The time-varying characteristics of the model parameters and
environmental indicators such as precipitation, potential evapotranspiration and NDVI
were analyzed, and the response relationship between them was identified.

In addition to the decreasing trend of annual precipitation in the basin, the hydrome-
teorological elements such as annual potential evapotranspiration, annual average temper-
ature, annual runoff depth and annual average NDVI all showed an increasing trend. The
annual precipitation and annual runoff depth series in the basin did not change abruptly,
but the annual mean temperature series and the annual potential evapotranspiration series
jumped significantly around 1997 and 1994, respectively.

Except for the six years of 2002, 2004, 2008, 2009, 2016 and 2017 in 2002–2017, the
daily runoff simulation accuracy in the other 10 years met the requirements. The four
model parameters of CN2, ESCO, CH_N2 and ALPHA_BNK all fluctuated with time
during the study period. The number of runoff curves (CN2) and CH_N2 had no obvious
trend changes, while ESCO and ALPHA_BNK showed a downward trend. Because the
magnitude of change in ALPHA_BNK was small, it can be neglected, and the change of
ESCO is consistent with the conclusion that the evaporation in the basin increases year
by year.

All model parameters show a certain correlation with potential evapotranspiration
in the basin, which indicates that the changes of the hydrological model parameters in
the upper reach of the Wei River Basin are closely related to the dynamic changes of
potential evapotranspiration. Therefore, potential evapotranspiration can be used as an
environmental factor to characterize the dynamic changes of the model parameters.
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